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Introduction
Impacts of a liquid against a solid are found to occur in a variety of scenarios in
nature and industry. At small scales, the knowledge of the force due to the impact of
a drop on a solid substrate is useful in industrial processes such as spraying, coating
and printing [1, 2]. The same is also useful to understand natural processes such as
the erosion of soil due to rain [3, 4] (see figure 1(a)), how insects survive in the rain
[5] (figure 1(b)), the forces that are generated when birds dive into water to catch
their prey [6, 7] (figure 1(c)), locomotion of lizards on water [8] (figure 1(d)), and in
the sport of diving [9].
Much more intense impact loads are generated at larger scales, such as in the
slamming of a ship-hull during the testing and operation of a ship [12, 13] (see figure
2(a)), the slamming of a tidal wave on offshore structures [14] (see figure 2(b)), the
sloshing of a liquid cargo in a containment tank [15], the testing and operation of
sea-planes (see figure 2(c)), and the landing of space-vehicles [16].
The accurate prediction of impact loads is of crucial importance to all applications. For the large scale phenomena mentioned above, it is often expensive and impractical to perform impact tests on a full scale. Hence, model tests are often used.
The overall loading produced on the solid can generally be described using added
mass effect - that is, by estimating the momentum transferred at the moment of impact from the a priori known relative motion of the two objects. Precisely this idea
was used by von Kármán [20] in 1929 to estimate the force produced on seaplane
floats during a landing. The model was quite successful in predicting the impact
force, however its success partly relied on the specific geometry of the impactor that
was considered. When a wedge-like object impacts on water, the ambient air from
the gap in between the two is allowed to escape freely throughout the process. It
results in negligible, if any interaction between the wedge and the water surface
before impact. This fortunate situation is not found in most instances in real life applications. Staying with the present example of a wedge, it is seen in practice that
liquid jets are ejected at impact. These jets carry away a significant part of the en1
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 1: The above figure shows examples of liquid-solid impact: (a) a water drop impacting
on dried sand [3], (b) the impact of a water drop on a mosquito [5], (c) the diving of a seabird
into water [10] and (d) a double-crested basilisk running across water [11].

ergy that is imparted to water by the impact event [21]. Flow features such as these
were first correctly accounted for by Wagner’s canonical treatment [22] of the impact
pressure generated on a water-impacting wedge that has a small deadrise angle. His
approach was built from first principles, using potential theory. For a constant velocity of impact V , it was shown that the pressure at any point x on the wedge, at
time t takes the form
P (x, t) = cp (x) ρl V 2 ,

(1)

where cp is the impact pressure coefficient and ρl the liquid density. Wagner’s treatment elucidated the different terms that contribute to this numerical factor cp , and

3

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: The above figure shows examples of (a) a ship about to slam onto the water surface
after riding on a wave [17], (b) slamming of ocean surface waves into an offshore structure
[18] and (c) landing of a seaplane while its floats slam into water [19].

the liquid flow domains that they originate from.
The air flow effects under a wedge impacting on water reach the peak of their
influence in the limit of a small deadrise angle, where it behaves as a flat plate. The
plate’s interaction with the water surface prior to impact, via the intervening air
layer, makes it very challenging to estimate the detailed distribution of the impact
loading on the plate. Except for some illustrations on how the water surface ought
to behave in such a scenario [23, 24], there exist no experimental measurements of
its exact behaviour.
In a practical situation, all such pre-impact influences on the liquid surface due
to air flow reach their extreme proportions in the impact of a wave onto a solid wall.
The first careful study reporting the impact pressures was the work by Bagnold [27],
who concluded that, even with the most carefully reproduced wave, the pressures at
impact had a great deal of variation. This observation has been upheld by all modern works since then [28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33]. Bagnold, in addition, made a remarkable observation that although the pressures due to impact were highly variable, the
time-integrated pressure, or the pressure impulse, could be reproduced consistently.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Some examples of experimentally obtained wave shapes before impact. In (a) (obtained from ref. [25]) the wave is seen to approach as its tip at the front of the crest becomes
increasingly deformed. Immediately before impact several filaments are seen to detaching
from the global wave. Another, closer example of a similar situation is shown in panel (b)
(obtained from ref. [26]).

This idea was used by Peregrine and co-workers [34, 35] to devise several theoretical
works predicting the pressure fields in a fluid when it impacts upon on a wall. Some
degree of agreement with experiments was found [36]. Pressure impulse theory was
also applied to wave impact scenarios with entrapped air to predict the modes of
acoustic oscillation, also finding sound agreement with some experiments [37].
Before impact, the crest of an approaching breaking wave often encloses an air
cavity at the target wall. Including the behaviour of air pockets, Lafeber et al. [38, 39]
identified three main sources of loading at a point on a wall during the impact of a
wave. These were termed elementary loading processes, and are described as: direct
impact, the liquid jet created along the structure, and the compression of entrapped
or escaping gas. As the gap closes, the fast air flow in the rapidly closing gap can induce shear (Kelvin-Helmholtz) instabilities along the liquid walls of the cavity. This
can deform the liquid surface and cause liquid filaments to detach from the global

5
wave, as shown in figure 3. These liquid filaments can break up into droplets via
Plateau–Rayleigh instabilities. In a real experiment these instabilities quickly turn
nonlinear. Thus the liquid wave surface close to the moment of impact is very difficult to reproduce. Needless to say, the evolution of these instabilities is very different at reduced-size model tests, and real-life scales. This renders the comparison
between model and full scales quite inapt.
In this thesis we attempt to resolve some of the challenges seen in liquid-solid
impacts, focussing on the role that the intervening air plays in
• influencing the water surface before impact, and
• influencing the distribution of impact loads.
We seek to study this in a controlled and simplified manner. For this purpose, the
liquid is kept stationary in a bath, while the solid is impacted on it with its surface
parallel, at controlled speeds. A flat disc is used as the solid plate to further simplify the geometry to make the experiments amenable to theoretical and numerical
modelling. The results for the deflection of the water surface prior to being impacted
upon by the disc are discussed in chapters 2 and 3. All the measurements discussed
therein rely on an in-house method to measure small deflections of the water surface, which is described in chapter 1. We show that the air flow in the gap between
the disc and target water surface can be described by a simple mass conservation
law. The pressure gradient that is set up in the gap acts as a boundary condition
on the water surface, and results in movements of the free surface that correspond
to a region of high or low hydrodynamic pressure. A region of high static pressure
under the disc centre pushes the water surface down, while a complementary region
of low pressure under the disc edge draws the water surface up towards the disc.
We show that this suction of the water surface is initiated by a Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability and preferentially destabilises a wavelength that is typically found given
the properties of a water-air interface. The distance by which the water surface is
pushed down is shown to obey inertial scales set in the problem by the disc size and
velocity of approach. This quantity is of practical relevance as it decides the thickness of the air film that is trapped on the disc immediately after impact. The process
of the water surface being pushed down is also reproduced quite convincingly by
potential flow theory and two-fluid boundary integral simulations.
As seen in wave impacts, the trapped air is expected to influence the measured
loads (or equivalently, the impact pressures) at the moment of impact [25]. This
expectation comes to fruition in chapter 4 where the pressures at two locations on
the disc, namely, at its centre and close to its edge, are measured. It is shown that the
presence of an air film indeed influences both the peak pressures and the pressure
impulses measured at the two locations. At large velocities (approximately & 0.5

0
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m/s), the slamming pressures at the disc’s centre are found to be considerably higher
than those at the edge. Pressure impulses computed at the two locations reflect the
same trend. In addition we also use continuous wavelet transforms to reveal the
relevant frequencies in the measured signals, and the times when they show a greater
amount of activity. In addition to measuring local pressures, we use a load cell to
measure the overall force on the disc, and compute the impulse due to it. It is shown
using an extensive set of experiments that the peak loads due to impact are very
sensitive to the acquisition frequency of the sensor, while the impulses due to impact
constitute a much more reproducible measure of the intensity of slamming.
In chapter 5 we turn to experiments using a wedge and cone with a relatively
large deadrise angle of 10◦ . For such a deadrise angle, air flow effects before impact are not expected to play a major role in influencing the water surface before
impact. We show using the method described in chapter 1 that this expectation is
wrong. The water surface under the cone’s centre undergoes significant deflection
due to air being squeezed out from the gap. However due to the impactor’s geometry, no trapping of air occurs at the moment of impact. Here, the key results from
Wagner’s treatment for the wedge impact model are described, and extensively used
for comparisons with the measurements. Useful insights are provided regarding the
robustness of Wagner’s method in deriving the wetting rate on the impactor.
In chapter 6 we return to using a flat disc, albeit in a different setting. Instead
of moving the disc towards the water surface to impact on the latter, it is placed a
short distance away from the water surface, and oscillated in air with a prescribed
frequency and amplitude. The resulting air flow excites waves on the water surface. In contrast to the typical situation in chapters 2–5, the Reynolds number of
the air flow in the trapped air layer here is relatively small, such that the lubrication
approximation holds. The pressure it thus imposes on the water surface is used as
a time-periodic boundary condition on the interface. The water surface’s response
manifests in the form of standing and travelling capillary-gravity waves, which are
measured, and compared with the theory.
Until chapter 6, a solid impactor is used, whose deformation upon impact could
be assumed to be negligible. In chapter 7, we take the other end of this limit by
using viscous oil drops as the impactor. The viscosity of the drops used is varied
between 20 and 200 times that of water, on which they are impacted. In this chapter,
the dynamics of the interface after impact are studied. The impacting drop creates a
crater in the pool. Its maximum size is determined by a resistive force, which in this
case is dominantly gravity. The crater’s maximum size is parameterised in terms of
Froude number F r =V 2 /gD0 , where V is the drop’s impact velocity, D0 its size, and
g the acceleration due to gravity. An extra resistance to the crater’s growth due to

7
drop’s viscosity is explored. The early growth dynamics of the cavity are shown to
be dominated by inertia, much like the pushing-down of the water surface was in
chapters 2, 3 and 5.
Finally in the last chapter, we draw conclusions, and offer an outlook for where
the insights gained in earlier chapters may be useful in real life applications. Some
directions for further work based on the results discussed in this thesis are suggested.
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1

Chapter 1

Synthetic Schlieren Using Total Internal Reflection - Deflectometry
This chapter describes the method that has been developed to visualise and reconstruct the free surface deflections in chapters 2–6. We describe a method that uses
total internal reflection (TIR) at water-air interface inside a large, transparent tank
filled with water. As one would be informed from experience, imperfections on a
mirror are much easier detected than on a lens. Thus, using this configuration, we
obtain an optical setup that is incredibly sensitive to very small disturbances of the
water surface. The said disturbances of the reflecting surface are detected by means
of visualising the reflections of a reference pattern. When the water surface is deformed, it reflects a distorted image of the reference pattern, similar to a synthetic
Schlieren setup. These distortions of the pattern are analysed using a suitable image correlation method. The displacement fields thus obtained correlate to the local
spatial gradients of the water surface. The gradient fields are integrated in a leastsquares sense to obtain a full instantaneous reconstruction of the water surface. To
the best of our knowledge, our method of using specular reflections from a liquid
surface in a TIR configuration is without precedence.

9
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1.1

1

CHAPTER 1. TIR-DEFLECTOMETRY

Introduction

Measuring instantaneous free surface (FS) behaviour of liquids is of general interest
in several practical applications such as in coating and food industries, in large applications such as to study ship wakes, and in off-shore engineering [40, 41]. The interest also naturally extends to more fundamental fluid dynamics and physics problems such as studying interfacial fluid instabilities [42, 43], droplet dynamics [44, 45],
wave formation and propagation on the surface of a fluid [46], and in oceanography
[47, 48].
The methods to quantitatively measure FS behaviour may be broadly divided
into two categories based on whether they are intrusive or not. Intrusive methods
can be used when the extent of intrusion is small, and the additional effect they add
to the average flow behaviour itself is small. Traditionally arrays of resistive (or
capacitive) wave probes have been used to study the variation of water level in large
setups studying waves [48, 49], but can only be installed in sparse distributions with
gaps of (at least) several centimeters in between. Less intrusive methods that rely on
flow velocities collected using a stereo particle-image-velocimetry setup have also
been shown to work for large scale setups [50, 51]. Some non-intrusive methods for
such measurements, that only use reflections from the water surface with a set of
multiple cameras for reconstruction, have also been developed [48, 52].
Among the non-intrusive methods which can be used on smaller, lab scale setups,
and resolve much smaller deflections (. O(millimetres)) of the FS, are those that
use the subject of interest as a refracting or reflecting surface. In the former type of
methods, a reference pattern is placed underneath the water bath that is contained
in a transparent tank. When the light rays from the pattern emerge through the
liquid surface, they are refracted due to the jump in refractive index. Thus, the water
surface is used as the surface of a lens. The variation in heights of the FS causes
further movements of the refracted image of the reference pattern. These movements
can be recorded using a camera and analysed further to reconstruct the FS profile.
This method is a spin on the well known Schlieren method, and is known as the
free-surface synthetic Schlieren method. This was first proposed by Kurata et al.
[53], and since has been matured by the works of Moisy et al. [40] and Wildeman
[54] to result in a packaged method that is quick and inexpensive to arrange. In
such methods, the optics of the problem are used to compute the spatial gradients
of the FS. The gradient fields are then integrated using a suitable algorithm to obtain
a full reconstruction of the imaged area. Even when using the liquid surface as a
lens cannot be processed to obtain a fully quantitative reconstruction, a great deal of
qualitative information can be learnt such as discussed in the works by Fermigier et
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al. [42] and Chang et al. [44, 45].
There are a smaller range of specular methods that use the reflections from liquid surface to compute its spatial profile. The study by Cox & Munk [55] was the
first where the specular reflections of the Sun from sea surface were used to obtain
information about spatial gradients of the surface. Another work, where the direct
specular reflections from suitably placed lamps were used to reconstruct the spatial
profile was done by Rupnik et al. [56]. Another category of such methods uses structured light (such as spatially periodic bright bands of light), that is projected on the
FS. When the FS deforms, the projections are also deformed. A camera is used to
record the movements of the projected fringes, whose phase changes are interpreted
to reconstruct the height profile of the FS [57, 58]. Such methods that use projecting
a spatially periodic pattern source onto the surface of interest have long been used
in solid mechanics where incredibly small displacements ∼ O(100 s of nanometres)
need to be resolved [59, 60, 61, 62, 63]. They have come to be known as ‘deflectometry’.
Here we visualise the movements of the water surface by using it as a specularly
reflecting surface in a total-internal-reflection (TIR) configuration. Taking inspiration
from Moisy et al. [40] and Wildeman [54], we use a fixed pattern, whose distortions
by the moving FS are interpreted in a synthetic-Schlieren sense to obtain displacement fields. Note that contrary to Moisy et al. [40] and Wildeman [54], we use the
water surface as a mirror rather than as a lens. From the point of view of a ray-optics
problem, the presence of a mirror results in an additional complication as it is the
reflecting ‘mirror’ that undergoes deformation, and not the apparent object that is
behind the mirror. We exploit the ray optics in the setup to derive relations between
the measured displacement fields and the local spatial gradients of the FS. Finally we
discuss how this gradient information is integrated in a least-squares sense to obtain
a fully reconstructed FS profile from the imaged snapshot at a given instant. We finish by discussing the specifics of the setup, and the reconstruction process as they
are implemented in later chapters (2–5) of this thesis to obtain the results therein.

1.2

Setup requirements

The setup at the least consists of a water-filled transparent tank with flat walls, a
fixed pattern that is allowed to project onto the liquid surface of interest, and a camera to image the reflection from the liquid surface. A light source can be used to
illuminate the fixed pattern as shown in figure 1.1.
The light which enters the water tank is initially refracted towards interface’s
normal due to it entering an optically denser medium. Eventually it reaches the
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Apparent object
behind the 'mirror', O'

1

TIR

Original printed
pattern, O

2

Camera

Water
Light source

Figure 1.1: Schematic of disc impact setup. A brightly lit, large light source is used to illuminate the printed pattern. The image from the printed pattern is reflected at the water-air
interface and enters a suitably placed high speed imaging camera. The water-air interface acts
as a mirror due to total internal reflection, and the camera only observes the mirror image.
The light rays are shown to help the reader follow the general optics of the problem.

air-water interface, where depending on the magnitude of angle of incidence (represented by θ in figure 1.1), might either pass into the surrounding optically rarer
medium (here, air), or get specularly reflected as if by a mirror. This is known as
total internal reflection (TIR) and it requires the angle of incidence at water surface
to be greater angle the the critical angle θc = arcsin na /nw , where na and nw are the
refractive indices of air and water respectively. For TIR to occur at an air-water interface, the angle of incidence needs to be greater than θc ≈ 48.75◦ , which may require
that the water bath be of considerable depth, namely of the order of the lateral width
of the tank. Here we use a tank that is 50 cm in length and breadth, and is filled with
water up to a depth of ∼ 30 cm .

1.2.1

Operating conditions

As discussed earlier, light passing from one optical medium to another is reflected
back at the interface only if the current medium (with refractive index n1 ) is optically
denser than the medium (with refractive index n2 ) that the light in directed towards,
and the light is incident upon the interface at an angle that is greater than a critical
angle (θc = arcsin n2 /n1 ). Thus, the method described here can be used to visualise
the motion of air-water interface if the light passing from water to air is reflected at
the surface. However, if the air were replaced by an optically denser medium than
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water, such as glass (n ≈ 1.52) or silicone oil (n ≈ 1.40), an image of the original
pattern (O in figure 1.1) would not be reflected.
With the above conditions satisfied, the air-water surface will only act as a mirror
if it exists. Any small contamination floating at the surface disrupts the free surface
such that the ‘mirror’ disappears at all such locations. This condition also serves as
a limitation of the magnitude of deformations that can be measured by this method.
When the air-water interface is locally sharply deformed such that there are large
curvatures, the light rays being reflected by the interface (while θ > θc still holds)
would be deflected in directions away from the camera. Additionally, even at small
deformations, there may be some ray-crossings, which can make the imaging and
interpretation ambiguous.

1.3

Quantifying displacement fields

An example of the image recorded on camera when the water surface is stationary
is shown in figure 1.2(a). When a disturbance travels across the water surface, it deforms the interface such that the reflected image, as seen in figure 1.2(b), is distorted.
An example is shown in figure 1.2(b). Such disturbances of the water surface are
recorded, and the images are processed using an appropriate method to extract displacement vectors from the movements of the pattern. Two methods that are used
to obtain results in later chapters are discussed.

1.3.1

Using cross-correlation

The displacements of squares due to movements of the pattern can be measured
using a cross-correlation code. Any freely available or commercial PIV program
may be used to obtain two-dimensional displacement fields in the x and y directions. Cross-correlation techniques, by their very nature, are best used with images
that contain a large number of randomly distributed ‘particles’ (here, dots/squares)
[64]. Note that although here we use a pattern with regularly spaced squares due
to demanding illumination requirements, a pattern with randomly distributed dots
may in general be better suited to being analysed using cross-correlation techniques.
These methods (for instance how they are used in PIV) divide the region of interest
into interrogation windows. In typical PIV measurements, a multi-stage algorithm
is used, whereby each image is scanned multiple times, with successively decreasing size of the interrogation windows. For the experiments in chapters 2–5, we use
MATLAB based OpenPIV [65] software. An example of the displacement information thus obtained is shown in figure 1.2(c).
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During the interrogation process, we use window sizes such that each window
covers at least 4 particle image-pairs at all times. This is in keeping with the recommendations made by Raffel et al. [64] and Keane & Adrian [66]. It can be seen in
figure 1.2(c) that the displacement field contains anomalies in some regions. This is
due to how the spatial resolution and displacement resolution are affected by choosing a particular size of the interrogation window. Most of such noise in the data
is smoothened in later stages due to the way we reconstruct the water surface (see
section 1.5.2). More specific details for the results in chapters 2–5 are discussed in
section 1.A.2.

(d)

(c)

Figure 1.2: (a) The reference pattern O is reflected, as is, when the water surface is stationary. (b) Waves passing on the water surface
create disturbances on the reflecting ‘mirror’, which results in a distorted image of the reference pattern being reflected towards the
p
camera. (c) The magnitude u2x + u2y of the displacement vectors (ux , uy ) of bright squares such as shown in panel (b) are measured
using a PIV routine. (d) The magnitude of displacement vectors of the same pattern shown in panel (b) are measured using Fourier
demodulation.

(b)

(a)
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Using Fourier Demodulation

If regularly spaced patterns are used for the fixed pattern (O in figure 1.1), the type
of images shown in figure 1.2 can be processed to extract displacement fields using Fourier-demodulation (FD) based methods. These methods have been used in
solid mechanics community for a while [60, 63] as they can resolve incredibly small
disturbances which are of use in measuring 2D strain fields. Recently these methods
were introduced in fluid mechanics [54]. The basic principle is that, given a regularly
spaced pattern, the intensity profile across the image is of the form
I0 (~r) = A exp(i~kr · ~r),

(1.1)

where A is just a constant, ~kr are the wavenumbers of the reference grid pattern in
(x, y) directions, and ~r the position vector. A disturbed FS reflects a distorted pattern,
such that the reference intensity profile is phase-modulated by disturbances on the
surface of interest. The resulting intensity profile has the form
I(~r) = A exp(i~kr · (~r − ~u(~r))),

(1.2)

where ~u(~r), the displacement vector, simply works as a modulation of the earlier
harmonic. It can be extracted by performing the operation
− Arg(II0∗ ) = ~kr ~u(~r).

(1.3)

An example is shown in figure 1.2(d). Naturally, some restrictions apply. For
example, those components in the signal whose wavelengths are too short compared
to the pattern wavelength are simply filtered out. The reader can refer to Wildeman
[54] for a more detailed discussion on how to select the pattern density appropriately.

1.4

Surface movements from projected distortions

At this stage, the problem at hand is one of ray-optics. We have here a source object at position P in figure 1.3, from which a light ray travels towards the ‘mirror’
(here, the air-water interface). In the present experiments, although we measure the
displacement fields by tracking the deformation of fixed pattern (O → O0 in figure
1.1), the deformations actually take place at the air-water interface. In terms of the
present context of ray-optics, it is the mirror that deforms, that makes the apparentobject behind the mirror look deformed. The reader is asked to refer to figure 1.3 as
a guide. Since the water surface can both move vertically, or just tilt by an angle,
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(b)

y
x

Figure 1.3: Ray diagrams representing the uncoupled ‘mirror’ deformation problem, which
gives us the relations between displacements recorded in apparent-object plane and the surface deformation h. A light ray coming from P gets reflected and is seen by an observer at C.
However, to the observer at C, the object at P appears to lie at P 0 . When the reflecting ‘mirror’
(in the experiment, the air-water interface) deforms, to the observer at C, the apparent object
moves to a point P 00 . The optics of this mirror deformation problem is decoupled into two
cases: (a) Angular deflection of the mirror and (b) Vertical translation of the mirror. See main
text for details.

we have here actually a set of two, coupled problems: one where the ‘mirror’ undergoes angular deflection (shown in figure 1.3(a)), and one where it simply undergoes
a vertical translation (shown in figure 1.3(b)).
The first case, where the angular deflection occurs in isolation, is shown in figure
1.3(a). A light ray emerging from P travels towards the ‘mirror’ and gets reflected
to point C, the observer. To the observer at C, this light ray appears to travel from
point P 0 , the mirror image of P . With the observer still at point C, let the mirror tilt
by a small angle α. As a result, the point P 0 now translates in the horizontal apparent
object plane to point Pa00 . The displacement P 0 Pa00 can be seen by the observer at C.
From the geometry of the problem as shown in figure 1.3(a), it can be related to (in
~ via tan α = P 0 Pa00 /2H.
this case, the y−component of) the height gradient ∇h
The other case occurs supposing that the water surface only undergoes vertical
translation, and no angular deflection. A light ray travelling from P to the mirror,
incident at some angle θ, is reflected to the observer at C. As the mirror is vertically
shifted by some distance h, the apparent object P 0 moves to some other point Pv00
in the apparent-object plane. Using geometry of the problem as shown in figure
1.3(b), the displacement P 0 Pv00 as seen by the observer at C can be related to h via
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tan θ. Adopting a convention in both cases that displacements to the right of the line
segment P 0 P 00 would be considered positive, and those to the left as negative, we
arrive at the following two relations:

1

~ and
P 0 Pa00 = −2H ∇h,

(1.4)

P 0 Pv00 = −2h tan θ,

(1.5)

which relate the displacements P 0 P 00 , extracted as described in section 1.3, to the
height variations h. Height of the bath H and angle of incidence θ are obtained from
the experimental setup. The overall displacement at any point, P 0 Pa00 î + P 0 Pa00 ĵ +
P 0 Pv00 ĵ is equivalent to the 2-dimensional total displacement field ux î + uy ĵ (where
we have used that a tilt of the interface in the x and y direction would lead to a shift
of the image point in the x and y direction respectively, whereas a vertical displacement of the interface causes a shift only in y direction). Thus, the above system of
equations can be re-written as
~ ≡ ux î + uy ĵ = −2H ∇h
~ − 2h tan θĵ,
U

(1.6)

which can be rearranged to give the height gradient
~
~ = − U − h tan θĵ.
∇h
2H
H

(1.7)

From geometry of the problem as defined in figure 1.3, when the above expression is
expanded to its full three-dimensional form, tan θ = 0 for x component of displacement fields. The above expression can be separated for the two directions x and y
as
∂h
ux
=−
and
(1.8)
∂x
2H
∂h
uy
h tan θ
=−
−
.
(1.9)
∂y
2H
H
The surface h(x, y) can be reconstructed by solving the system of equations expressed
in equation (1.7). The numerical implementation to do so is described in the next section.

1.5
1.5.1

Spatial integration of gradient fields
Recasting the integrand in terms of integration constants

Note that equation (1.7) cannot be directly integrated due to the additional dependence on h. Thus we recast the expression using an integrating factor. Equation (1.9)
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can be re-written as
−

uy
∂h h tan θ
=
+
2H
∂y
H


−y tan θ/H ∂
ey tan θ/H h .
=e
∂y

(1.10)

Similarly, equation (1.8) can be re-written as
∂h
−ux
=
2H
∂x
= e−y tan θ/H

∂  y tan θ/H 
e
h .
∂x

(1.11)

Equations (1.10) and (1.11) can clearly be combined using vector notation as


~
U
~ ey tan θ/H h ,
= e−y tan θ/H ∇
2H

(1.12)



y tan θ/H
~ ey tan θ/H h = − e
~.
∇
U
2H

(1.13)

or,

The gradient fields in x and y direction, that are to be integrated over, are expressed
in the form shown on the RHS of equation (1.13). The result that is obtained from
θ
surface integration is divided by the factor exp( y tan
H ) to obtain the final height field
h(x, y).
We have now recast our original problem in the conservative form
~
~ = ξ,
∇f

(1.14)

where ξ~ is the known vector field, and f is to be determined. Mathematically such
~ ξ~ = ∇×
~ ∇f
~ ≡ 0. However, the fact
an expression can be directly integrated since ∇×
that ξ is only approximately known due to unavoidable errors in the experiments,
asks for some additional care during the integration.

1.5.2

Inverse gradient operation

The inverse gradient operation is performed as can be seen from equation (1.13) to
obtain the final result
!
ey tan θ/H ~
y tan θ/H
−1
~
f (x, y) = e
h(x, y) = ∇
−
U + f0 ,
(1.15)
2H

1
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where f0 is the integration constant. For convenience f0 is set to zero. One way to
integrate over the gradient information ξ~ is to start at a reference point (xr , yr ), and
integrate along a path such that
Z y
Z x
ξy (x, y 0 )dy 0 .
(1.16)
ξx (x0 , yr )dx0 +
f (x, y) = f (xr , yr ) +
xr

yr

However, any noise in the local gradient information using this approach would get
added over the path of integration [40]. Moreover, in a discretised implementation
of this method, it is not clear how the final result would be modified if the order of
integration along the paths in x and y direction were switched. Both the drawbacks
can be avoided by using a ‘global’ approach. This is done by building a linear system
of equations using a 2nd-order centred finite difference operator G = (Gx , Gy ) as
the gradient operator. In x and y directions, the matrix system of equations (from
equation (1.13)) has the form [40]
Gx F = ξx , and

(1.17)

Gy F = ξy .

(1.18)

Here Gx , Gy , F, ξx , and ξy are matrices with M × N elements defined on the discrete
(x, y) mesh. The two equations can be written in combined vector notation as
!
!
!
Gx 0
F
ξx
=
.
(1.19)
0 Gy
F
ξy
Since the matrix dimensions of the variables in the above equations are M × N , there
are 2M × N knowns (the gradient information) in the system. However there are
only M × N unknowns (the components of F) in the above system. Thus the above
relation is an over-determined matrix system, and cannot be simply inverted to to
find F. The inversion is performed while minimising a residual cost function of form
[40, 67]
~ 2.
kGF − ξk
(1.20)
The least-squares solution thus found has the effect of smoothening out local outliers
present in the gradient fields. An efficient MATLAB implementation was written
and made public by D’Errico [68]. More details on global least squares reconstruction, and further advanced methods can be found in the works by Harker & O’Leary
[67, 69, 70]. We use the implementation by D’Errico which has become increasingly
commonly used in reconstruction problems that involve an inverse gradient operation to be performed on a mesh of spatial gradients [40, 71, 72, 73].
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Optical setup
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In chapters 2–5, we study the water surface deformations due to air cushioning effect
before the moment of a solid plate impacting on it. The dynamics of interest occur
at short time scales, and are resolved using highspeed imaging at 30,000 fps. The
discs used are 3–16 cm wide. This is also approximately the size of the field of view
that is recorded. Since the fixed reference pattern needs to be evenly and brightly
illuminated, imaging such a wide area at high frame rates places a great demand
on the lighting used in the setup. Additionally there is naturally some loss of intensity at the water-air interface due to evanescence when the light is reflected. These
illumination issues are addressed by ensuring that
1. a maximum amount of light passes through the fixed pattern O, and
2. the reflected light that reaches the camera sensor has sufficiently high intensity
to produce high quality images.
We use a PHLOX HSC backlight to illuminate the fixed pattern. In principle the
pattern alone is visualised using shadowgraphy, which needs the background light
to be appropriately diffused. Thus we print the fixed pattern on a tracing paper. This
achieves both - mild diffusion of light, and mitigates any diffraction that might occur
at the grid. To maximise the amount of light that is transmitted via the pattern, the
fixed pattern used is an array of regularly spaced squares on a tracing paper (the
same as in figure 1.2(a,b)). The regular spacing allows for the white squares to be
tightly packed, which ensures for a maximum amount of light to be transmitted
through the grid.
The water depth in experiments throughout chapters 2–6 was kept fixed at 30
cm. The TIR reflecting angle θ was measured to be approximately 56◦ . The square
grids with a spacing of 2–3 mm were used depending on the maximum water surface deformations to be measured, and whether the grid being visualised could be
sufficiently and evenly illuminated. High speed cameras used were Photron SA-X2
and Photron Nova.

1.A.2

Surface reconstruction process

Here we only discuss the procedures followed to obtain the results from chapters 2 –
5. Throughout these chapters, the water surface deformations are severe enough (approximately 200 µm over a distance of 5 cm) that the reflections of distorted pattern
cannot be analysed using Fourier demodulation. Thus, throughout these chapters,
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PIV analysis is used to obtain the displacement fields. As briefly mentioned before,
and as per the recommendations of Raffel [64] and Keane & Adrian [66], the pattern density and image resolution are chosen such that a minimum number of 4–5
‘particle-pairs’ are contained in each interrogation window. We perform this stage
of the analysis with square interrogation windows of width 32 pixels. In usual PIV
analyses performed to obtain average flow information, an overlap of 25% between
adjacent windows would be considered sufficient. Note that here, from the crosscorrelation analysis, we seek displacement information between successive frames
that need to be spatially as highly resolved as can be considered practical. This is
so that the gradient information deduced from displacement fields is as detailed as
possible. Thus we choose a window spacing of 2 pixels between adjacent interrogation windows. This corresponds to an overlap of 30 pixels, or 93.75% overlap in
each direction. The condition for each auto-correlation operation to be successful is
set in terms of a minimum value of signal to noise (S/N) ratio. We use the definition
of S/N as the ratio of a peak to the second peak in the auto-correlation function. The
S/N threshold is set to 10.
The displacements thus calculated are stored in mutually independent displacement fields ux (x, y) and uy (x, y) along x and y directions. The respective displace~ (x, y) upon
ments from fields ux (x, y) and uy (x, y) produce vector vector fields U
combination. The spatial scales in the data are calibrated in the image plane. The
required conversion factor for pixel to metres is found from known spacing between
squares from reflected image of an undistorted pattern. For example, using a reference pattern with spacing of 3 mm, the scale in SI units can be deduced by measuring the corresponding distance in pixels. Note that due to arrangement of the optical
setup, the images recorded are flattened in the y−direction. The result is such that
a circular objected suspended at the water surface appears elliptical. Thus, a conversion factor applies to the aspect ratio. This is found by placing a circular disc
at the water surface, and measuring the eccentricity of the ellipse that results from
the distortion. There is no such distortion along the x−direction, and the pattern is
reflected as is.
PIV analyses compare successive image pairs over a stack of them to measure the
displacement fields. If the time duration between image in the pair is dt, the displacements thus measured over the later image in each pair are the instantaneous defor~ (x, y)/dt of the pattern. From such data, integrand fields (of the form
mation rate U
shown on the right hand side of equation (1.13)) are obtained and used to perform
the inverse gradient operation over. The integration results H = F/ey tan θ/H thus
obtained are essentially the instantaneous velocity of the imaged section of the water
surface. The profile of the water surface when it deforms due to the air-cushioning
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layer, is obtained by cumulatively summing over the stack of Hdt from the earliest
image until the one where the impactor makes its touchdown on the water surface.
It was briefly alluded to in an earlier section, that performing the inverse gradient
operation in a ‘least-squares’ sense smoothens over local noise in the gradient fields.
The above method of computing H fields from instantaneously changing surface
gradients, and summing over the stacks separately in the end, further mitigates the
effects of noise accumulation over the length of the stack.
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Chapter 2

Air-cushioning effect and Kelvin- 2
Helmholtz instability before the impact of a disc on water
Before a flat plate impacts on a quiescent water body, an air layer is trapped between
approaching plate and water. In a short-time interval before impact, the air from
this gap is pushed out with high speeds. This creates a stagnation point flow of air
on the water surface lying directly under the disc’s center, causing the water surface
to be pushed down on account of high air pressure. Simultaneously, a region of
low pressure is created in the region that lies under the disc’s edge, which causes
the water surface to be pulled up towards the approaching plate. The latter effect
has been traditionally ascribed to Bernoulli suction. Neither of the effects have been
experimentally measured.
Here, we accurately measure small free surface deflections during the stage described above. The pushing down of water surface under the disc is shown to be
an inertial process which is driven by high pressure created at the stagnation point.
The suction created on water surface is found to start when air flow under the disc
edge grows past a minimum value, and be dominant over a rather consistent length
scale of the water surface. We show that the initiation of suction effect satisfies the
criterion of it being a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability of the water-air interface.
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CHAPTER 2. K-H INSTABILITY DUE TO AIR-CUSHIONING LAYER

Introduction

The physics of liquid impacts has received a substantial amount of attention over a
long period of time [74]. Post-impact phenomena in particular, such as the resulting
fluid flows [75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81], and issues of more practical importance such
as structural loads caused by the impact have been exhaustively studied [22, 27,
82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88]. However, many phenomena depend crucially on what
happens immediately before the moment of impact, when the ambient fluid (usually
air) plays an important role. In the impact of a flat plate, ambient fluid flow, and how
it might affect the interface before impact have been studied before using analytical
and numerical techniques [89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94], but the dynamics at free-surface
have not been precisely measured using experiments [23, 24, 95]. In this chapter, we
address exactly this topic of experimentally measuring the free surface deflections
caused due to the action of a rapidly escaping air layer before the water impact of a
flat disc.

2.2

Experiment

Our setup (figure 2.1) consists of a flat steel disc of diameter D, which impacts on
a quiescent water bath in a large tank with a controlled speed V = 1 m/s. Due to
limited optical accessibility of the water surface under the disc, we use total internal
reflection [96] to visualise it. A stationary free surface simply reflects back the image of the reference pattern (figure 2.1(b)), while a deformed free surface reflects a
distorted image (figure 2.1(c); the video can be found at ref. [97]). Analogous to the
methods described by Moisy et al. [40] and Devivier et al. [63], we collate displacement fields from such stacks of images, and do a full spatial reconstruction of the
free surface by exploiting the geometry of the ray-optics shown in figure 2.1(a). A
more complete description of the method for surface reconstruction is not included
here to avoid repetition throughout chapters 3, 5 and 6. The reader is referred to
chapter 1 for details. The parameters explored (disc sizes D) and impacting velocity
V of 1 m/s were chosen such that Weber numbers (We = ρwater V 2 D/σwater-air ) of impact were large, and the length and time scales in our experiments be of relevance to
hydrodynamic slamming applications. The target liquid was de-mineralised water.
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Figure 2.1: (a) Schematic of the experimental setup. A bright, large light source is used to
illuminate the printed, reference pattern O. The image from (O) is reflected at the water-air
interface and enters a suitably placed high speed imaging camera. The water-air interface acts
as a mirror due to total internal reflection, and the camera only observes the mirror image
O0 . The light rays are shown to help the reader follow the general optics of the problem.
(b) Stationary air-water interface reflecting the reference pattern, and (c) deformed air-water
interface reflecting a ‘deformed’ image of the reference pattern.

2.3

First observations

We use r to represent the radial coordinate, where r = 0 is the point under the
impacting disc’s center. Typical measurements from an experiment where the free
surface (FS) reacts to air flow in the disc–FS gap are shown in figure 2.2(a) (see the
animated process in refs. [98] and [99]). We see that the FS starts to respond to the
air flow substantially before the disc makes direct contact with the initially quiescent
water surface. A stagnation point is set up in air, at r = 0 on the FS, at which point
it gets increasingly pushed down as pressure in the squeeze-layer of air builds up.
Similar observations have been made for squeeze flows between a solid and a fluid
phase in several previous studies [90, 91, 93, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105]. Mayer &
Krechetnikov [78] estimated the thickness of a trapped air layer by impacting thin,
flat plates on water, while Hicks et al. [90] performed calculations for a shallow,
convex surface impacting on water. In both works, the thickness of trapped air layer,
and the extent of FS being pushed down were of similar magnitude (∼ O(102 µm)) to
what we show in figures 2.2 and 2.3. The average velocity profile of air in the gap between undeformed FS and disc can be estimated using depth-integrated continuity
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equation as
Vr,gas =

2

r
êr ,
2τ

(2.1)

where τ (≡ ti − t) is the time span remaining until impact at t = ti . For a disc of
diameter D, the escaping air would have its largest velocity under the disc edge at
r = D/2. Beyond the disc edge the air would be pushed out into the atmosphere,
being exposed to ambient air in lab.
In keeping with Bernoulli principle, an increasing flow speed of air under the disc
creates a region of high hydrodynamic pressure where its velocity is the highest,
i.e., under the disc edge, immediately prior to being exposed to the atmosphere.
Alternately, this region has low hydrostatic pressure, which causes the air layer to
suck the water-surface into the gap. It results that the FS is lifted up under the disc
edge (see again the profiles at τ > 5 ms in figure 2.2(a)). This effect is shown for a
range of disc sizes in figure 2.2(b), where we see from the last moment before impact
(recorded at τ = 0.033 ms), that the FS is lifted up towards the disc edge. It results
that the surface of impacting disc makes its first contact with the water surface along
its periphery. Both the effects at the FS were reported in the form of a sketch by
Verhagen [23], but could not be measured owing to their small size in comparison to
the lab-scale setup.

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.2: (a) Free surface (FS) profiles of the water bath, azimuthally averaged about the disc center, shown at different times before
impact (τ ) from an experiment with an 8 cm wide disc approaching the FS at 1 m/s. (b) Free surface of water τ = 0.033 ms before
impact for a range of disc sizes as indicated in the legend (shared with panel (c)). The free surface of water can be seen to be lifted
under the disc edge, especially for the larger disc sizes. (c) Water surface at non-dimensionalised time τ V /D = 0.01 before impact for
some range of disc sizes. Videos of the process for D = 50 and 80 mm can be found at refs. [98] and [99].

(a)
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Action of stagnation point

By virtue of a stagnation point in air at r = 0, the FS is pushed down monotonically
with τ before impact. Lets denote the maximal extent of FS being pushed down at
r = 0 as hmin . Given the high speeds of air flow and its negligible viscosity, any
viscous effects in the air layer can be ignored [92, 106]. As such, the pressure distribution in the air layer, its growth in time, and its effect of the FS at r = 0 are
inertially driven processes where the only relevant length and time scales that remain are D and D/V . This is made evident in figure 2.2(c), where the greater of the
two effects - that of FS being pushed down at a certain non-dimensionalised time
before impact τ V /D, is shown as being re-scalable by D. Further insight into the
mechanism that drives the growth of hmin can be obtained by looking at its timeevolution (with τ ), which is shown in figure 2.3. The experimental data obtained
for a range of disc sizes are collated, non-dimensionalised by the appropriate length
and time scales, and compared with results from two-fluid boundary-integral simulations from the work by Peters et al. [92]. Further in the same work, Peters et al. [92]
also performed analytical calculations for hmin /D. The calculations assumed potential flow in both phases, and include the effect of fast deflections of the FS (or, nonnegligible ḣ(τ )|r=0 ). The radial variation of the thickness of air layer was not taken
into account, and neither was the lifting up of FS due to suction. Thus, the analytical calculation gives an averaged measure of the FS being pushed down due to the
over-pressure created by the stagnation point. We find a good agreement between
our experimental measurements and the previous modelling results, especially for
the smaller disc sizes and BI simulations.

2.5

Suction of free surface under disc edge

As stated above, the comparison of hmin from analytical calculations and BI simulations is good over a large range of τ V /D, and persists into the later regime where its
growth-rate saturates. The final value to which hmin /D saturates is however found to
be much smaller in experiments than in the models. Recall from figure 2.2(a–b) that
in the later stages before impact, the FS under disc edge (in the vicinity of r = D/2)
starts to get sucked upwards into the gap towards the approaching disc. We denoting the maximum extent of the FS lifted up as hmax . We anticipate that in later stages
before impact, the growth of hmax may also interfere with the growth of hmin . The
upwards suction has been reported in boundary-integral simulations before [92, 94]
but not measured using experiments. In the present experiments, growth of hmax
was found to start at a much later stage than hmin . Its magnitude was also much
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Figure 2.3: The extent by which water surface is pushed down by the stagnation point under
disc center at r = 0, hmin , is non-dimensionalised by the respective disc diameter and plotted
against non-dimensionalised time before impact τ V /D. The solid and dotted lines are the
results obtained by Peters et al. [92] for hmin /D using two-fluid boundary-integral simulation
and analytical calculations respectively. The legend describes the range of disc sizes used in
experiments.
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smaller than the latter (see figure 2.2(b)). This posed some challenge in being able to
measure its magnitude.
Recall from chapter 1 that the stacks of displacement fields at each time-instant
are only a measure of the displacement that has occurred between each successive
recorded image. The surface reconstruction is done on such stacks of displacement
fields. Finally they are required to be cumulatively summed over from the earliest
height-field in the stack (corresponding to the largest τ ) to the last height-field in
the stack. This process is innately susceptible to summing over the noise present
over the whole stack of data. Since hmax are much smaller than hmin , the summingover of noise places greater uncertainty over determining the actual magnitude of
the former in comparison to the latter. Thus, to look at how the suction on FS works,
we look at the reconstructed surface without the due process of summing over of
height-fields from the earliest to the smallest τ .
In effect then, using this approach tells us the instantaneous velocity ∂h(r, t)/∂t
of the FS at some time before impact. Two examples of this are shown in figure
2.4, where the velocities of FS deflection are shown under the discs’ edge, and is
illustrative of the length scale over which suction acts. The figure reveals that not
only the suction clearly acts the strongest in the region under the disc edge, but it
acts over a rather consistent length-scale. Moreover, it appears to be independent of
the disc diameter D. Thus, even though the pressures that arise in the gap follow
inertial scaling, the segment of the FS which is drawn upwards is not affected by the
earlier inertial length scale set by disc size D.
Note that a similar observation can be made from the experiments by Oh et al.
[24], where the effect of air-cushioning layer on FS elevation was observed under
a 30 cm wide flat impactor impacting on water. As in the present experiment, the
air in squeeze-layer would have its largest velocity under the edge of the impactor,
resulting locally in an upwards suction of the FS. It was seen that the FS elevation
thus resulting was composed of spatially periodic ripples.
The observation of suction acting over length-scales that do not scale with the
inertial scale D, and specially that of the appearance of periodic ripples suggests the
action of a regular shear instability (or a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability at the sharp
water-air interface) in initiating the elevation of FS well before the moment of impact. Indeed such a mechanism would require that the destabilised wavelengths are
within a closed range defined by gravity and surface tension, while the balance between these two restoring forces would yield a most-unstable wavelength λmarg at
the onset of instability. λmarg should be independent of any parameters in experiment
that do not concern the water-air interface.
A linearised Kelvin-Helmholtz (K-H) analysis was thus performed (in detail in
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(b)

Figure 2.4: The instantaneous, dimensionless deflection ∆h/D = ∂h/∂t × ∆τ /D of surface
profile at dimensionless times (a) τ V /D = 0.005 and (b) τ V /D = 0.003 before impact. ∆τ (=
1/30000 s) is the time between successive images in an experiment. The profiles are plotted
with their respective radial coordinates shifted such that they are all centred under the disc
edge.
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section 2.B) assuming normal-mode perturbations along the water-air interface in
the inviscid approximation. The perturbed interface is subjected to a shear flow
in the air. The analysis yields a dispersion relation, from which the condition of
marginal stability of the interface’s perturbations is found. At the onset of this instability, the marginally unstable wavelength λmarg , and the minimum velocity of air to
destabilise the system are also found. One finds that λmarg is independent of variable
parameters in the experiment, such as V and D, while it depends on the fluids’ and
min
their interface’s properties. The same holds for the critical air velocity Vair
, above
which the interface would be unstable to the supposed perturbations.
In the present experiments, the configuration of the K-H problem is slightly more
involved in that the upper fluid layer, i.e., the escaping air layer, has a finite thickness, d(≡ V τ ). An analysis of the effect of finite-thickness of the air-layer on instability criterion in a marginally unstable system is performed in Appendix 2.B. Our
analysis shows that, given our experimental parameters, a decreasing d can modify
the marginally unstable solution if dmarg . 7 mm. However since our experiments
are wholly performed using D and V such that dmarg & 6mm, the marginally unstable solutions for infinitely deep fluid half-spaces can be expected to work for our
experiments, within reasonable variance. With both fluid phases infinitely deep, the
marginally unstable wavelength is found to be [107]
λmarg = 2π

hg
σ

i−1/2
(ρwater − ρair )
≈ 1.7 cm,

(2.2)

where g is acceleration due to gravity, σ the surface tension, ρ the fluid densities.
The expectation for λmarg is fulfilled by the experimental findings shown in figure
2.4, where the suction on FS indeed appears to work over a consistent length-scale.
min
Another key finding from section 2.B is that the minimum air velocity Vair
for
water-air interface to become K-H unstable also deviates from the result for infinitelydeep fluids when dmarg . 7 mm. Without any finite-depth effects in either fluid, the
usual calculation yields
s
o1/2
2(ρwater + ρair ) n
min
Vair =
σg(ρwater − ρair )
≈ 6.58 m/s.
(2.3)
water
air
ρ
ρ
Linear K-H analyses for water-air interface are known for over-predicting critical
velocity [46, 108]. This makes it difficult to make a direct comparison between calculations and experiments. Notice however from figure 2.5, where we plot the timeevolution of ∆h over several D, that the suction acting on the FS is indeed initiated at
approximately the same non-dimensional time before impact (≈ 0.2). This translates
to Vair being approximately the same, regardless of D, at the time when the interface
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Figure 2.5: Time evolution before impact of the maximum of instantaneous, dimensionless
deflections ∆h/D = ∂h/∂t × ∆τ /D of FS are obtained from a range of disc sizes and plotted. We see the FS starts to accelerate towards the disc close to τ V /D = 0.2 (red dot-dashed
line), while at τ V /D = 0.004859 (black dashed line) the Mach number in the air becomes
approximately 0.3, indicating the triggering of compressibility effects. Note that along this
line, there is a marked change in the previously monotonically increasing ∆hmax for all shown
data. Another representation of the onset of compressiblity effects is shown in figure 2.6.

starts to accelerate upwards. Thus, shallow-layer effects from air-layer only start to
appreciably affect the marginally unstable solutions when the air-layer thickness is
. 6 mm. We can conclude that for the disc sizes and impact velocities used in the
present experiments, effects of finite air-layer on the marginally unstable solution
are inoperative. Any significant change to these findings may only take place had
the disc sizes used been considerably smaller, the impacting velocities considerably
larger, or if another combination of fluids had been used.
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2
Figure 2.6: Time before impact, plotted as d(≡ V τ ), when air-flow at r = D/2 would start to
choke on account of reaching a Mach number of 0.3 is plotted as dashed line. Dashed line is
calculated using d/V = (D/2)/0.3ca . Experimental data is obtained from the data-sets shown
in figure 2.5 at the points where a deviation from monotonically accelerating hmax is observed.

2.6

Compressibility effects in air

In the very late stages (τ . 5 × 10−4 s), air flow in the gap of width d becomes very
strong. For this reason, several previous studies have focussed on studying the effect
of air-compressibility in water impacts [23, 34, 82, 85, 90, 101, 109]. Compressibility
effects should first become significant under the disc edge where the air velocity is at
its highest [86]. Given the simple geometry of the present experiments (see equation
(2.1)), we can define the criteria for onset of compressiblity effects in air by comparing the hydrodynamic time-scale d/V with acoustic time-scale [78] (D/2)/0.3ca ,
where ca is the velocity of sound in air at STP. We estimate d from this relation, and
compare it to experimental observations in figure 2.6, finding good agreement.

2.7

Conclusion

We report the first experimental measurements of the deflections of a water-air interface caused by the squeezing of air layer that is trapped beneath a water-impacting
disc. The air flow creates a stagnation point on the water surface lying directly underneath the disc center, which causes the water surface to be pushed down by a
rapidly increasing pressure. Concurrently, a region of low pressure is set up under
the disc edge, which results in suction of the FS towards the approaching disc. The
suction is shown to act over a consistent length-scale, which can be ascribed to being destabilised by the Kelvin-Helmholtz mechanism. The experimental data also
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shows that the suction is initiated when air velocity under the disc edge grows past
a minimum critical value, thus satisfying the final criterion to be classified a K-H
instability.
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Flow profile in the thin air gap

An air flow is set up in the gap between the disc and water surface when it is
squeezed out from the shrinking gap. For a thin gap of width d, we can ignore any
azimuthal dependence of the air velocity and use the depth-integrated continuity
equation
∂d 1 ∂
+
(r d Vgas ) = 0,
(2.4)
∂t
r ∂r

2

where Vgas is the depth-averaged gas velocity in the gap and r is the radial coordinate
centred on disc center. Substituting d for V (t0 − t), the above equation can be rewritten as
1 ∂
(rV (t0 − t)Vgas ) = 0.
(2.5)
−V +
r ∂r
Integrating and simplifying the above expression leads us to the expression for gas
velocity
r êr
Vgas =
,
(2.6)
2 τ
where we have replaced (t0 − t) with τ , the time before impact. Previously found
results for radial velocity of squeeze layer were either the same [106, 110], or could
be shown to be the same by ignoring vertical velocities of the interstitial fluid [111,
112, 113, 114].

2.B

Linear Kelvin-Helmholtz analysis for shallow air layer

Figure 2.7: Schematic outlining some parameters in the present K-H problem.

Our problem consists of an initially stationary water surface, over which air flows
with a constant velocity Vgas . In two dimensions, let the interface be denoted by
z = η(x, t),

(2.7)
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where z is the vertical coordinate, x the horizontal, and t the time. For an inviscid
flow, whose potential is denoted by φ(x, z, t), the usual condition holds for incompressibility:
∇2 φphase = 0,

(2.8)

while the equations of motion yield unsteady Bernoulli equation
∂φphase
1
pphase
phase 2
(∇φ
)
+
gz
+
= f phase (t),
+
2
∂t
ρphase

(2.9)

where phase is used in place of specifying air and water. Acceleration due to gravity
is denoted by g. The following conditions hold at the interface z = η(x, t):
∂η ∂φi
−
+ (∇φi ).(∇η) = 0,
∂t
∂z

(2.10)

pair − pwater = σκ,

(2.11)

and

where σ and κ are the surface tension and curvature of the interface respectively. In
the water pool,
∂φwater
= 0 as z → −∞.
∂z

(2.12)

∂φair
= 0 at z = d.
∂z

(2.13)

while in air,

To analyse the system’s stability, we introduce small perturbations to the state variables η, φ and p as
η = η0 + η1 , φi = φi0 + φi1 and pi = pi0 + pi1 ,

(2.14)

i
with η0 = 0, φwater
= 0, φair
0
0 = Vgas dr. Pressures p0 are the respective hydrostatic
pressures in both phases. We retain the presumably small perturbation terms only
upto first order. We find the following equations governing the flow and behaviour
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at the interface [107]
∇2 φwater
= 0,
1

−∞ < z < 0,

(2.15)

∇2 φair
1 = 0,

0 < z < d,

(2.16)

at z = 0− ,

(2.17)

at z = 0+ ,

(2.18)

at z = 0,

(2.19)

∂φwater
1

2

ρwater

∂η1
−
= 0,
∂t
∂z
∂φair
∂η1
∂η1
1
−
+ Vgas
= 0,
∂t
∂z
∂x
!
!
∂φair
∂φwater
∂φair
1
1
1
air
−ρ
gη1 +
+ Vgas
gη1 +
∂t
∂t
∂x
!
∂ 2 η1
=σ
,
∂x2

∂φwater
1
= 0,
as z → −∞,
(2.20)
∂z
∂φair
1
=0
at z = d.
(2.21)
∂z
Equations (2.17), (2.18) are the kinematic boundary conditions while equation (2.19)
is the dynamic boundary condition at the interface η1 . Consider the following form
of perturbations [107, 115]
η1 = A exp i(kx − ωt),
φwater
1
φair
1

(2.22)

= B exp(kz) exp i(kx − ωt), and

(2.23)

= C cosh k(z − d) exp i(kx − ωt),

(2.24)

where A, B and C are amplitudes of supposed perturbations, k the wavenumber and
ω the complex temporal growth rate of perturbations. Note that the z−dependent
parts of φwater
and φair
1 satisfy the far-field conditions in their respective half-spaces
1
as specified by equations (2.20)–(2.21). Substituting the above into equations (2.17)–
(2.19) leads to
−iωA − kB = 0,

ρwater (gA − iBω) − ρair



(2.25)

−iωA + kC sinh(dk) + Vgas · ikA = 0, and (2.26)

gA − iωC cosh(kd) + Vgas · Cik cosh(kd) = σA(ik)2 .
(2.27)

The above equations can be solved to obtain a quadratic equation for ω, which can
be solved to find a dispersion relation of the form
√
ω± (k) = Ξ ± ∆ ,
(2.28)
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where the determinant is
∆=

2
k 2 ρwater ρair T Vgas
k3 σ
k(ρwater − ρair )
+
−
,
ρwater + ρair T
(ρwater + ρair T )2
ρwater + ρair T

(2.29)

wherein T = coth dk. The temporal growth rate of instability is given by Im[ω+ (k)],
min
which occurs when ∆ < 0. The minimum velocity of air Vgas
for instability to grow
can be found from the condition ∆ = 0 as
p
(gρwater − gρair + σk 2 )(ρwater + ρair T )
min
p
.
(2.30)
Vgas =
kρwater ρair T
min
.
The instability is expected to occur for all Vgas ≥ Vgas
Note that, from equation (2.6), the velocity of escaping air in the region where the
instability is seen to grow appear first, i.e., under the disc edge at r = D/2, Vgas by
definition depends on D (see equation (2.6)). In equation (2.30) however, we observe
that the shear velocity of air in a marginally stable system does not depend on D.
min
We find instead, that Vgas
depends primarily on the properties of the two fluids and
their interface. This is to be expected in such an interfacial instability. However,
an additional dependence on thickness of air layer d is contained in the term T via
min
can be found if the values of maximal
coth (dk). Finally, a numerical value for Vgas
unstable wavenumber and d at the onset of instability are known. To find the former,
we can find the marginally unstable solution, which is discussed henceforth.
Stability curves in (d, k) space can be found by substituting equation (2.30) into
the expression for ∆ (equation (2.29)). It is then seen that ∆(k) has a maximum.
The marginally stable wavenumber, namely that wavenumber at which the solution
first becomes unstable, k marg , can then be found by finding the maxima of ∆(k) at
min
min
Vgas = Vgas
(see figure 2.8). Since Vgas
is independent of D, so are the stability
curves. Thus, for a fixed pair of fluids (here, air-water), the only parameter to remain
variable from our calculations is the thickness of air layer, d. At the point of marginal
stability, the air layer thickness d ≡ dmarg . In figure 2.8, we plot the derivative of
expression in (2.29), ∆0 (k), keeping the physical parameters for water-air interface
for some values of dmarg from our experiments (cf. figure 2.5). We find that the
most unstable wavenumber corresponding to ∆0 (k) = 0 is usually approximately
368 rad/m, which corresponds to a marginally unstable wavelength λmarg ≈ 1.7 cm.
Any modification to this result, originating from a finite thickness of the air layer, is
contained via the term T in our solution. The finite-layer effects start to play a role
for dmarg . 7 mm.
It can be seen from figure 2.8, that for any thickness of air layer than is & 6 mm,
the value for k marg is approximately 368 m−1 . Thus we use k marg = 368 m−1 to esmin
timate Vgas
for the given pair of fluids, leaving dmarg as a variable parameter. The
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Figure 2.8: The derivative ∆0 (k) of the expression in equation (2.29) is plotted as a function of k
for various values of the measured air layer thickness at instability onset dmarg .The marginally
unstable wavenumber is found at kmarg ≈ 368 m−1 for relatively thick air-layers, a value
which is typically found from K-H instability analysis at air-water interface when both the
fluid phases are infinitely deep. kmarg starts to vary substantially from the asymptotic found
result only for increasingly thinner air-layers of the order of a few millimeters.

min

[m/s]

6.58 m/s

[m]
min
Figure 2.9: Variation of Vgas
with dmarg for air-water interface. We see that finite-thickness
effects due to the shallow air layer only start to affect the generally found solutions when
min
dmarg ∼ O(few millimetres). Calculations for Vgas
at kmarg = 368 m−1 rapidly asymptote to
those derived for semi-infinite media separated by air-water interface.
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Figure 2.10: Unique solutions to the marginal stability criteria (equations (2.31) and (2.32))
plotted in terms of dmarg and λmarg . The dotted lines are colour-coded the same as in figure 2.8
to highlight where dmarg used to calculate marginal stability curves in figure 2.8 lie here.

min
on air-layer thickness at the onset of instability is still contained
dependence of Vgas
via the term T , and can be computed as shown in figure 2.9.
An alternate way to directly correlate dmarg and λmarg is to find unique solutions
to the expressions that are satisfied at marginal stability:

∆(k) = 0, and
0

∆ (k) = 0.

(2.31)
(2.32)

The results are plotted in figure 2.10. We find that in our present system, the most
unstable wavelength at the onset of instability is only affected by finiteness of the
air-layer when dmarg . 7 mm. For any greater dmarg , λmarg rapidly asymptotes to approximately 1.7 cm, which is the solution found in the absence of finite-layer effects
in air.
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Chapter 3

Air cushioning acting on the free
surface before water-impact of a
flat disc
A horizontal flat disc that is falling onto a water surface displaces the intervening
ambient air. As air in the gap between the plate and target liquid surface is squeezed
out, its horizontal velocity grows both with the remaining time to impact, and with
the distance to the symmetry axis. The escaping air assumes its largest velocity as
it exits the gap. This sets up a strong pressure gradient in the gap that can be large
enough to deflect the liquid surface well before the disc actually comes into contact
with it. This is known as the air-cushioning effect. We experimentally measure these
deflections of the water surface caused by the action of the air-‘cushioning’ layer
under an impacting disc. The water surface that lies under the disc’s center is pushed
down due to stagnation pressure in air. The final magnitude of how far the water
surface deflects before impact is crucial to determining the thickness of air layer that
is entrapped on the disc after impact. The thickness of this air film has important
implications in hydrodynamic loading, and its distribution on the impacting solid.
We show that the growth of the central depression on the water surface is an inertial
process that can be described by potential flow models. The process is reproduced
using two-fluid boundary integral simulations and potential flow calculations for
small deflections of the water surface.
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CHAPTER 3. INERTIAL AIR-CUSHIONING EFFECT

Introduction

Meso- and large-scale solid-liquid impacts are generally of interest due to their relevance in practical situations involving hydrodynamic slamming. The simplest situation where this process is encountered is in the water-entry of a solid object. Two of
the successful and minimal models describing the most important phenomena during water entry are works by von Kármán [20] and Wagner [22]. Several extensions
have been made based on these two works to improve model predictions for impact
pressures on impactors with a small deadrise angle [85, 116, 117, 118, 119]. However
the success of these models rests on ignoring the effects of ambient air flow prior
to impact. This is usually achieved by limiting the geometry of the impactor to a
wedge with a deadrise angle that is large enough to avoid any air being trapped between itself and the liquid surface. Extensions to this model have also been made for
impactor surface profiles such as convex surfaces [85, 120, 121, 122, 123]. However
it can be shown using experiments (see for instance chapter 5) that having a small
deadrise angle does not eliminate the effect of intervening air flow on the free surface (FS). The trapped air layer can play an important role in distributing the load
due to impact over the surface of the impactor [23, 82].
Some previous experimental studies that demonstrated the trapping of an air
layer despite the impacting disc with a small deadrise angle were performed by
Hicks et al. [90] and Ermanyuk & Gavrilov [124]. Whether an air layer is trapped on
the impacting surface of the plate depends on how it first makes contact with liquid
surface [93]. This particular moment is determined by how the liquid surface is deformed by pressure gradients set up in the air layer between itself and the impactor.
A similar situation is found when a drop impacts on a solid substrate. As the drop
approaches the solid target, a high static air pressure along the bottom surface of the
drop creates a dimple at the point that is closest to substrate. This deforms the drop
before impact such that it entraps an air bubble at impact [100, 103, 125, 126]. The
air flow under such an impacting drop can be described by lubrication model [127].
Similar approximation can be used to describe a plate impact on water at very low
velocities [89, 90].
In the present study, we discuss the air cushioning under a flat disc that is several centimeters wide, and is approaching a water surface at speeds of a few metres
per second. With such parameters, the horizontal velocities that can be reached by
the air flow in the gap can be very high [106]. We will discuss how having a flat
disc with sharp edges imposes pressure gradients within the gap that are severe
enough to cause significant deflections of the liquid surface in the order of 100 µm.
Experimental works prior to the present have qualitatively shown the deformation
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of an air-cushioning layer being squeezed by the disc approaching towards water surface. Adapted from Peters et al. [92].

of the liquid surface under a flat impactor due to pressure gradients set up in air
[23, 24, 128]. However direct measurements of the deflections of liquid surface have
not been performed before. Formal modelling attempts of the free surface deflections by air cushion under a solid impactor were made by Howison et al. [86] and
Wilson [91, 129]. The importance of the air cushioning effect, and the resulting air
trapping under a flat impactor were also discussed in the context of its presumably
large influence on impact loads [13, 83, 87, 95, 109, 130]. The trapped air layer can
not only distribute the loads across the impacting surface in interesting and useful
ways, but in some instances also create undesirable effects. One such situation could
involve an entrapped vapour bubble to collapse via cavitation, which may result in
severe damage on the solid structure. Since the thickness and size of the trapped air
layer appears to be determined by deformation of liquid surface immediately prior
to impact, the knowledge of how exactly the liquid surface behaves before impact is
of paramount important.
In section 3.2, we report experimental measurements of the behaviour of liquid
free surface (FS) prior to the touch-down of an approaching horizontal flat disc. A
schematic of the situation is shown in figure 3.1. Prior to impact, the air flow sets
up a stagnation point flow on the FS around r = 0. This stagnation point on the
FS is steadily pushed down as the high static pressure at r = 0 grows with time.
Additionally, the FS that lies under the dics’s edge is lifted up against gravity by a
small (relative to the extent of central depression) distance due to Bernoulli suction.
The former process is shown to be governed by inertial scales set by disc size D and
velocity of approach V . This process is then reproduced using potential flow simulations and analytical calculations in sections 3.3 and 3.4 respectively. The models
show reasonable agreement with the experiments. The sources of disagreement are
discussed at some length: we show that the edge conditions, where the air exits from
the gap are crucial to determining how the radial pressure gradient in the remainder
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of the gap is set up, and how it evolves in time. For the parameters covered in the
present experiments, any additional effects that may arise from flow separation at
the disc surface, viscous dissipation in either of the fluid phases, roughness of the
liquid surface, or compressibility effects in air, can be neglected in how they affect
the basic radial air flow at the FS prior to impact. The conclusions are presented in
section 3.6. The details of the air flow in the gap are discussed using results from
boundary integral simulations in appendix 3.A. The lifting up of water surface due
to Bernoulli suction in simulations, and potential flow theory, are discussed in appendix 3.B.

3.2

3

3.2.1

Experiments
Setup, Protocol and free surface Reconstruction

The experiments are done using a linear motor which controls the disc’s motion with
a precision of approximately 0.6 µm. The disc is impacted on a quiescent water bath,
which is contained in a glass tank of 50 cm × 50 cm area and 60 cm height. The water depth is kept fixed at 30 cm. We use discs ranging from 35 - 120 mm in diameter.
Disc velocity of impact V is varied between 1 and 2.5 m/s. The disc’s motion is programmed to ensure that it attains constant velocity several diameters before reaching
the water surface, and continues to do so until several diameters after impact. After
each experiment, the disc is dried and the water bath allowed to settle. To visualise
the FS, we use total internal reflection whereby the water surface acts as a mirror.
Using this view offers very high sensitivity to not only deformations, but also any
fluctuations of the FS. Therefore the tank is isolated from the lab surroundings so as
to minimise the interference of any mechanical vibrations with the stationary water
surface before the disc makes contact with it. Finally, we measure FS deflections using the same scheme that was described in chapters 1 and 2. The FS profiles thus
obtained are azimuthally averaged about the symmetry axis. Some final results are
shown in figure 3.2.

3.2.2

Discussion of experimental results

Experimentally measured, azimuthally averaged FS profiles from an experiment
with D = 80 cm are shown in figure 3.2. As the disc approaches the FS, it squeezes
out air from the gap of width d ≡ V (t0 − t), where t0 is the moment when the disc
first touches the FS. This point in time is determined individually from raw experimental images in each experiment: at the moment when the disc first touches the
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Figure 3.2: Free surface (FS) profiles of water, azimuthally averaged about the disc center,
shown at different times before impact (τ ) from an experiment with an 8 cm wide disc approaching the FS at 1 m/s. At early times before impact (from large τ ’s until τ ≈ 5 ms), the
whole FS under disc is pushed down owing to a large air pressure created at the stagnation
point at r = 0. At later times (τ < 5 ms), the FS that lies in the vicinity of r = D/2 reverses the direction in which it is deflected. The upwards suction of water surface towards
the approaching disc in this region is initiated by Kelvin-Helmholtz instability of the water-air
interface (see chapter 2). Find a video of the process at ref. [99].
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water surface, the portion of FS that wets the disc ceases to reflect the pattern.
Before impact, as the air is squeezed out, its radial velocity (assuming axisymmetry) can be estimated using mass conservation in the gap:
Vr,gas =

3

r
êr ,
2τ

(3.1)

where we work with the premise that vertical gas velocities Vz,gas  Vr,gas . This assumption is quantitatively supported by boundary integral simulations (see figure
3.6 in appendix 3.A). From equation (3.1), it can be surmised that ignoring any deflections of FS, the air flow that is imposed on it by the approaching disc is zero at
r = 0. This sets up a stagnation point at r = 0 on the FS, which corresponds to the
point of highest static pressure on the FS. Since air in the gap in a stationary condition lies at atmospheric pressure, any change in air pressure in the gap is defined in
reference to atmospheric pressure in the lab.
As the trapped air layer is further squeezed, air flowing in the gap assumes its
largest velocity under the disc edge at r = D/2. Note that also at this point where
the air has just escaped the gap, it is exposed to the surrounding air at atmospheric
pressure. Thus (neglecting possible air compressibility effects), air pressure immediately beyond r = D/2 would rapidly reach STP of the lab. Within the gap, the
region under disc edge is the region with highest hydrodynamic pressure owing
to the maximum in Vr,gas . Corresponding to this point of high hydrodynamic pressure, the point of highest static pressure is set up at r = 0, which can push the FS
down. Indeed as the disc approaches, the hydrodynamic and static pressures set up
at r = D/2 and r = 0 respectively grow with decreasing (t0 − t). Henceforth we use
the convention of considering static pressure as ‘high’, and hydrodynamic as ‘low’
pressure, while (steady) Bernoulli’s equation balances sum of the above two against
atmospheric pressure.
We can thus conclude that the magnitude of over-pressure at r = 0 is directly
related to the under-pressure created at r = D/2. The only response of the FS that
is observed at r = 0 is that it is pushed down to a depth which we henceforth call
hmin . Thus if we trace the growth of hmin with τ ≡ (t0 − t), it gives us a measure of
the growth of static pressure with τ . A series of these results are plotted in figure
3.3(a). Note from figure 3.2 that the depth of hmin at r = 0 is significantly larger
than any effect occurring at r = D/2. Thus, the final value of hmin which is reached
immediately before impact is approximately proportional to the thickness of air film
that is trapped on the disc’s bottom side after impact. We see from figure 3.3(a) that
hmin grows monotonically before impact for a major portion of the duration where
the air-layer is squeezed out from underneath the disc. In the last stages, it begins
to saturate to a value which will mainly determine the thickness of the trapped air
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layer immediately after impact.
Air layer thickness at impact has previously been estimated by Mayer & Krechetnikov (figure 27, ref. [78]) from the size of entrapped air bubble in experiments
conducted with impacting flat, thin plates on water. They estimated the thickness
to vary from 20 − 120 µm with flat plates that were 20 − 50 mm in width, 70 mm in
length, and impacted on water at V = 0.2 − 0.7 m/s. A simple comparison between
the results in ref. [78] and our results in figure 3.3(a) shows that both are in the similar range of ∼ O(102 ) microns. Results by Mayer & Krechetnikov suggested that,
with their experimental parameters, the volume of air trapped was a weak function
of the impacting velocity, while it was a stronger function of the plate width. In
the dimensional set of results for hmin shown in figure 3.3(a), we draw the reader’s
attention in particular to the results obtained for D = 50 mm, V = 1 − 2.5 m/s.
We find that with varying V and keeping D fixed, the growth trend of hmin in early
stages (up to τ ∼ 10−3 ms) are different: hmin grows the fastest for the case with
the highest velocity (2.5 m/s in figure 3.3(a)). However the final values of hmin at
which it saturates are roughly the same for a fixed D. Our observations thus support the suggestion by Mayer & Krechetnikov. Further, Hicks et al. [90] calculated
FS deflections due to air-cushioning under an 80 mm wide disc with a small convex
curvature. The calculations performed were done considering a lubrication flow in
the air-layer, and they found the thickness of trapped air to be approximately 400µm.
This result is roughly twice that of our measurements in figures 3.2 and 3.3(a), but of
a comparable magnitude.

3

(b)

3

Figure 3.3: (a) The maximum depth by which the FS is pushed down by the stagnation point at r = 0 is experimentally measured
and plotted against τ before impact. The data shown were obtained using a variety of disc sizes and impacting velocities. (b) The
data shown in panel (a) are non-dimensionalised by the appropriate inertial length and time scales, D and V /D, and re-plotted. The
rescaling is reasonably successful, thereby confirming that both the growth process of hmin , and the final value at which it saturates,
are dominantly affected by D and V .
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Length and time scales affecting hmin and its growth

Recall that in keeping with (steady) Bernoulli equation, the static over-pressure that
is set up at r = 0 is directly related to the under-pressure created at r = D/2. From
equation (3.1) we know that the low pressure created under disc edge should scale
2
as Vr,gas
, and therefore, ∼ D2 . Accordingly, the pressure at r = 0 is also expected to
be proportional to D2 . This pressure acts on an area of the water surface to produce
the downwards deflection seen in figure 3.2. This is an inertial process, where the
length scale set by the disc size D plays the dominant role. The time scale that corresponds to this inertial process of the growth of static pressure, and the resulting
hmin , is D/V . Using these scales, the results shown in figure 3.3(a) are suitably nondimensionalised, and replotted in the adjoining panel (b). We find that the growth
rates of hmin with τ are very well collapsed by the non-dimensionalisation, with the
exception of those of the largest disc. The final depth of hmin at which it saturates is
seen to vary between the values 2.2 · 10−3 D and 2.7 · 10−3 D. We consider the variance to be acceptable within the range of experimental errors. Finally, this allows us
to conclude that the growth of hmin is indeed an inertial process whose length and
time scales can be easily judged to be determined by the impactor’s size and velocity.
Our experiments show that the maximum thickness of trapped air layer under a disc
can be expected to be approximately 2.5 · 10−3 D.
In the present experiments, the appearance and growth of hmin is accompanied
by the creation of a low pressure in the gap at r ≈ D/2. This low pressure results
in suction of the FS at r ≈ D/2 towards the approaching disc. The suction is likely
initiated by a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability (as discussed in chapter 2) and occurs
simultaneously to the growth of hmin . The K-H mechanism destabilises a length over
which suction acts with its greatest strength. The growth of a section of the FS that
is sucked up may interfere with the growth of hmin . More crucially, this changes the
presupposed radial air flow at FS. In the region where the FS is being lifted up, the
gas velocity close to the FS also gains a small velocity Vz,gas in the upwards direction
(see section 3.A for detailed discussion). As the suction effect gets stronger with
decreasing τ V /D, the behaviour of hmin can be expected to deviate increasingly from
following inertial scales.
Now that we have discussed the main experimental observations, and established that the behaviour is dominated by air inertial effects, we turn to its modelling. We start with the numerical simulation of the process with two ideal fluids,
using a boundary integral approach.
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Boundary-integral code specification

We use an in-house boundary-integral code to simulate the air-cushioning effect under a disc approaching a quiescent water bath. The implementation has been described in detail in earlier works [76, 131, 132, 133, 134], and here will only be briefly
discussed. We first describe the basic principles.
The implementation is based on the flow being inviscid and incompressible. Thus,
a scalar flow potential describes flow in the bulk, and the fluid satisfies Laplace’s
equation. As is done in boundary element methods, the Laplace’s equation is transformed using Green’s third identity to obtain a so-called boundary-integral equation.
This equation consists of only surface-integrals wherein flow potentials are defined
only along the boundaries of the concerned fluid domain. From this integral, flow
information in the fluid bulk can be deduced. The boundaries of each domain are
populated by ‘nodes’ at which the flow potentials are defined. We use an axisymmetric formulation of such a code, which further reduces the surface integrals in
the boundary-integral equation to line integrals. The surface then is initiated at the
first constituent node of this curve, which in our setup lies on the symmetry axis (at
r = 0). In far field, all surface potentials decay to zero in the formulation. Since
we are only concerned with the region nearer to r = 0, and contribution of far regions to the flow potentials would be negligible, each fluid surface in the code can
be cut off at some sufficiently large r. Finally, the BI implementation can be made
a fully two-phase coupled formulation by incorporating a Laplace pressure jump
across the interface, and imposing a balance of normal velocities at the fluids’ interface. [134, 135, 136]
We omit details regarding the discretising of BI equation, setting up the matrix
equation solver, the time-stepper, the regridding scheme used to avoid numerical
instabilities [137], and interpolation of quantities along fluid surfaces as they have
been described in detail in the literature cited above.
The present simulations are performed with a fully-coupled two-phase BI code.
The same has been previously used by Peters et al. [92]. Here the two fluid phases
are water and air - both of which are characterised by their respective density ratios and interfacial tension. The disc is defined as a region bounded by solid curves
along which the normal flow potential in surrounding air (in respective frame of reference) is set to zero. As the simulation nears its end, with the disc getting closer to
making contact with the water, the air in the gap can reach very high velocities. This
demands increasingly high spatial resolution. This is done by increasing the nodedensity adaptively with increasing local curvature of the surface, and with increasing gas velocity in the last moments before impact. The results from simulations
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presented here were obtained with D = 5.0 cm and V = 1.0 m/s, and compared
with experiments. The simulation was initiated at τ V /D = 2, i.e., two disc diameters above the surface. This was found to be sufficient to let the air flow in the gap
evolve as it would in the experiment.
In addition to the results of boundary integral simulations, we will also compare
the experimental results with a simplified analytical model, where we use the air
flow estimate from equation (3.1) to directly compute the surface deformation. This
model will be described in the next section.

3.4
3.4.1

Calculating small deflections of the interface
Problem definition

Here we describe how we analytically calculate the free surface deflections h due
to pressure changes in the gas layer above it. Our calculations broadly follow the
methods described by Bouwhuis et al. [93] and Hsieh & Ho [107]. First we describe
air flow in the gap intervening between the disc and free surface as this is what
imposes a pressure on the liquid surface. We assume that h will be small and does
not influence the presupposed gas flow, whose pressure is imposed on the FS. We
also assume both air flow, and flow in the pool liquid to be inviscid. The latter can
be described by linearised Euler equation [138]
1
∂v
= − ∇Pl ,
∂t
ρl

(3.2)

which is obtained by dropping the advection terms on account of small deflections
h  d, and thereby small velocities in the pool liquid. Quantities v(r, z, t) and
Pl (r, z, t) are the velocity field and the pressure in the liquid. The treatment is in
cylindrical coordinates throughout.
Kinematic boundary condition
To a leading order in h  d, we can linearise the kinematic boundary condition
applicable on the given interface as
 
∂h
∂h
= −vz |z=−h − vr |z=−h
' −vz |z=0 .
(3.3)
∂t
∂r z=−h
Substituting the above into equation (3.2) gives the governing equation for h(r, t)
∂2h
1 ∂Pl
=
2
∂t
ρl ∂z

,
z=0

(3.4)
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which can be closed by supplying the dynamic boundary condition as described in
the following section.
Dynamic boundary condition
The dynamic boundary condition at z = 0 has three contributions, namely: Bernoulli
pressure in the gas layer, surface tension at the interface, and gravitational potential
energy due to vertical displacement of the FS. We derive the hydrodynamic pressure
from the velocity profile in air from equation (3.1) and use the unsteady Bernoulli
equation [92]
Z
2
Vgas
Pgas
∂Vgas
+
= −
dr,
(3.5)
2
ρgas
∂t

3

which can be integrated to find the pressure profile in gas
Pgas =

3r2
1
ρgas 2 .
8
τ

(3.6)

Since the present setup is contained in lab conditions, the ambient air in the absence of airflow lies at atmospheric pressure. Thus we define the under-pressure in
air layer relative to the atmospheric pressure. The air being squeezed out is exposed
to the atmosphere at the disc edge r = RD (≡ D/2). Thus the total pressure in the
liquid at the water-air interface under the disc can be written as
gas

Plint (r, t) = Ptot + γ∇2 h − ρl gh
=

r
3
ρg V 2
8

2

2
− RD
τ2

+ γ∇2 h − ρl gh,

(3.7)
(3.8)

where the last two terms are contributions from surface tension (γ) and weight of
the deflected liquid respectively. We wish to find axisymmetric solutions to the governing equation (3.2). We first note, that by taking the divergence of equation (3.2),
Plint (r, z, t) should satisfy the Laplace equation with equation (3.7) as the boundary
condition at z = h ' 0. Thus Plint (r, z, t) is expressed as an axisymmetric solution of
the Laplace equation as:
Z

∞

P̂lint (k, t)J0 (kr)ekz kdk,

Pl (r, z, t) =

(3.9)

0

where J0 is zeroth-order Bessel function of the first kind and
Z ∞
int
Plint (r, t)J0 (kr)rdr,
P̂l (k, t) =
0

(3.10)
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is the Hankel-transform of the total pressure at the interface as found in equation
(3.7). Equation (3.9) can be used in equation (3.4) to find the final governing equation
(in dimensional form):
∂2h
(r, t) =
∂t2

Z
0

∞

P̂lint (k, t)
J0 (kr)k 2 dk.
ρl

(3.11)

Provided one can compute the above integrals, and noting that P̂lint (k, t) still depends on h and its spatial derivatives, one obtains a differential equation for h(r, t).
This is the step discussed next.

3.4.2

Non-dimensionalisation and finding the solution

We seek to non-dimensionalise the system using inertial length and time scales (RD =
D/2 and RD /V respectively):
r
τV
h
r̃ =
, τ̃ =
, h̃ =
, and k̃ = kRD ,
RD
RD
RD

(3.12)

where we explicitly use the disc radius RD in place of disc width D as it is a more
natural scale to use in an axisymmetric model. The total pressure at interface (from
equation (3.7)) can be non-dimensionalised using typical pressure ρgas V 2 as the scale:
#
"
2
˜ 2 h̃

∇
1 h̃
int
2 3 r̃ − 1
+
−
,
(3.13)
Pl r̃, t̃ = ρgas V
8 τ̃ 2
We
Σ Fr
where we have introduced non-dimensional numbers:
We =

ρgas V 2 RD
ρgas
V2
, Σ=
and Fr =
.
γ
ρl
gRD

(3.14)

The over-head tildes represent non-dimensionalised quantities. Equation (3.4) can
be non-dimensionalised and written as
∂ P̃l
¨
h̃(r̃, τ̃ ) = Σ
∂ z̃

.
z̃=0

In Hankel space, the above equation takes the form:
!#
"
˜ 2 h̃
¨
1 h̃
3 r̃2 − 1 ∇
ˆ
+
−
,
h̃(k̃, τ̃ ) = Σk̃ HT
8 τ̃ 2
We
Σ Fr

(3.15)

(3.16)

where the over-hats are used to represent Hankel-transformed quantities and HT
represents the transform operator. Since the pressure is assumed to be zero outside of
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the disc, the first term on the right due to Bernoulli pressure is Hankel-transformed
from r̃ = 0 to r̃ = 1. In principle this can lead to Gibbs phenomenon at r̃ = 1
during the inverse transform from Hankel to physical space. There exist methods
to check for this as described in Debnath & Bhatta [139]. In the present work we
perform both the forward and inverse transforms (equations (3.10) and (3.9)) using
a sufficiently large number of harmonics to check for convergence. This is found
to produce satisfactory results. The remaining two pressure terms due to surface
tension and gravity are transformed as usual from r̃ = 0 to ∞. We thus obtain
"

 2


¨
3 r̃ − 1
ˆ
− h̃
h̃ k̃, τ̃ = Σk̃ HT
8 τ̃ 2

3

k̃ 3
k̃
+
Σ Fr
We

!#
,

(3.17)



where we have used the property F (k) ≡ HT k ∇2 f (r) = −k 2 HT k [f (r)] [140].
The above expression can be rearranged to obtain a second-order ODE in time as
¨
ˆ ˆ
h̃ + h̃

k̃
k̃ 3 Σ
+
Fr
We

!


= Σk̃ HT

3 r̃2 − 1
8 τ̃ 2


,

(3.18)

which has the form ẍ(τ̃ ) + ω 2 (k̃) x(τ̃ ) = A(k̃)/τ̃ 2 . Solutions to this equation are of
the general form
h
i
x(τ̃ ) = −A Ci(ωτ̃ ) cos(ωτ̃ ) + Si(ωτ̃ ) sin(ωτ̃ ) + c1 cos (ωτ̃ ) + c2 sin (ωτ̃ ) ,
where Ci is the cosine integral function, and Si the sine integral function, defined as
Z

∞

cos(t)
dt, and
t
t=s
s
sin(t)
dt.
t
t=0

Ci(s) = −
Z
Si(s) =

(3.19)
(3.20)

The solution can be initiated at some arbitrary τ̃ = τ̃i . Constants c1 and c2 can be
ˆ
ˆ˙
determined from initial conditions h̃(τ̃i ) = 0 and h̃(τ̃i ) = 0:



ωτ̃i · Ci(ωτ̃i ) − sin(ωτ̃i )
c1 = A
and
ωτ̃i


ωτ̃i · Si(ωτ̃i ) + cos(ωτ̃i )
c2 = A
.
ωτ̃i

(3.21)
(3.22)
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In a more convenient form, the solution writes
"





sin(ωτ̃i )
cos(ωτ̃i )
ˆ
h̃ k̃, τ̃ = A ·
Ci(ωτ̃i ) −
cos(ωτ̃ ) + Si(ωτ̃i ) +
sin(ωτ̃ )
ωτ̃i
ωτ̃i
(3.23)
#
− (Ci(ωτ̃ ) cos(ωτ̃ ) + Si(ωτ̃ ) sin(ωτ̃ )) ,

(3.24)

where the remaining newly introduced terms terms A and ω(k̃) are defined as

 2
 
3 r̃ − 1
and
A k̃ = Σk̃ HT
8 τ̃ 2
s
 
k̃ 3 Σ
k̃
+
.
ω k̃ =
Fr
We

(3.25)
(3.26)

ˆ
The solution to the model is initiated at τ̃i = 2. The calculations to find h̃(k̃, τ̃ ),
and the final inverse transform to find h̃(r̃, τ̃ ) are performed numerically in Matlab.
Some results are shown in figure 3.4, where the calculated results are re-scaled back
with respect to disc size D(≡ 2RD ), and directly compared with FS profiles obtained
from experiments and BI simulations.

3.5
3.5.1

Comparing experiments with the models
Results

Some comparisons between FS profiles from experiments, BI simulations and analytical model are made in figure 3.4. From the direct comparisons we can see several
qualitative similarities and dissimilarities between the models and experiments. We
also see that depending on the radial location, the degree of agreement between the
three vary. At r = 0 where the FS is simply pushed down by an amount hmin due
to high static pressure, we find a generally good agreement between the models and
experiment in figure 3.4. The same comparison is re-plotted over the complete length
of τ V /D in figure 3.5. We see that BI captures both the magnitude and growth trend
of hmin for much of its growth. The analytical model is only able to capture its growth
during the early stages.
Recall that for a steady, inviscid and incompressible flow of air in the gap between
disc and FS, the highest hydrodynamic pressure that is set up at r = D/2 is exactly
compensated by the static pressure set up at r = 0. As such, at large τ , when a simple
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squeeze flow is set up in the gap with low Vr,gas , the analytical model is sufficiently
well informed of the air flow at D/2. Thus it captures the appropriate magnitude of
the over-pressure that should be set up at r = 0. For small τ , as Vr,gas at r = D/2
reaches higher values, the FS in this region can get lifted up towards the disc as a
result of a K-H instability. We know from chapter 2 that this suction acts over a
wavelength destabilised by K-H mechanism that is approximately 1.7 cm at the onset
of instability. This destabilised length-scale is not reproduced in BI due to absence
of vorticity in the formulation of the code. Since the K-H destabilised wavelength in
experiments is much wider than the surface-tension smoothened interface in BI, the
suction effect in experiments has to lift a greater volume of liquid against gravity.
This may explain why the height by which the FS is lifted in experiments is smaller
than that in BI.
As the FS at r = D/2 grows farther and faster in BI than in experiments, the gap
between the disc and the FS in this region closes faster. This yields an even faster
air flow under the disc edge, which would set up a higher static pressure at r = 0
in BI than in experiments. This explains why even though the growth rate of hmin
appears to be initially the same in experiments and BI (figure 3.5), hmin in BI grows
past the experimental measurements. As the gap finally closes, it chokes the air flow
at r = D/2 in both experiments and BI. The air velocity can reach very high values
∼ O(10 m/s), and the value of under-pressure created in the air starts to saturate.
This causes the static pressure at r = 0 to saturate, thereby inhibiting further growth
of hmin .
An important effect that is entirely absent from the analytical model is related
to the head loss in air as it exits the gap with high velocities, and finds itself in the
ambient lab environment without the forcing. At large τ ’s when air velocities due
to squeeze flow are still small, there is just a small difference in the hydrodynamic
pressure the air experiences at r = D/2 and immediately outside the gap. This
difference, or the head loss, grows as ∼ τ −2 as the gap closes. This explains why the
growth rate of hmin in the analytical model is considerably higher at later times, and
why its deviation from both, the experiments, and BI, grows with decreasing τ .

calculations. Comparisons are shown at τ V /D = 0.25 ( ), τ V /D = 0.15 ( ), τ V /D = 0.08 ( ), τ V /D = 0.0433 ( ), τ V /D = 0.02
( ), τ V /D = 0.008 ( ) and τ V /D = 0.005 ( ). The symbols used here for different panels flag the same times in figure 3.5. All results
shown were measured/calculated with dimensional parameters D = 5.0 cm and V = 1.0 m/s.

Figure 3.4: Direct comparison of azimuthally averaged FS profiles from experiments to those found from BI simulations and analytical
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Discussion

We find the direct comparisons between the model, numerics and the experiments
to be good over a large range of τ . However the the models’ success is limited due to
a host of subsidiary effects that can be created at the disc, at the FS, or in the gap due
to a rapidly accelerating air flow. One such effect can be flow separation or development of a boundary layer at the disc. Additionally there can be a viscous sublayer
immediately under the water surface, which can distribute the surface stresses imparted by air flow in non-trivial ways [141].

3

During the final moments before impact, we can expect air velocity under the
disc’s edge to reach ∼ O(102 ) m/s. Such high velocities are sufficient for compressibility effects in air to start to play a role. They should first become significant under
the disc edge [86]. An estimate for the τ V /D at which compressibility effects can be
expected to become important in air was derived in chapter 2. It was compared with
results from experiments which were deduced by following the trend with which the
velocity of upwards suction of the FS varied with τ . It was found that by the stage
that air compressibility effects start, hmin already saturates to a final value, and, is
consequently unaffected by acoustic effects in air. However, there may be an effect
on the FS under disc’s edge, where the highest Vr,gas is first reached. The triggering of
compressibility effects in air were seen to influence the smoothness of air-water interface in previous work studying the collapse of axisymmetric air-cavity [142, 143].
Eventually the cavity’s post-collapse behaviour was also influenced. Needless to
say, compressibility effects cannot be included in the present analytical calculations.
They can be included in BI in the same fashion as done by Gekle et al. [134, 143].
However in the present experiment, the triggering of compressibility effects are only
for a short duration, and at a stage when hmin would only be marginally, if at all,
affected. Despite attempts such as Yakimov’s [144] to introduce an air jet in the description close to the edge of a plate, a more complete model of such an exit scenario
remains to be described [129].
More pertinent to the present experiments, the biggest subsidiary effect to FS
that occurs alongside the appearance and growth of hmin is the suction effect that
occurs in the region r ≈ D/2. As stated above, the suction is initiated by a KelvinHelmholtz instability (discussed in chapter 2) and is a contemporary to the growth
of hmin . The K-H mechanism yields a consistent length-scale over which suction
acts with greatest strength. From the comparison provided in figure 3.5, it is clear
that this length scale cannot be predicted using inviscid flow models for calculating
interface deflections. In spite of the inclusion of surface tension in the BI simulations
and the analytical model, both predict a much higher, and a substantially narrower
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Figure 3.5: Non-dimensionalised hmin plotted against non-dimensionalised time before impact
from an experiment, BI simulation and axisymmetric potential flow calculations with D = 5.0
cm, V = 1.0 m/s. Values for the remaining physical parameters such as surface tension of
the water-air interface, gravity and fluid densities were the same as those in experiment. The
comparison is good in the early stages of growth of hmin . At later times before impact, hmin
is found to saturate in experiments and BI, while the same quantity from the model grows
at a consistent rate, and saturates at a larger value (not shown). The seven symbols plotted
along the abscissa mark specific instants in τ during different stages of the growth of hmin .
Symbol flags τ V /D = 0.25,
flags τ V /D = 0.15, 0.08, 0.0433, 0.02, 0.008 and
flags τ V /D = 0.005. Some direct comparisons between free surface profiles at flagged times
are shown in figure 3.4, each of which is highlighted using the same symbol as in the present
figure.
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section of the lifted surface than is observed in the experiments. A direct comparison
of the suction of the FS in BI and the theory is discussed in section 3.B.
When the FS is deflected upwards towards the disc, the gas velocity close to
the FS also gains a small velocity component Vz,gas in the upwards direction. Although Vz,gas  Vr,gas , the upwards bump can critically change air flow near the exit
region (the reader is referred to section 3.A for detailed discussion on this). An upwards lifted bump in the FS will experience that the uni-directional air flow imposes
a different pressure on its ‘windward’ side, while the bump’s leeward side is relatively sheltered from air flow [145]. In experiments, the combined presence of a lifted
‘bump’ in the free surface, and small aerodynamic-roughness of the surface can lead
to the appearance of a viscous layer along the FS in air layer. Such a situation was
described by Benjamin [146] by deriving an Orr-Sommerfeld equation for velocity
fluctuations in air caused due to presence of the ‘bump’. He calculated the effects
of a thin viscous air layer on the interfacial stresses and their relative phases close
to the ‘wavy’ surface. Using an example of a generic wavy surface, it was showed
that the phase shift in tangential stress is such that its maximum is shifted upstream
of the bump’s crest, and it can become negative on the leeward side of the bump
[146, 147]. In terms of the present experiment, this type of sheltering effect can lead
to a confinement of the lifted FS to under the disc’s shadow, thereby encouraging air
entrapment under disc after impact. Benjamin’s [146] calculations are quite generic
as they hold regardless of flow separation in air [148], and have also been found to
apply in flows over wavy solid and particle beds [149, 150].

3.6

Conclusion

Here we reported experimental measurements of how free surface of water deforms
due to an air-cushioning layer before the impact of a flat solid disc. As the disc approaches the moment of impact, it pushes out the air layer that intervenes between
the two. The velocity of air in this layer grows linearly with the radial distance from
the disc’s center. It assumes its highest velocity at the exit, under the disc edge. Consequently, the air flow has its maximum hydrodynamic pressure under the disc’s
edge, and its highest static pressure under the disc’s center. The latter creates a stagnation point on the FS and pushes it down. The maximum extent of this central depression on the FS before impact determines the thickness of air film that is trapped
on the disc at the moment of impact. We showed that both the extent of this central
depression, and its process of growth can be parameterised by inertial length and
time scales set by disc’s width and velocity of approach.
The process was reproduced using axisymmetric potential flow simulations and
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calculations. The early stages of growth of hmin were well captured by the potential
flow models. At times closer to impact, both the models deviate from experiments.
The analytical calculations start to deviate earlier, and more strongly than the simulations. This was explained to result due to an incomplete understanding of the exit
condition on air flow. The analytical model contains a sharp jump in hydrodynamic
pressure at the disc edge. In contrast, in experiments and simulations, there is a head
loss as the air exits from from the gap. As the gap closes, the head loss grows rapidly,
as would other edge effects.
Finally, from experiments, the maximum depth of FS at r = 0 due to the stagnation point in air layer was found to be approximately 2.5 · 10−3 times the disc width.
This air layer determines the thickness of the air film that is trapped under the disc
immediately after impact, which is essentially uniform. This air film plays a role in
mitigating singularly high pressures at impact, and may distribute the load throughout the impactor’s surface. This is studied in detail in chapter 4.
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Gas velocities along the disc and liquid surfaces

We found that experimental results for hmin were well reproduced by BI simulations.
This is because for most of the duration during steady growth of hmin , when air velocities are low, a potential flow model is a sufficient description of both the air flow
and the FS deflections it causes. Since the FS deflections are in different directions at
different locations, it is illustrative to see how the air flow close to it is affected by its
movements, as plotted in figure 3.6. We see from figure 3.6 that the influence of the
deflecting FS on gas velocities is indeed present, and is only evident in how the gas
velocities in vertical direction are affected. The sign of Vz,gas varies depending on the
specific radial location and whether the FS at the concerned radial location has a net
upward or downwards motion. In the region r/D / 1/4, where the FS is pushed
down due to high pressure at r = 0, Vz,gas acts in downwards direction. Along those
sections of the FS which deflect upwards into the gap due to Bernoulli suction, Vz,gas
in
is positive, or pointing in the upwards direction. Notice in particular panel
figure 3.6, where negative Vz,gas over a short segment of the FS around r/D ≈ 0.5
suggests that the surface is being pushed down. This is indeed found to be the case
from BI results in panel of figure 3.4. While we are unable to conclusively attribute
this local downwards motion of the FS around r/D ≈ 0.5 (panel of figure 3.4) to
any physical effect, we see that the surface at this location continues its downwards
growth.
The effect of the deflections of the FS on Vz,gas are evident from figure 3.6. Despite
this effect being substantial, we also see that at the FS, Vz,gas  Vr,gas at all radial
locations and τ V /D of interest. Since Vr,gas is imposed by the squeezing of interstitial
air from in between the disc and FS, we are assured that deflections of the latter play
a negligible role in influencing the boundary condition that caused the deflections in
the first place. This is also illustrated by the radial gas velocities at disc and FS (figure
3.7). We see that radial gas velocities along both the surface are equal throughout the
gap, and only start to deviate near the exit. Note that in BI, the disc corners are
defined with a finite curvature by placing the nodes with a high spatial density. This
is done so as to avoid a sharp corner at the surface, where the flow potentials are
likely to be multiply-defined. Thus at very high flow rates, Vr,gas at r/D = 1/2 is
likely to have a small z-component in the disc’s frame of reference.
The most important observation to be made from figures 3.6 and 3.7 is that radial
gas velocities especially along the FS justify both the assumptions used in the model.
It is confirmed that Vz,gas is indeed negligibly small in a situation when pressure
gradients set by Vr,gas determine the growth of central depression at r = 0. For
r/D < 1/2, Vr,gas grows as ∼ r, for all τ of concern to hmin .
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Figure 3.6: Radial variation of the ratio of radial gas velocities to vertical gas velocities at the
FS, as found in BI simulations. The times at which results are shown are kept consistent with
the results shown in several other plots throughout other sections in the present chapter and
this appendix: τ V /D = 0.25 ( ), τ V /D = 0.15 ( ), τ V /D = 0.08 ( ) and τ V /D = 0.0433
( ). As before, all results were computed keeping D = 5.0 cm and V = 1.0 m/s. The gas
velocities in radial direction are much larger than the vertical ones from an early stage (top
panels). The relative dominance of Vr,gas over |Vz,gas | continues till later times (bottom panels).
Note that the legend in first panel is shared by all the plots, and that circles and crosses symbolise negative and positive vertical velocities respectively. Note also the difference between
negative and positive ratios Vr,gas /|Vz,gas |, and the observation of a minima of this ratio immediately prior to the point under disc edge results. Both these are an interesting implication
of the FS being pushed/pulled in vertically opposite directions at different points along the
radial direction on the FS. See main text for discussion.
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Figure 3.7: Radial variation of the radial gas velocity Vr,gas in BI simulations as it is squeezed
symbolise the radial gas velocities meafrom the gap between approaching disc and FS:
symbolise the same, measured along free surface. The times
sured on disc surface, while
at which results are shown are kept consistent with the results shown in several other plots
throughout the present chapter and this appendix: τ V /D = 0.25 ( ), τ V /D = 0.15 ( ),
τ V /D = 0.08 ( ) and τ V /D = 0.0433 ( ). As before, all results were computed keeping
D = 5.0 cm and V = 1.0 m/s. Note the linear growth of Vr,gas with r along both surfaces. Both
start to deviate from the clean linear dependence as the gas nears its exit from under the disc.
Gas velocities along the disc and FS deviate in opposite directions. Notice how Vr,gas smoothly
decays to zero for r > (D/2). A similar kind of behaviour can be expected of gas flow outside
the disc’s shadow in experiments. This behaviour is in contrast to how Vr,gas is imposed on the
FS in our analytical model, where Vr,gas = 0 for all r > (D/2).
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Suction of free surface at r = D/2 in an inviscid situation

We now compare the radial gas velocities close to the disc edge (0.1% inside of r/D =
1/2) as the Vr,gas at this location is not only crucial to determining the strength of
Bernoulli suction on the FS, but also hmin , which is driven by the static pressure set up
to balance the hydrodynamic pressure elsewhere in the gap. The comparison is made
in figure 3.8. Note that the radial location chosen as the edge here is slightly inside
of the disc edge for the same reasons concerning node distribution as described in
section 3.A. We see that from the earliest τ ’s, gas velocities at this radial location grow
differently with τ along the disc and the FS. This is also seen in figure 3.7, where the
two were found to be approximately equal throughout the gap, but different close
to the disc edge. In figure 3.8 we also plot the approximation for radial velocity that
was derived assuming mass conservation in the gap (equation (3.1)) and used for
analytical calculations in section 3.4. The calculations from equation (3.1) compare
favourably with Vr,gas at the FS for early times (τ V /D ' 10−2 ). This can be expected
in the light of the good agreement between BI and model in figure 3.5.
The suction of the FS due to the Bernoulli effect is reproduced in both the analytical model, and BI simulations. The maximum height by which the FS is lifted,
hmax , is compared in figure 3.9. We see that in the model, there is always a section of
the FS that is lifted up from the earliest times. This is in contrast to the results from
BI, where hmax only starts to grow at a later time. As discussed earlier, the analytical
model behaves differently, since the air flow is abruptly set to zero for all r/D > 1/2.
In BI, as air exits from the gap, its velocity smoothly decays to zero (see also figure
3.7). The theoretical model continues to over-predict hmax in comparison to the simulation until later stages. The simulation catches up with the model at τ V /D ≈ 10−3
as the gap between the disc and FS gets smaller, and the radial air flow at the FS becomes severely constricted. Precisely this can be seen in figure 3.8 at the same time.
At τ V /D ≈ 10−3 , Vr,gas is seen to reach a maximum, after which the air flow starts
to ‘choke’ at the exit. The corresponding slowing down of the growth of hmax can
be seen in figure 3.9. Most importantly, and as already noted in the main text, both
the BI simulations and the analytical model consistently and significantly predict a
larger hmax than the experiments. The width of the lifted part of the FS is under
predicted. This is the reason that experimental results are not included in figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.8: Close to the disc edge, at r/(D/2) = 0.999, radial gas velocities on the disc and
FS from BI are compared with the gas velocity approximation (derived in equation (3.1)) used
for calculating FS deflections in the model. Vgas used in model assumes very similar values
to those found for radial gas velocities at the FS in BI for a large portion of the duration when
the squeezed air-layer is acting on FS. Their trends of growth are not the same and the two
finally deviate around τ V /D = 0.01. Several instants are flagged along the abscissa which
reflect different stages during the growth of hmin . Each symbol is marked at the same time
instant as those marked in figures 3.4, 3.9, 3.6 and 3.7. An interesting feature to notice in
the present figure in results from BI is that both the velocities reach a maximum. At the disc
specifically, Vr reaches a maximum of approximately 107 m/s, which yields a Mach number
of approximately 0.31 at τ ≈ 0.01. This finding, although very close to expectation from a
real experiment, is a purely co-incidental result from the two-fluid BI code used in the present
work. Its counterpart along the FS happens at a later time (at τ V /D ≈ 10−3 ), since at the
FS, a greater portion of air momentum is constituted by velocities in the vertical direction on
account of the water surface deflecting. Finally, since Vgas is approximated in the gap using
mass conservation, it has no knowledge of compressibility effects in air, or the presence of
approaching solid disc. Consequently, it does not ‘choke’, and keeps growing monotonically
to un-physical values.
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Figure 3.9: Comparison of the maximum heights of FS caused due to suction in analytical
model with the maximum height of FS found from BI for r/(D/2) ∈ (0, 1]. Grey symbols flag
the same time instants along the abscissa as in figures 3.4 – 3.8.
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Chapter 4

Hydrodynamic loading during water entry of a horizontal, flat disc:
load distribution and impulse transfer
4
Hydrodynamic loading on a disc impacting on a stationary water bath is studied using experiments. The disc’s impacting side is kept parallel to the target surface, and
moved vertically across the water interface with a constant speed. Prior to impact,
the water surface is deformed due to air-cushioning effect. As a result, the disc’s first
touchdown occurs close to its edges, and an air film is momentarily entrapped. This
results in different impact pressures at different locations on the disc. Pressures at
the disc centre, and close to its edges are measured using piezoelectric transducers,
and simultaneously, the total force on the disc is also measured. The direct measurements are numerically time-integrated to calculate the pressure and force impulses
due to impact. Impulse calculations from both measures of loading are compared to
theoretical estimation of the momentum transfer to the added mass of fluid that is
accelerated at impact. For slamming impact speeds (V & 0.5 m/s), we find that the
largest peak pressures occur at the disc centre despite the entrapment of an air film.
However the largest impact impulses do not occur at the disc centre, which is shown
by comparing the central pressure and force impulses.
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Introduction

Situations involving the impact of a liquid on solid, or vice-versa are commonly
found in several industrial applications. Some notable examples that occur on a large
scale are hull slamming during the (re-)entry of a ship into water, the landing of seaplanes or spacecraft, wet-deck slamming in ships or off-shore structures, and wave
impacts on harbours, sea-walls and during sloshing [12, 14, 15, 34, 151, 152]. Liquidsolid impact events are associated with large loads that are created primarily due
to added mass effect: upon impact, a certain mass of liquid is accelerated towards
the velocity of the impacting object. However in all situations, the surrounding air
can have a very non-trivial influence on the generated load, and its distribution on
the solid structure [13, 25]. One way this occurs is via aeration of the liquid phase
[153, 154]. More often, the air that is trapped in between the liquid and the solid also
play a crucial role in affecting the loading on the solid phase [32, 84, 155, 156]. We
focus on the latter in the present work.

4

Here we experimentally study the local pressures and forces produced on a disc
that is impacted on water. Prior to the impact, the disc creates an air flow that results
in it entrapping air on the impacting side of its own accord. The trapped air layer has
an influence on the impact pressures that are generated at different locations on the
disc. The presence of air layer under a flat-plate impacting on water has been shown
to cause a small reduction in the peak pressure [83] and also affect its distribution
[157, 158] over the impacting face. We measure pressures at the disc centre and a
location close to its edge. Continuous Wavelet Transforms (CWTs) are used to resolve
interesting spectral activity from the pressure signals at the two locations. CWTs also
inform our discussion on how the energy due to impact is differently concentrated
at different locations on the disc [87, 159, 160].
The pressure measurements on the disc are complemented with total force measurements. The peak values of both are found to be very sensitive to the temporal
resolution of the equipment. We compute impulses from these measurements, and
find their behaviour to be much more repeatable than mere peak values of pressures
and forces [27]. The early growth of impact impulses is shown to be inertial, suggesting that added mass effect plays a dominant role during this stage. Impulses
measured using the two approaches are compared to theoretical calculation for the
added mass of fluid that is accelerated by the disc at impact [75].
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Setup

The setup consists of a reservoir filled with water, which is contained in a tank of
area 50 cm × 50 cm. The water depth is kept fixed at 30 cm. We impact flat discs on
the water bath such that their impacting surface is parallel to the stationary water
surface. The free surface (FS) of water is visualised using the total internal reflection
(TIR) setup as shown by the schematic in figure 4.1a. When the disc and water surface are in touch, those sections of the FS that wet the disc disappear, and cease to
reflect the fixed pattern O.
The disc’s motion across the FS is controlled using a linear motor (LM). The disc
is attached to a steel rod, which in turn is mounted on the LM. The assembly’s position can be controlled with an accuracy of approximately 0.6 µm. The acceleration
that is generated by the LM in the course of its stroke is limited by the current it
can draw. Thus the LM’s motion is programmed such that it achieves the specified
velocity when in the middle of its available stroke. Concerning the disc, the stroke
is programmed such that it attains a constant, programmed-for velocity V several
diameters before it reaches the FS. This constant velocity is maintained as the disc
plunges roughly the same distance into the target pool. V is varied from 0.05 – 3
m/s.
We install pressure sensors on an 80 mm wide disc made of steel to measure pressures on its impacting surface. Vaseline is used to seal any gaps between the sensors
and the mounting sites on the disc. The sensors used were Kistler 601CAA dynamic
piezoelectric transducers, with a diaphragm width of 5.5 mm (= 2Rs ). They were
flush mounted on the disc as per the manufacturer’s instructions. A sketch showing the dimensions of the disc and positions of the sensors is shown in figure 4.1(b).
Pressure measurements were made at an acquisition frequency of 200 kHz.
Additionally we also measure the overall force on the disc that is generated at
impact. This is done by installing a strain gauge load cell (FUTEK LSM300) at the
junction where the steel rod is mounted on the LM. It is calibrated using known
weights, and the measurements are done at an acquisition rate of 25 kHz. The disc
radii R are varied from 1–8 cm.

4.3

Spatially localised loading

As the disc approaches the water surface with a finite speed, there is an intervening
air layer trapped between the two. The air in this layer is squeezed out such that
its flow results in a radial pressure gradient. These pressure changes are sufficiently
large to deform the water surface before the disc makes any contact with it. Thus the
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(a)

(b)
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Figure 4.1: (a) Schematic of the setup. A linear motor is used to impact a disc on a FS with constant velocity. Using total internal reflection (TIR), the water surface can be used as a mirror to
see qualitatively observe its behaviour when subjected to deflections. A load cell is installed
along the rod to measure the overall force that is experienced by the moving assembly in the
vertical direction. (b) Design and dimensions of an 80 mm wide disc on whose surface local
impact pressures are measured.

4

water surface is made aware of the approaching disc in advance; at the point that
lies directly under the disc centre, the liquid surface is pushed down by stagnation
pressure. Conversely under the disc edge, a high hydrodynamic pressure creates a
suction which destabilises the water surface to be sucked upwards towards the disc
(cf. chapters 2 and 3). The two types of deformations of the free surface invariably
create conditions to trap an air layer under the disc at the moment it first touches the
liquid surface. At the earliest stages of this occurring, the liquid water surface under
the disc edge is vertically separated from that under the disc centre by a distance
∼ O(102 )µm.

4.3.1

Pressure measurements

We measure pressures at two radial locations on the disc’s impacting side: at the
centre, and close to its edge. The effect of impact on pressure characteristics are
found to be typical of solid-liquid impact events in general [13, 34]. The first contact
between a transducer on the disc and water surface creates a large pressure spike
(figure 4.3(a,b)), lasting for a short duration ∼ O(10−4 s). Note from figure 4.3(a,b)
how in examples shown for both a low velocity impact at V = 0.075 m/s, and a
larger velocity at 1 m/s, the pressure at disc centre starts to grow prior to that at the
edge. This is due to a large stagnation pressure building up in the liquid at the disc
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Figure 4.2: Snapshots of the free surface during the impact of a 10 cm wide disc at 1 m/s, as
it seen using the TIR setup as shown in figure 4.1(a). The moment when the disc makes first
contact with the water surface can be identified when a section of the reflecting water surface
disappears by wetting the disc. The time labels shown at top left corner are centred about
t = 0 at the instant where the disc makes first contact with the deformed water surface. An
air layer is trapped on the disc at impact. It collapses inwards as the disc plunges further into
the liquid bath. A video is available at ref. [161].
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centre, whose magnitude ∼ O(ρw V 2 ).
Peak pressures measured from impacts done at a range of velocities are plotted in
figure 4.3(c). Multiple repetitions of the experiment at each velocity were performed
to quantify standard deviations. At low velocities (V . 0.5 m/s), pressures at the
edge of the disc were found to be higher than those at the disc’s centre. The opposite
however was observed in impacts at higher velocities (V & 0.5 m/s). It is seen from
direct visualisation of the impact process from below, that throughout much of the
impact process at low velocities, the air film that is trapped after impact can remain
intact (see videos for V = 0.06 and 0.1 m/s at refs. [162, 163]), consistent with a
similar observation made by Mayer & Krechetnikov [78]. In such cases, the trapped
air film simply retracts inwards due to surface tension of the water-air interface,
and forms a bubble under the disc centre. At higher impact velocities, after the air
film is trapped at the first moment of impact, it initially starts to collapse towards
the disc centre (figure 4.2). However, it is quickly penetrated by the liquid near the
disc centre due to a high stagnation pressure in the liquid (video for V = 1.0 m/s
at ref. [164]). Here it is good to note that peak impact pressures at the disc centre
are approximately 100 times larger than the stagnation pressure ρw V 2 in water (see
figure 4.3(c)). At these large V , the initially trapped air is expelled from under the
disc’s edges by the radially outwards flowing liquid. Thus, while at low velocities
the impact pressures at the disc’s centre are actively ‘cushioned’ by the trapped air
film, for V & 0.5 m/s, the air film appears to play a diminished role, if any, in
reducing the peak pressure at the disc centre. Okada & Sumi [157] performed impact
tests using a flat plate, and also found higher peak pressures closer to its centre. We
thus designate impact velocities & 0.5 m/s as ‘slamming’ velocities throughout the
present work. At slamming velocities, as the air film is violently expelled out from
under the disc, the liquid interface breaks up. This causes a greater variation in peak
pressures at the disc’s edge, which can be seen from the error bars in figure 4.3(c).
After the first impact peak, the transducers continue to report pressure variations
at the disc surface. It can be seen from the time series in figure 4.3(a) that pressure
oscillations after the initial impact peak can be composed of several signals of different frequencies. They can result due to mechanical disturbances such as vibrations
of the disc and rod assembly, or from sloshing of the liquid surface in the bath after impact. More interestingly, some components in pressure oscillations may have
a hydrodynamic origin, such as the oscillations of a trapped bubble or a time scale
associated with the added mass effect. We resolve timescales such as these in the signal using continuous wavelet transforms. These are addressed later in the chapter,
in section 4.5.
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(b)

(c)

2

1

Figure 4.3: Time series of pressures measured at the two locations on an 80 mm wide disc (see figure 4.1b) when it impacts on a deep
liquid bath at a velocity of (a) 0.075 m/s and (b) 1.0 m/s. The signals are centred about t = 0 at the instant when the central pressure
reaches its peak. (c) Peak pressures measured at two locations on the same disc are plotted over a range of impact velocities. Error
bars show the standard deviation of peak pressures over 3–6 repetitions of the experiment at each impact velocity. The peak pressures
at the centre are found to scale quadratically with V , wheres those near the edge of the disc are found to be slightly below those at the
centre. See main text for discussion.
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Localised pressure-impulses during impact

The most elementary measure of the intensity of an impact event is the peak pressure that is measured on the solid structure. However, in most circumstances, this
peak pressure can have a large variance between tests performed at the same parameters. Since rise times of the initial impact peak can be very short ∼ O(10−5 s),
one reason for the variance in peak pressures is often due to limited time resolution of the sensors. Another reason very often encountered is the inconsistent role
played by the ambient air that is trapped at impact. Since the first such work by
Bagnold [27] on studying the effect of trapped air on peak pressures, several later
works [34, 165, 166] have also identified that the trapped air can play an important
role during the production of the initial large pressure peak. Richert [28], Partenscky
[167] and Hattori et al. [32] found from wave impacts on walls, that the most severe pressures were produced when there were several small air bubbles, or a very
thin ‘lens shaped’ air pocket trapped along the wall. It is a general consensus that
pressure impulse, or the pressure integrated over duration of the peak, is a better
predictor of the amount of local damage that is caused by an impact event on the
solid structure [15, 33, 34, 155, 168, 169]. Indeed, pressure impulse is also found to
be a much more reproducible measure of the intensity of impact than the peak value
in itself [15, 27, 33, 34, 165, 166].
Thus we calculate the pressure impulses Π(t) from the measurements done at
slamming velocities. They are computed by numerically integrating the pressure
signal from the time when it starts to rise t0 , to arbitrarily later times as
Z t
Π(t) =
p(t0 )dt0 .
(4.1)
t0

Consistent with all the pressure measurements, the time-coordinate of all pressureimpulse results are again centred about t = 0, at the instant when the central pressure
reaches its maximum. This way of presenting the results allows one to focus on the
early-time rise in impulse until the trapped air film collapses at the disc’s centre.
Pressure impulses measured from experiments at V = 1.25 and 2.5 m/s are plotted in figure 4.4. Π(t) at the disc centre starts to rise earlier than the same at the
disc’s edge. This can be ascribed to an observation made earlier in figure 4.3(a),
where it was seen that the pressure at the disc centre starts to rise before than that
at the edge. The difference in how impulse at the edge grows compared to that at
the centre occurs due to different behaviour of air flow in the two regions at impact.
At the moment of impact, there is a trapped air film whose thickness is maximum
under the disc centre. The opposite holds true at the disc edge, where the contact
first happens. At slamming velocities, after the peak impact pressure is attained, the
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(a)

V = 1.25 m/s

(b)

V = 2.5 m/s

4
Figure 4.4: Pressure impulses Π measured from experiments at (a) V = 1.25 m/s and (b) V =
2.5 m/s are plotted as time series. Experiments were done with the sensor arrangement as
shown in figure 4.1b. As before, all time series are centred about t = 0 at moment when the
pressure at disc centre reaches its maximum.

air film collapses. Immediately after this, the air that was initially trapped is fragmented and expelled from under the disc. As its escape happens from under the disc
edge, fast air flow interferes with the pressure reading. That the impulse shown in
figure 4.4 accumulates more smoothly at the centre than at the disc’s edge suggests
that impact at the disc centre is cushioned by the air layer. Indeed, the presence of
air also prolongs the duration of the initial impact peak, which causes impulse at the
centre to grow to larger values than that at disc edge [170].
The air film plays this role of a cushioning layer only in the earliest stages of impact before the peak pressure at disc centre reaches its maximum. Thus, whatever
subsidiary effect that is caused by it, such as mitigating pressure singularities, distributing the loading, and prolonging the impact, lasts for a short duration of a few
milliseconds prior to t = 0 in figure 4.4. This stage is key to determining the final
value of impulse that is accumulated during the first impact peak. Noting that inertially, pressure should scale as ρw V 2 , and time as Rs /V , we expect the pressure
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impulse Π(t) to scale as the product of the former. Using this inertial scaling, we
non-dimensionalise the results in figure 4.4 and re-plot them in figure 4.5. We find
that the growth of pressure impulse at the centre is very well collapsed by the nondimensionalisation. This leads to the surprising conclusion that early-time loading
on the pressure sensor grows as it would have, had the pressure sensor already been
in touch with, or immersed in the liquid.

4

Figure 4.5: Non-dimensional pressure impulses Π̂ = Π/V Rs ρw measured at disc centre (from
figure 4.4(b)) are plotted against non-dimensional time tV /Rs . The convincing data collapse
reveals that the accumulation of pressure impulse at disc centre, when it impacts at high velocities, can be described as an inertial process. Note that Rs is the radius of the sensor’s
diaphragm.

This allows us to conclude that at the disc centre, the impact impulse arises
mainly due to sudden acceleration of a certain bulk of liquid by the impact. This
leads us to expect that the impulse created by total force on the discs’ entire surface
should behave similarly to the pressure impulses as in figure 4.5.
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R = 4 cm
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Figure 4.6: (a) Time evolution of the impact force measured using a disc of radius 4 cm impacted at various velocities. The time series are centred about t = 0 at the time of registering
peak impact force. (b) Peak average pressure, P̃peak = Fpeak /πR2 computed from the force
measured in experiments using discs of varying sizes, materials and impact speeds are plotted against their velocities of impact. Data shown using purple coloured markers are from
experiments impacting steel discs, yellow from impacting 3D printed plastic discs, and green
markers from experiments using aluminium discs. Peak average pressures are found to deviate substantially from the previously found quadratic dependence on V for the centre (and,
to a lesser extent) the side pressures from figure 4.3(b).

4.4
4.4.1

Spatially integrated loading
Force measurements and impulse calculation

We perform force measurements on the discs to check to what extent they are consistent with the pressure measurements. Some typical force measurements are shown
in figure 4.6(a). The main features of interest around the impact peak are the same
as were found in pressure measurements. The first large peak results from the initial
impact. Here however, the forces measured by the load cell are averaged throughout
the disc & rod assembly that is mounted on the linear motor. As a result, structural
vibrations in the impactor dominate the measured signals after t = 0, and drown
several weaker signals that might be of interest.
Force measurements were done using discs of different sizes and materials. The
variation of peak forces with V is shown in figure 4.6(b). As with pressure mea-
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surements, force measurements at each set of parameters were repeated a number of
times to obtain variance in the measurements. They are found to vary substantially
from the quadratic scaling that peak pressures were found to follow. Instead, peak
forces appear to grow as ∼ V 1.54 within the experimental range of errors. Since, experiments done with discs made of steel, aluminium, and plastic follow a consistent
trend, we can conclude that the total force produced on the discs indeed have a hydrodynamic origin. They do not depend on the material that a disc is made from.
The peak values’ deviation from V 2 appear likely to be due to limited resolution of
the strain gauge load cell.
Notwithstanding the limited resolution of load cell, we can numerically integrate
the force measurements starting from the time when the first impact peak starts to
rise. The force impulses
Z t
F(t) =
F (t0 )dt0 ,
(4.2)
t0

4

thus computed are non-dimensionalised as before using inertial length and time
scales. The results are plotted in figure 4.7. As with pressure impulses, the growth of
force impulses until the time of peak force (conveniently at t = 0) is well collapsed by
the re-scaling. Our expectation from previous section (based on figure 4.5) is upheld
by force impulse measurements.

4.4.2

Impulse due to water impact of a disc

Here we discuss what we learn from both pressure impulses Π(t) and force impulses
F(t) obeying inertial scalings. We start with a brief discussion of the well-known
idea of pressure impulse in a fluid. The idea is useful when fluid boundaries, or
a portion of the bulk, is subjected to a sudden acceleration of a large magnitude
and short duration. Over this short duration, velocities of both the fluid and the
boundary are small. Ignoring viscosity, Euler’s equation, linearised in v, can be used
to describe fluid motion [35, 75]
1
∂v
= − ∇p,
(4.3)
∂t
ρw
where both the terms are manifestly of large magnitudes for a short interval of time.
Integrating both sides with time,
Z tafter

1
vafter − vbefore = − ∇
p(t0 )dt0 ,
(4.4)
ρw
tbefore
which can be integrated and re-written in terms of scalar flow potentials as
Z tafter

1
0
0
φafter − φbefore = −
p(t )dt .
ρw
tbefore

(4.5)
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Figure 4.7: Non-dimensional force impulses F/R3 V ρw are computed from force measurements with a steel disc of radius R = 4 cm, impacting on water at various V . Each result is
centred about t = 0 at the time of the when the corresponding impact force attains its peak
value. The horizontal dashed line is drawn to mark non-dimensional force impulse value
of 4/3. Inset: A force-time curve at V = 1 m/s is shown; the shaded area shows the timeduration over which F (t) is integrated to obtain F.
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Thus, in a fluid that is initially stationary, any motion produced by sudden acceleration will, at least for a short duration, be irrotational. In such a fluid domain, flow
potentials throughout the bulk can be uniquely determined by the normal component of velocities imposed at its boundaries. This idea was also implicitly used in
the boundary integral simulations described in chapter 3. In this context, the present
experiment is especially well suited to testing pressure-impulse theory. The pressure
impulse calculation that corresponds exactly to the present experiment with the impact of a disc was performed by Batchelor ([75], §6.10), yielding Fimpact = 4/3R3 V ρw .
The same result was also arrived at by Lamb ([138], §102) by deriving the kinetic
energy that is imparted to the surrounding fluid by an immersed disc that is impulsively accelerated from rest. Glasheen & McMachon [171] performed experiments
impacting a disc on water, and measured the loss in its momentum from impact by
measuring the sudden drop in its velocity (equation (4.4)). From the loss in the projectile’s momentum, they estimated the added mass on the moving disc. The results
were compared to the above analytical calculation [172], finding a good agreement.

4

Note that our method of computing the impact impulse differs significantly from
that of Glasheen & McMahon [171], who calculated the force impulse by measuring
the sharp drop in projectile momentum. In contrast, we numerically integrate the
directly measured force and local pressure over the duration of the impact peak.
Moreover, our measurements extend the range of experimental parameters (R3 V ρw )
covered by Glasheen & McMahon [171] to a much larger disc momenta at impact.
In figure 4.8, we compare our impulse measurements Fimpact and Πimpact · πR2
from force and pressure data measured from the central pressure sensor to the analytical result. Note that the range of data for Fimpact is greater than that for Πimpact · πR2 .
This is due to the forces being measured with disc sizes up to 16 cm wide, while the
pressures were measured with fixed disc size of 8 cm. It seen seen in figure 4.8 that
force impulses from our measurements lie very close to the theoretical prediction.
At higher disc momenta, when the peak forces are larger, the loading dynamics is
faster, and our forces measurements are presumably under-resolved. Thus, some
disagreement between measured Fimpact and the model sets in towards the higher
end of our dataset, as shown in figure 4.8. In contrast, pressure impulses are seen to
deviate consistently from the model. However, they follow the same trend of growth
with R3 V ρw as the theory. Since even the feature most difficult to resolve, the peak
pressure, appeared to be fairly well resolved (figure 4.3), we cannot attribute this
disagreement between the model and area-integrated Πimpact to limited resolution of
the equipment.
Peters et al. [92] also calculated the total force on a disc while incorporating the
critical role played by the cushioning air layer. Thus the change in momentum of a
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Figure 4.8: Impulses accumulated during the first impact peak (see inset of figure 4.7) are
plotted against growth rate of the added mass of liquid at impact. Impulses calculated from
pressure measurements (Πimpact ) at the disc centre (shown in figure 4.5) were multiplied by
area of the disc so that they are on the same scale as force impulses Fimpact . Dashed line shows
the theoretical calculation for the impulse transferred from an impulsively accelerated disc to
an infinite half-space filled with inviscid fluid.

disc slamming with constant velocity was estimated as
Fimpact = 0.315ρw πR3 V.

(4.6)

This result is also compared to our measurements in figure 4.8. Its found to lie closer
to the area-integrated pressure impulses measured at the disc centre, but consistently
below the directly obtained force-impulse data from the load cell.

4.5

Continuous wavelet transforms

We use 1-D continuous wavelet transforms (CWT) to resolve the instantaneous activity of frequencies contained in the measured pressure signals. They carry an innate
advantage over Fourier transforms (FT). While FT provide information about spec-
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tral dynamics of a signal, that are time-averaged over its entire length, CWT provides
details of how spectral dynamics evolve in time with the signal. We first describe the
basic principles behind the working of CWT.
In general, CWT uses a mother wavelet with a pre-defined waveform, and measures similarity between the wavelet and the signal being analysed at any specific
time ti [173]. The mother wavelet is translated along the length of the signal and
projected on it using inner products [174]. The similarity between the two is quantified in terms of CWT coefficients


Z∞
ti − t
1
dt,
(4.7)
C(a, ti ) =
p(t) √ ψ ∗
a
a
−∞

4

where p(t) is the pressure signal being analysed, a is the scale parameter, ψ ∗ (t) is the
complex conjugate of the mother wavelet ψ(t), and ti is the instantaneous time. Note
that it is convenient to define a dimensionless time coordinate to comply with the
notational conventions of CWT, which we can accomplish by dividing physical time
by any time scale. Thus, ψ, t, ti and a are dimensionless in equation (4.7) and in the
following analysis. The scale parameter a is inversely proportional to the frequency
f of p(t). In what follows, we choose the analysing wavelet to be a complex Morlet
wavelet, which is a plane wave modulated by Gaussian envelope [87, 173]. It has the
form
−t02
exp (iωc t0 ),
(4.8)
ψ(t0 ) = π −1/4 exp
2
where the factor π −1/4 is a normalisation constant. The number ωc is the so-called
central frequency of the wavelet which determines the wavelet resolution. It accounts for the balance between temporal and spatial resolutions. The Morlet wavelet
is often considered suitable to seek a signal’s harmonic character. Features such as
the sharp impact peak in our pressure measurements may be better studied using
an alternative mother wavelet, such as the Mexican-hat wavelet [175, 176]. However
since the peak pressures in our experiments appear to be well resolved by the acquisition frequency of our transducers, and we are more interested in resolving the
lingering pressure signals produced from hydrodynamic sources, we use the Morlet as the mother wavelet. Additionally it offers relatively better spectral resolution
when compared to the Mexican-hat wavelet [175, 176]. For the Morlet wavelet, the
scale factor a, frequency f , and central frequency ωc inter-relate as [176]
p
ωc + ωc2 + 2
a=
.
(4.9)
4πf
The mother wavelet is required to satisfy the admissibility criterion, which requires
that the wavelet has no zero-frequency component. To satisfy the admissibility con-
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dition here, one typically needs to fulfil the condition of ωc > 5 [174]. Although the
complex Morlet as written in equation 4.8 is inadmissible, it can still be used in practice by approximately satisfying the admissibility condition for a large enough ωc
[177]. Here we use the Wavelet Toolbox as implemented in MATLAB 2017a for the
analyses, which determines the appropriate the values of ωc and a for the transform.
Using the toolbox, scale parameter a, and translation parameter t are discretised in
terms of ‘voices per octave’ v. The higher the value of v, the finer the discretisation. More details on the discretisation of a and t can be found in ref. [178]. In the
scalograms shown in figures 4.9 to 4.10, we prioritise spectral resolution and put v
to 48.
The magnitude of the coefficients C(a, t) is given by
E(a, t) =

C ∗ (a, t)C(a, t)
.
a2

(4.10)

Through a, the above expression provides a measure of how the energy is spread
over the different spectral components of the signal being analysed, and through t
of how it evolves over time. It is this measure that is shown using the heatmaps
in figures 4.9 and 4.10. Note that the signals’ spectral range is shown in terms of
the inverse of frequency scales, i.e., in terms of the periods of harmonic signals that
compose the measured pressure variations.

Discussion
The results of CWT analyses at some typical impact velocities are shown in figures
4.9 and 4.10. The amplitude scalograms shown in figure 4.9 were obtained from
impacts at a low V of 0.06 and 0.10 m/s. At low velocities, it can be seen from figure
4.3(c) that the peak pressure at the edge sensor was larger than that at the centre.
Precisely the same is shown by the scalograms; panels (a) and (c) in figure 4.9 contain
a lot more activity in the vicinity of white dotted line, as evidenced from the higher
amplitudes than panels (b) and (d). Recall also from figure 4.3(b) that at ‘slamming’
velocities (V & 0.5 m/s), trends followed by peak pressures with V switch: that is,
peak pressures at the disc’s centre are now higher than those at the disc’s edge. The
scalograms shown in figure 4.10 for impacts at V = 2.00 and 2.75 m/s reflect this
same trend. In contrast to figure 4.9, pressure scalograms in figure 4.10 show more
activity at the disc centre than at the edge.
At this point, it is appropriate to look into more detail at the different time scales
that may play a role during and after impact. The most persistent source of disturbance in the signal is from structural oscillations of the rod-disc assembly. This
oscillation, with a half-period of approximately 4 ms, can especially be noticed in
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Figure 4.9: Amplitude scalograms obtained by performing wavelet transforms of pressure
measurements at V = 0.06 m/s (panels a–b) and V = 0.1 m/s (panels c–d). Panels (a) and
(c) show the result from pressure sensor close to edge of the disc, while panels (b) and (d)
at the centre of the disc. The impact at low velocity, when an air film is trapped, is found to
be relatively more violent at the disc edge than at its centre. All the timeseries are centred
around t = 0 at the moment when the pressure at the disc centre reached its peak (shown by
dotted white line). The dashed white line marks the timescale 4 ms, associated with structural
oscillations.
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Figure 4.10: Amplitude scalograms obtained by performing wavelet transforms over pressure
measurements made at V = 2.0 m/s (panels a–b) and V = 2.75 m/s (panels c–d). Panels (a)
and (c) show the result from pressure sensor close to edge of the disc, while panels (b) and
(d) at the centre of the disc. The impact at this high velocity is found to be relatively more
violent at the disc centre than at its edge. Both the timeseries are centred around t = 0 at the
moment when the pressure at the disc centre reached its peak (shown by dotted white line).
The top white dashed-line marks the timescale associated with acoustic reflections from the
bottom surface of the tank. The dashed white line marks timescale associated with the growth
of liquid added mass that is accelerated immediately after impact (see main text, equation
(4.11) for discussion).
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figure 4.6(a), but also figure 4.3(a,b). This time scale is marked in all scalograms
from low velocity impacts in figure 4.9. It can be seen that there is a component in
figure 4.9 in the vicinity of 4 ms that has activity both before and after impact. Other
potential sources of persistent signals can be oscillations from the entrapped bubble
under the disc. However, as can be seen from supplementary videos (refs. [162] and
[163]), the bubble is flattened due to the disc’s movement, and simply hindered from
oscillating.
When a disc of radius R slams into water at high speeds, it impulsively accelerates a mass of liquid that is proportional to its surface area. The speed at which the
added mass mA of liquid grows is limited by the speed of sound in water cw such
that
ṁA ∼ cw ρw πR2 .
(4.11)
The maximum mass of fluid mA,max that can be so accelerated is contained approximately within a hemispherical volume 2πR3 ρw /3. The time taken for the added
mass of fluid to reach its maximum can be estimated as
2R
mA,max
=
≈ 1.77 × 10−5 s .
ṁA
3 cw

4

(4.12)

This time scale is flagged in the scalograms in figure 4.10 where it can be seen that
in the immediate vicinity of the impact peak at the centre (white dotted line), there
is isolated, distinct activity around the timescale estimated above. The duration that
an impact signal lasts has important bearing on the extent of loading that is created
on the solid structure. Since added mass is usually considered to be the dominant
contributor to early pressure rise at impact [20, 179, 180], the duration that this signal
lasts provides an important clue about the pressure-impulse that is created on each
sensor.

4.6

Conclusions

We perform experiments impacting a flat disc on a deep pool of water. We install
piezoelectric transducers on two locations on an 80 mm wide steel disc and measure
the pressures at impact. At the moment of impact the disc entraps a thin air layer
on the impacting side due to air-cushioning that occurs prior to the moment of first
touchdown. The air layer causes a difference in impact pressures at the disc’s centre
and edge. We show that peak pressures due to impact at the disc centre ∼ V 2 . Peak
impact pressures at the disc’s edge are found to be relatively lower.
Pressure impulses Π(t) are computed from pressure measurements by numerically integrating them starting from the time they start to rise. The pressure impulses
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accumulated at disc centre are found to be higher than those at the disc edge. Further, the early growth stage of the impulse is found to be governed by inertial length
and timescales. We are led to conclude that the initial loading at disc centre dominantly arises due to an inertial process, the added mass effect. The trapped air layer
at impact, which is thickest at the disc’s centre, appears to do little to reduce the peak
pressure. Even though it mitigates pressure singularities and distributes the loading
over the disc’s surface, it’s presence prolongs the initial impact. Eventually the air
layer leads to a greater pressure impulse Πimpact at the disc centre than at the edge.
The peak pressures due to impact are compared with peak impact forces on the
disc. The latter are found to not follow V 2 scaling, suggesting that they are severely
under-resolved compared to the pressure measurements. Further, the role of added
mass in producing the large initial impact peak is verified by measuring the force
impulse F(t) at impact. As seen with Π(t), the growth of F(t) is also well collapsed
by a re-scaling with inertial length and time scales. Our analysis shows that impulses
are a much more reliable, and reproducible indicator of the intensity of an impact
event.
The impulses accumulated during the first peak, Πimpact and Fimpact , are compared to the theoretical hydrodynamic mass of the fluid [181] that is accelerated by
the impact. Similar to the work by Glasheen & McMachon [171], a good agreement
is found between force impulses and the theory. The pressure impulses measured
at disc centre are found to be consistently lower than both force impulses and the
model. However, their trend of growth with increasing disc momenta is found to be
similar. This suggests that the largest area-integrated impulses do not occur at the
disc centre.
Finally, we use continuous wavelet transforms on the measured pressure signals
to resolve transient information in the signals. They yield amplitude scalograms
which reveal interesting information about the spectral activity in the measured signals, and how the said activity evolves in time. We successfully resolve important
timescales present in the signal that originate due to added mass effect at the disc
centre. Additionally, CWT scalograms reflect the same trend of peak pressures with
varying V as was seen from raw pressure measurements, namely, that at large velocities, the impact is locally more violent at the disc centre than at its edge.
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Chapter 5

On slamming pressures during
wedge impact on water◦
The water entry of a wedge and a cone at controlled velocities are studied experimentally. Impact pressures are measured using flush-installed sensors at multiple
locations on their impacting surface. Both impactors have the same dimensions except for the difference in geometry, and have a fixed deadrise angle of 10◦ . We reveal
that air-cushioning under the cone causes a significant deflection of the water surface prior to impact. Pressure time series from the two impactors are discussed using
appropriate hydrodynamic pressure, and inertial-time scales. We provide strong evidence that the transient under-pressure prior to the impact peak results due from
the precursory jet flow. The non-dimensionalised pressure time series are compared
to composite Wagner solutions. It is shown that the space-averaged composite solutions reproduce the measurements very well, and the finite size of the sensing area is
the reason for the peak pressure to have a non-singular rise speed. Finally, the peak
pressures on wedge and cone are compared to show that the usual approximation in
Wagner-like models of treating the inner and jet domain flows as two-dimensional
can be experimentally justified.

◦ To be submitted as U. Jain, V. Novaković and D. van der Meer, “On slamming pressures during wedge

impact on water”.
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Introduction

Model tests for measuring the hydrodynamic loading on a solid structure impacting
on water are relevant for situations such as in naval engineering [12, 13], offshore &
ocean engineering [152], sloshing in liquid cargo containments [15], and in aerospace
engineering [16]. From a large catalogue of simple shapes of the impactor that can
be chosen, impact tests with a wedge have become a staple in the industry. The first
pioneering work to model impact force on the wedge in the context of planes landing on water was done by von Kármán [20]. The main contribution to loading was
understood to be an added-mass effect due to the liquid being displaced by the submerging wedge. However, as the wedge enters water, the displaced liquid piles up
at the edge of the wetted region on the wedge’s surface. As a result, the rising liquid wets a larger portion of the surface of the wedge than its extent of submergence
would imply. Wagner’s treatment [22] of the same problem (a wedge with a small
deadrise angle) provided a significant improvement on the previous approach by accounting for this liquid pile-up. The wedge problem was attractive for modelling as
the flows resulting from impact are essentially two dimensional. Wagner’s potential
flow approach was particularly successful as the model could be further extended to
three dimensions [79, 182], for better modelling of the finer aspects of different flow
domains in the liquid [119, 122], and improved predictions of the force and pressure
distribution [81, 116]. Several numerical tools have been developed dedicated to resolving such fine details of the flow domain that play an important role in the early
stages of loading [183, 184, 185, 186]. However, a limited number of experimental
works validate the analytical models, and moreover, fewer even try to provide a
direct comparison between the predicted and measured peak pressures.
Chuang [83, 187, 188] performed several insightful experimental studies with different geometries and deadrise angles of the impactor. Works by Tveitnes et al. [189]
and Vincent et al. [190] focussed on the total impact force on the wedge. Takemoto’s
experimental results validated the Wagner profile (pressure distribution along the
wetted surface of the wedge) [191]. Yamamoto [192] also performed a large number
of experiments, cataloguing peak pressures at different locations on a wedge, and
how they change with deadrise angle and impact velocity. Donguy [193], Peseux
et al. [185] and De Backer et al. [194] performed experiments with axisymmetric
impactors, and provided comparisons with numerical models. Yettou et al. [195]
and Lewis et al. [196] provided detailed information on the variation of the impact
pressures along a wedge’s surface.
Here we perform water-impact experiments with a wedge, and a cone, each with
a deadrise angle of 10◦ . The impact velocities are controlled using a linear motor
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such that they are maintained at a constant value during impact with a relatively
high degree of precision (see appendix 5.A). A deadrise angle of 10◦ is a relatively
large angle, for which no air-trapping effects upon impact are anticipated. We show
that despite this, the air-cushioning effect prior to impact causes a small depression
of the water surface. Although the extent of this depression may seem insignificant
at first sight, it should be stressed that it occurs at the site of the first contact, where
the pressures occurring are expected to be largest. Thus, it will have a mitigating
effect on high impact pressures at the keel.
Pressures at two locations each, on either side of the wedge, are measured using high temporal resolution pressure sensors. We show using appropriate nondimensional scales, that a sudden under-pressure prior to the impact peak, reported
by several prior studies [185, 193, 194, 196, 197], occurs due to transient jet flow along
the impacting surface. The values of peak pressures are compared to composite solutions of the type derived by Zhao & Faltinsen [116], and space-averaged pressure
over the transducers’ sensing area. Finally, by comparing the peak pressures from
wedge and cone, we show that the usual approximation in three-dimensional models of treating the jet flow as quasi-two-dimensional is not an oversimplification regarding the peak pressures.

5.2

Setup description
(a)

{

(b)

1 mm
=10° 1
22 mm

D = 70 mm

Figure 5.1: (a) Dimensions of the cone and wedge that are used for experiments. Pressure
transducers are installed such that they are flush mounted with the surface on the impacting
side. The impactor is closed on top such that the installed sensors installed are protected.
(b) The cone’s design is shown for illustration. Its bottom tip is called the keel. The location
where its sloping surface sharply turns away into the vertical cylindrical surface is known as
its knuckle.

The cone used for experiments is 70 mm wide, and has a deadrise angle of 10◦ .
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The wedge used in experiments has the same deadrise angle, an impacting crosssection that is 70 mm wide, and a length of 140 mm. The overall dimensions are
shown in figure 5.1(a). Both the wedge and cone house Kistler 601CAA dynamic
piezoelectric transducers that are flush mounted with the bottom surface. Vaseline
is used to seal any gaps between the sensors and the mounting sites on the impactors.
All the sensors had a sensing area 5.5 mm in diameter, and a peak acquisition rate
of 200 kHz. Two sensors each are installed on either side of the keel, such that the
pressures measured on one side of the cone/wedge can be corroborated by measurements along the opposite side, thereby a posteriori verifying the horizontality of
impact. The first two sensors are installed such that the centers of their sensing area
lie at a distance of 11 mm from the keel. The second set of sensors are installed a
further 11 mm from the first pair of sensors. An illustration of the cone is shown in
figure 5.1(b). A wedge is simply a 2D projection of the cone: sensors on the wedge
are installed at the same distance from the keel as in the cone. Note that, in addition
to these flush-mounted transducers at the impacting surface, additional ‘placebo’
sensors are installed in both impactors to check that the pressures at impact are not
affected by the impactor’s change in acceleration. The reader is referred to appendix
5.A for this discussion. The impactors are designed such that they are closed from
the top to protect the sensors. Both were fabricated out of PET polyester to minimise
the weight of the moving parts. This is done so as to maximise the velocity with
which they can be translated.
The impactor is mounted on a linear motor (LM) using an aluminium rod. The
assembly’s position can be controlled with an accuracy of approximately 0.6 µm. The
acceleration that is generated by the LM in the course of its stroke is limited by the
current it can draw. Thus the LM’s motion is programmed such that it achieves a
specified velocity when in the middle of its available stroke. Concerning the wedge
(or cone), the stroke is programmed such that it attains a constant velocity V before it
reaches the water free surface (FS), and maintains so while the impactor plunges into
the target pool until its submergence. V is varied from 0.6 – 4.5 m/s. De-mineralised
water is used as the target liquid. The liquid bath is contained in a glass tank of area
50 cm × 50 cm, and 30 cm in depth.

5.3
5.3.1

Cone impacts
Air cushioning before impact

As the cone approaches the moment of impact, it pushes the ambient air from between itself and the target liquid surface. The changes in pressure in this air layer
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2 cm

t = -25 ms

t = -0.2 ms

t = 0.2 ms

t = 3 ms

Figure 5.2: TIR-D setup (see chapters 1–4) used to see how the free surface of water appears
at different stages of time during the impact of a cone. At t = 0 ms, the cone makes the first
contact with the water surface. Notice at t = -0.2 ms how the pattern is deformed due to air
flow, prior to the cone coming into contact with the water surface. Note that the length scales
differ in x and y directions due to the reflected image at FS being compressed along the y
direction.

has the effect of deflecting the water surface away from the approaching impactor
under its center. Such an effect is known to be most prominent when the deadrise
angle is less than approximately 3◦ (see refs. [23, 109], and chapters 2–4), but here
it will be determined for 10◦ . We measure the free surface deflections before impact
as described in earlier chapters 2 and 3. The reconstruction process is described in
detail in section 1.A of chapter 1. Some raw images of the FS visualised using the
method are shown in figure 5.2.
The reconstructed profiles of the water surface from an experiment at V = 1 m/s
are shown in figure 5.3(a). It can be seen that the FS at r = 0 is pushed down the
most. This finding is similar to that for air-cushioning under a flat impactor, i.e.,
one with β = 0◦ (see chapters 2–4). The non-dimensionalised results (using inertial
length and time scales) for time-evolution of h at r = 0, are shown in figure 5.3(b).
The behaviour is seen to approximately follow the inertial scales. This suggests that
the mechanism for shown FS deflection is similar to that for a horizontal disc, as
discussed in chapters 2 and 3. Although the growth of hr=0 here is also due to a
stagnation point, note that there is an additional parameter in the problem, namely,
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(a)

5

(b)

Figure 5.3: (a) Deformation h(r, t) of the water surface due to air cushioning before the impact of the approaching cone, as a function of the distance r to the symmetry axis, at several
instants in time. τ denotes the amount of time until impact (which occurs at τ = 0). The
measured FS profiles are azimuthally averaged. At r = 0 (directly under the keel), there is a
stagnation point which pushes the water surface down. The vertical gray line at r = 35 mm
shows the radial location where the cone’s contour turns away sharply, defining its knuckle.
(b) The extent of the FS being pushed down at r = 0 is non-dimensionalised and plotted
against non-dimensionalised time before impact from experiments at different velocities (V )
of impact.
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the deadrise angle of the cone.
It can be seen that the final value to which the depressing free surface saturates before the moment of impact is approximately 1.75 · 10−3 D. This is somewhat
smaller, but of a comparable magnitude to the case of a flat disc, where the same
quantity was found to be approximately 2.5 · 10−3 D. Any deadrise angle greater
than about 3◦ has been found to be sufficient enough to avoid any air being trapped
under the impactor [157, 187, 188]. We also find no air being trapped under the cone
despite the substantial deflection of the FS (see snapshot at t = 0.2 ms in figure 5.2).
Thus we can conclude that air-cushioning effect under a cone with a large deadrise
angle, by delaying the moment of touchdown by several milliseconds, and by locally
deforming the interface, may serve to slightly soften the impact at the keel. However, since the deflection is smaller than 2% of the cone diameter, it is not expected
to have any significant effect on the impact pressures farther away from the keel.

5.3.2

Events during impact

We denote the events that occur between the first touch-down of the cone’s keel,
until the time when flow separates from its knuckles, as events during impact. This
stage in experiments was recorded from a side view at 40,000 frames per second.
Select key stages from an experiment at V = 1 m/s are shown in figure 5.4. The
two dotted lines in the figure mark the radial locations of sensors on one side of
keel. At some time t = 1.91 ms from the start of the cone’s entry into water, it moves
a vertical distance of 1.91 mm into the liquid bulk, such that the cone ought to be
submerged until the center of the first sensor (location highlighted by orange dotted
line). However it can be seen from figure 5.4 that at this stage the rising liquid has
already risen past the marked location. A similar observation can be made from
the succeeding snapshot at t = 3.82 ms: when V t would suggest the water level to
have reached the blue dotted line, the liquid has risen well past the center of second
sensor. The reason for this observation is as follows: as the cone enters into water,
it displaces the water. Due to the liquid being impulsively displaced, it rises along
the bottom surface, and emerges as a jet. This rising jet of liquid causes the cone’s
bottom surface to wet faster than the rate at which it would wet if the cone were
to submerge quasi-statically. The liquid rising along the cone turns away from its
contour, feeding mass to the emerging jet. This region of the liquid domain is known
as the jet-root (see figure 5.7). The transducers register maximum impact pressure
when they fall in the jet-root region. Typical pressure measurements are shown in
figure 5.5.
The final stage is reached when the rising liquid reaches the cone’s knuckle, and
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t = 0 ms

t = 1.91 ms

t = 3.82 ms

t = 4.49 ms

5

Figure 5.4: Snapshots showing the early stages of a cone entering water at 1.0 m/s. At t =
0 ms, the cone is shown touching the water surface. The orange and blue dotted lines show
the locations of the pressure sensors whose centers are positioned 11 mm and 22 mm from
the keel respectively. At t = 1.91 ms the cone has travelled a distance at which a stationary
water surface should reach the center of the diaphragm of the first sensor. At t = 3.82 ms, a
stationary water surface would reach the center of the second sensor’s sensing area. At t =
4.49 ms, the rising water is seen to separate from the cone. At the same time, a pressure drop
is also seen in the measured pressures (see main text). Without the local pile-up of water, the
stage seen at t = 4.49 ms, when the water separates from the cone’s knuckle, would occur
6.17 ms after the start of cone’s water entry. At this stage of liquid separating at the knuckles,
pressure across the cone’s bottom surface suddenly drops (gray dashed line in figure 5.5).

separates from the cone’s contour. As shown in the last panel of figure 5.4, this stage
is reached 4.49 ms after the start of cone’s entry into water, while V t would suggest
this to occur at t = hknuckle /D = 6.17 ms.

5.3.3

Typical impact-pressure timeseries

From the type of snapshots shown in figure 5.4, it is not clear when a sensor registers
the peak impact pressure. However, it can be judged with some accuracy how long
it takes the liquid jet to traverse the distance of 11 mm between successive sensors.
Thus, the pressure time-series were shifted to t = 0 at the point when the pressure on
the first sensor from the keel starts to rise. A typical set of measurements from one
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t [ms]
Figure 5.5: Pressures time series recorded with the cone impacting a water surface at a controlled velocity of 4.5 m/s. The data are shifted in time such that at t = 0 ms, the water
reaches the sensor(s) close to the keel (11 mm away along the cone contour), and the pressure
here starts to rise. Approximately 0.34 ms later, the water reaches the second sensor, causing
the pressure to rise there. Notice that immediately before the pressure starts to rise on the second sensors, it becomes negative. This transient under-pressure is created due to jet flow. A
dashed-line at t = 0.88 ms marks the time when the pressure reading on all the sensors starts
to drop suddenly and simultaneously. This corresponds to the stage shown in the last panel
of figure 5.4 when the rising water reaches the end of the contour, and separates at the cone’s
knuckles.

experiment are shown in figure 5.5. The example shown was measured at the highest
velocity of impact V = 4.5 m/s, since all features present in the signal become more
distinct at large V .
In figure 5.5, the respective data from sensor(s) are shown using the same colourcoding as their location highlights in figure 5.4. Before the readings on sensors at
either location start to rise, the pressure becomes slightly negative. This feature is
more prominently visible in the data from the second sensor(s) from the keel. This
has been ascribed to jet flow of the liquid [185]. The jet precedes the oncoming thicker
bulk of liquid which constitutes the ‘inner-region’ (see figure 5.7). This pressure drop
is regularly observed in experimental studies of wedge and cone impacts on water
[185, 193, 194, 196, 197]. However, to the best of the author’s knowledge, its origin
has not been systematically identified. Lewis et al. [196] in particular suggested
several sources for this pressure drop - from erring instruments to aerodynamic effects due to a ‘high-speed flow over the pressure sensor’. We show that the underpressure indeed results from hydrodynamic effects. This is discussed in detail in
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section 5.4.1 where the contributions to total pressure at a point on the wedge from
different flow domains are discussed.
In the next stage, the pressure rises to its peak value, denoted as Ppeak . Naturally,
the sensors farther from the cone’s keel register the peak at a later time than the first
pair of sensors. After the peak, the pressure decreases towards a plateau value corresponding to the typical hydrodynamic pressure experienced by the sensors while
the cone plunges further into the water bath. The final stage is reached when the
readings on all the sensors near-simultaneously drop down from the value to which
they appeared to be saturating. This point is highlighted in figure 5.5 using the grey
dashed line, and corresponds precisely to the stage when the rising liquid jet reaches
the cone’s knuckle and separates from it. Peseux et al. [185] made the same observation regarding the sudden pressure drop. The small temporal inconsistencies that
can be observed in measurements from different sensors at the same radial location
can be attributed to an unavoidable, but small asymmetry in the angle with which
the cone impacts.
All the stages described above will be re-visited in section 5.4 that covers wedge
impacts, and in section 5.5 where the results for cone are discussed using the Wagner
model. In the next section we digress to covers experiments done with a wedge
instead of a cone, as it provides a situation more tractable for modelling.

5.4

5

Wedge impacts

Experiments with impacting wedges on water are done with the impactor as described in section 5.2. The flows caused by a wedge impacting on water can be approximated as a 2D phenomenon, and be more readily described by an inviscid flow
model. As the experiments described in previous section with a cone, we measure
pressures along the wedge’s impacting surface at two locations. Typical measurements are shown in figure 5.6. As with measurements from the cone (figure 5.5),
the pressure readings suddenly become negative immediately prior to rising again,
which again, is ascribed to the initial jet flow. Notice that compared to the similar
under-pressure seen for cone impact from figure 5.5, the measurements from wedge
show both a more abrupt, and a larger drop in pressure. This suggests that jet and
other flows created by the impact of a wedge are more violent than those due to a
cone. Indeed it can be shown analytically that for a given deadrise angle, and at the
same point in time, the rise of water is higher for a wedge than for a cone [198]. From
our measurements one can also notice that the peak pressures measured on a wedge
are higher than those attained with a cone at the same radial locations, which we
will discuss in more detail in section 5.5.1. It can be seen from both the experiments
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shown in figure 5.6 that the pressure-drop prior to its rise occurs at nearly the same
time at different distances from the wedge’s keel. Compared to this, there is a significant time delay between when the impact pressure peaks are registered on sensors
along different locations. This is an indication that the initial liquid jet that causes
the under-pressure, emerges much faster than the later rise of the jet root that causes
the peak impact pressure.

(a)

(b)

t [ms]

t [ms]

Figure 5.6: Pressures time series recorded with the wedge impacting a water surface at controlled speeds of (a) 3.0 m/s and (b) 4.0 m/s. The data are shifted in time such that at t =
0 ms, the water reaches the sensor(s) close to the keel (11 mm away along the cone contour),
and the pressure here starts to rise. Notice that in both the plots, the pressures suddenly drop
below zero for a short time before impact due to jet flow. The effect is substantially larger than
in the case of the cone, owing to the wedge impact being a (quasi) two-dimensional process.
In fact, the point at which the pressures suddenly drop is the time when the wedge starts to
enter water (also see inset in figure 5.8(a)). The legend is shared between the two panels.

The successive stages show the pressure saturating to a steady value for a short
time. The final stage is observed when the pressures suddenly drop (at approximately t = 1.3 ms in figure 5.6(a) and 1.2 ms in figure 5.6(b)) when the rising liquid
reaches the wedge’s knuckle and separates from its surface. Thus it can be seen that
until after the time of attainment of peak impact pressure, the contributions to pressure at a point on the wedge arise from different hydrodynamic sources. Wagner’s
treatment [22] for pressures on an impacting wedge identify and model the different
contributions to pressure at a point. This is discussed in the following section.
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Figure 5.7: Definitions of the different flow regions as used in Wagner model for a wedge
entering water. The inner domain is also variedly known as jet-root region.

5.4.1

5

Rationalisation of the experiments using Wagner’s model

Wagner’s model [22] derives the impact pressures on a water-entering object due to
resulting flows from first principles in the case of an ideal fluid. It has proven to
be a particularly successful model to which several improvements could be made
[79, 80, 86, 117, 170]. Here we briefly discuss the main results from the derivation of
the pressure distribution on a water-entering wedge.
When the wedge enters water, a part of its surface is wetted. This wetted length
of the wedge in the horizontal direction is treated as a plate. As the wedge further
progresses in the liquid bulk, the wetted region, or length of the plate 2c(t), expands.
A sketch of the situation is shown in figure 5.7. The resulting fluid flow problem
posed in the model is one to calculate the flow potential due to an infinitely long,
expanding plate at the fluid-surface. The fluid is assumed to be inviscid and incompressible such that the flow potential φ satisfies Laplace’s equation
∇2 φ = 0.

(5.1)

At impact, since the surrounding fluid is suddenly accelerated, its motion can be
described by linearised Euler equation
∇p
∂v
=−
,
∂t
ρ

(5.2)

where v is the velocity field in fluid, p the pressure field, and ρ its density. The
pressure everywhere in the fluid is given by unsteady Bernoulli equation
1
∂φ 1
p(x, y, t) = −
− |∇φ|2 .
ρ
∂t
2

(5.3)

The liquid interface directly under the plate (region x < c) obeys the kinematic condition (∂φ/∂y)y=0 = −V . Along the free surface (region x > c) away from the plate,
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φ(x, 0) = 0. Without repeating the complete derivation which can be found in ref.
[199], φ may be written as the real part of the complex potential


p
(5.4)
W(z) = iV z + z 2 − c2 ,
where z = x + iy, and c is the half-length of the wetted plate (shown in figure 5.7).
The point c lies at the jet-root, approximately at the intersection of the inner and jet
domains in figure 5.7. By computing
dW
∂φ
∂φ
=
−i
= u − iv
dz
∂x
∂y
on the x axis, we find for x < c that


∂φ
∂y

(5.5)


= −V,

(5.6)

y=0

and

∂φ
x
(x, 0) = V √
.
(5.7)
2
∂x
c − x2
p
Noting that φ(x, 0) = Re [W(x, 0)] = −V c(t)2 − x2 , the unsteady Bernoulli equation yields the pressure on the body as
2
 ρ
∂  p 2
x
V√
V c − x2 −
∂t
2
c2 − x2
p
V cċ
ρ V 2 x2
.
= ρV̇ c2 − x2 + ρ √
−
2 c2 − x2
c2 − x2

p=ρ

(5.8)
(5.9)

The first term above becomes zero for constant V . The second term is known as the
slamming pressure, where the dependence on the wetting rate dc/dt plays a crucial
role. It predominantly originates from the outer domain and is associated with accelerating the added mass of liquid. The third term is the jet pressure, to which the jet
domain makes the main contribution. Wagner’s main contribution was to determine
the wetting rate c(t) for certain geometries. For a wedge, it is found to be [199]
c(t) =

πV t
.
2 tan β

(5.10)

Dropping the first term from equation (5.9) for constant V , the expression for total
pressure becomes


π
c
1 x2
2
√
p(x, 0) = ρV
−
, for (x < c).
(5.11)
2 tan β c2 − x2
2 c2 − x2
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Note that this equation can be written as
p
= f (x/c),
ρV 2

(5.12)

which suggests a dimensionless form introducing
p̃ =

5

p
x
Vt
, x̃ =
, and t̃ =
,
2
ρV
D
hknuckle

(5.13)

with which x/c = 4x̃/π t̃. Accordingly, we non-dimensionalise pressure measurements from experiments done over a range of V with the pressure scale ρV 2 , and
plot them against time rescaled with hknuckle /V in figure 5.8. The data from both
the sensors are found to collapse very well using the non-dimensional scales defined
above.
At a given point, the precursory liquid jet passes prior to the arrival of the jetroot. The peak pressure at a point is generated when its inundated at the jet-root.
Notice from equation (5.11) that both the pressure contributions diverge as x → c.
√
Taking the ratio of jet to slamming pressure, we find that −x2 tan β/(πc c2 − x2 ),
also diverges as x → c. Thus the jet pressure dominates near the outer edge of the jet
root (x → c+ ). We are lead to expect the dynamic pressure contribution due to the
precursory jet to also be negative. Clearly, this should be observed prior to the impact
peak. We propose that it is this pressure contribution that results in the sudden
under-pressure seen in figures 5.5, 5.6 and 5.8 immediately before the reading rises
to attain the peak. Focus in particular on the inset in figure 5.8(a), where the nondimensionalised data are zoomed-in at the time when the under-pressure occurs. It
can be seen that both the time, and the pressure readings collapse by the inertial
scales in the inset of figure 5.8(a). Thus, we can conclude that the under-pressure
indeed arises due to hydrodynamic effects due to the precursory liquid jet.
The singularity in equation (5.11) hinders one from computing a value of peak
impact pressure that can be directly compared to experiments. Cointe & Armand
[117], Wilson [129] and Howison et al. [86] described how to match the solutions
in inner and outer domains using asymptotic expansions. The analysis yields an
asymptotic jet thickness δ. For a wedge with small deadrise angle, one can show that
δ = πV 2 2c/(4ċ)2 [116, 129]. Zhao & Faltinsen [116] took the idea forward and constructed a composite solution for the pressure that avoids the singularity. Without
repeating the derivation, we write the result of Zhao & Faltinsen [116] for pressure
distribution on the wedge as
p = ρV c

dc
1
dc
1
√
− ρV c p
+ 2ρ
dt c2 − x2
dt 2c(c − x)



dc
dt

2


−2
|τ |1/2 1 + |τ |1/2
, (5.14)
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Figure 5.8: For the wedge case, pressure measurements of the type shown in figure 5.6 from
a range of V are non-dimensionalised and plotted from the first sensor in panel (a), and from
the second sensor in panel (b). As earlier plots, the time series were shifted so that the point at
which the reading on first sensor starts to rise lies at t = 0 ms. The inset in panel (a) shows a
zoomed-in region of the data shown in both the panels in the vicinity of tV /hknuckle . The data
that start to rise at tV /hknuckle = 0 are the readings from the sensor close to keel, the remainder
at the data from the other sensor. The blue dashed line highlights the pressure at −ρV 2 /2.
The quantity hknuckle = D tan β/2 ≈ 6.17 mm. From the inset it can be seen that the sudden
pressure drop before the pressures start to rise indeed occur due to the same event in the
course of the wedge impacting on water, i.e., when it starts to pass through the interface. The
grey solid curves are computations from the composite solution (equation (5.14)), while the
green solid curves are same composite solution, space-averaged over the area of the pressure
transducers.
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where |τ | is a parameter that relates to x via δ as


x − c = (δ/π) − ln|τ | − 4|τ |1/2 − |τ | + 5 .

5

(5.15)

As before, the wetting rate c(t) can be obtained from equation (5.10). The first term
in equation (5.14) can again be identified from equation (5.11) as the slamming pressure, or the outer domain solution. The last term is the inner domain pressure. The
second term is the common asymptotic factor in the jet-root region, and hence subtracted. The results from this composite solution are plotted as grey solid lines in
figure 5.8. The rise in pressure from the model still exhibits near-singular behaviour,
but reaches a finite maximum value. This is followed by the (computed) pressure
saturating to a value of approximately 10ρV 2 . The time delay between when pressure on the second sensor starts to rise after the first one is very well reproduced by
the model. This lends support to the accuracy of Wagner condition (equation (5.10))
for estimating the wetting rate on a wedge. However the main quantity of interest,
the peak pressures, are still over-predicted by the analytical models. Note that the
model (equation (5.14)) computes the pressure at a single location on the wedge. One
reason for the disagreement may be due to a finite size of the transducers’ sensing
area. Indeed, it was already recognised that instead of the analytical Wagner profile,
which is rather peaked at x = c [191, 198], a finite size of the sensor in experiments
ought to register a space-averaged pressure [200]. Such a quantity may be better
suited to a direct comparison with experimentally obtained peak pressures. This is
addressed next.

5.4.2

Variation of peak pressure along the body

Experiments by Chuang [187, 188] and Yamamoto et al. [192] showed for a variety
of deadrise angles and velocities that peak pressures varied widely over the surface
of impacting cones and wedges. It can be concluded from their vast catalogue of
data that the peak pressures followed no systematic trend in how they varied from
locations close to the keel to those far from it. Instead, the variation in peak pressures
between different locations appeared to result from experimental irregularities such
as a non-constant velocity during impact, or marginally asymmetric impacts.
Peseux et al. [185] performed cone impacts on water with a deadrise angle of
10◦ . An attempt to control constant velocity was made. As with our experiments,
it was seen that the peak pressures on the sensor farther away from the keel were
higher than those on the first sensor. A similar observation was made by De Backer
et al. [194] using a cone with a deadrise angle of 20◦ . However, using a cone with
β = 45◦ , De Backer et al. observed that the peak pressure on the sensor closest to
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the keel was higher. Lewis et al. [196], Yettou et al. [195] and Tenzer et al. [197] all
used free-falling wedges with small deadrise angles, and observed the peak pressures
to be higher close to the keel. A freely-falling wedge only decelerates upon impact,
thereby resulting in smaller peak pressures with its increasing immersion.
In contrast, when the wedge is impacted with a controlled ‘constant’ velocity, the
moving assembly experiences a large retarding force upon impact. It is conceivable
that in a bid to maintain a constant velocity, the assembly accelerates to compensate the loss of momentum. This may be the reason behind the curious trend seen
throughout earlier figures 5.5, 5.6 and 5.8 where the peak pressure on the second
sensor from the keel was consistently found to be higher than from the sensor closer
to the keel.
We investigate this by using the expression from composite solution (equation
(5.14)) to directly compute the space-averaged impact pressure over the sensing area
of the transducers. This is done for both the locations along the wedge, where the
sensors are installed in the experiment. The results are plotted alongside the nondimensionalised experimental results in figure 5.8. The space averaged pressures
can be seen to follow exactly the rise-characteristics of the measurements. Moreover,
the observation that a higher impact pressure is attained on the location farther from
the keel (panel (b) in figure 5.8) is shown to occur as a result of them being measured
over a finite area.

5.5

5

Composite solution for pressure on a cone

In this section we turn to experiments that were done with the cone. As with the
pressure measurements from wedge (figure 5.8), the experimental data from cone
impacts were obtained over a large range of velocities, and are very well collapsed
by inertial pressure and time scales.
Faltinsen & Zhao [198] expanded the two-dimensional Wagner model to the threedimensional situation of the water entry of a cone by using an axisymmetric flow
potential in the outer domain: in place of the expanding plate, the no-penetration
body condition was transferred to an expanding disc. Thus the treatment remains
analogous to the one for a wedge. The remaining boundary conditions were the
same as before: φ = 0 on the free surface, and ∂φ/∂y = −V for x < c, where x now
designates the radial position on the cone. The resulting flow potential on the body
along the x−axis becomes
φ(x, 0) = −

2V p 2
c − x2 , for x < c.
π

(5.16)
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The Wagner condition for cone was calculated to be
c(t) =

4V t
.
π tan β

(5.17)

Shiffman & Spencer [182] found the same result in the outer domain using an elliptical contact line. Next, the axisymmetric solution in outer domain was asymptotically
matched with the two-dimensional solution in jet domain to regularise over the singularity at x = c. The matching yielded a jet thickness δ = V 2 c/2π ċ2 . Note from
equation (5.16) that with this treatment, only the outer domain solution is modified
by a multiplicative factor of 2/π. Since in the jet domain, the two-dimensional solution was used, its pressure contribution remains the same as in equation (5.14). The
composite pressure solution for the cone thus becomes [198]
ρV dc
2
dc
1
−
p = ρV c √
2
2
π
dt c − x
π dt

5



2c
c−x

1/2


+ 2ρ

dc
dt

2

|τ |1/2
1 + |τ |1/2

2 ,

(5.18)

where τ is related to (x − c) and δ as in equation (5.15). The results from equation
(5.18) are compared with non-dimensionalised measurements in figure 5.9.
The time series in figure 5.9 were shifted about t = 0 at the time when the reading
on the first sensor from the keel starts to rise. Accordingly, the time delay between
when the peak pressures are attained on the two sensors is again very well reproduced by the modified Wagner condition for a cone.
After reaching the peak pressure, the measures at the given locations reduce and
approach a saturated value shown by the plateau. In comparison to figure 5.8, the
pressure-plateau in figure 5.9 appears to be rather well reproduced by the model.
At later times tV /hknuckle ≈ 0.66, the sudden drop in experimental measurements at
both locations corresponds to the liquid jet reaching the cone’s knuckles and detaching completely.
The space-averaged pressures from the composite solution for a cone (equation
(5.18)) are computed for the two locations where the sensors were installed in the
experiment. They are compared with the non-dimensionalised measurements in figure 5.9. As with the wedge, the agreement is found to be remarkably good at both
the sensors. However, in comparison to figure 5.8, the peak pressure on the cone is
slightly under-predicted, while the rise time is somewhat over-predicted.

5.5.1

Effect of three-dimensional flow on peak impact pressures

The most notable progress in modelling water-entry pressures has been made using two-dimensional models [22, 81, 86, 116] and their extensions [79, 119, 122, 184].
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(a)
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(b)

Figure 5.9: Pressure measurements from the impacting cone at different impacting velocities V
are non-dimensionalised and plotted as a function of dimensionless time tV /hknuckle . Results
from the first sensor are found in panel (a), while those from the second sensor in panel (b).
The quantity hknuckle = D tan β/2 ≈ 6.17 mm. As earlier plots, the time series were shifted so
that the point at which the reading on first sensor starts to rise lies at t = 0 ms. The grey solid
curves are computations from the composite solution for the cone (equation (5.18)), while the
green solid curves are same composite solution, space-averaged over the area of the pressure
transducers.
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1

Figure 5.10: The peak pressures from wedge and cone are directly compared at both sensors.
The peak pressures measured on the cone are found to be ≈ 0.66 times to those measured
on the wedge across the whole range of V used. The measurements are compared to the
analytical result (equation (5.19)) finding excellent agreement.

5

However, any impact process is three dimensional in practice. As such, it is important to know the limits of how the Wagner treatment is extended to model the
wetting rate in a three-dimensional system. The most straightforward extension to
three-dimensions is made by considering an axisymmetric impact. In this context,
the impact of a cone represents an important test case of how the Wagner condition
on a wedge is modified to include three-dimensional flow effects. It can be seen from
equations (5.14) and (5.18) that the rate of local rise-up of water along the impactor
body has a crucial contribution to the impact pressure.
The maximum pressure from model at any given location along the impactor is
simply ρċ2 /2. This is clearly larger than what any finite-sized sensors would measure
(figures 5.8 and 5.9). However, the relative magnitudes of peak pressures between
a wedge and cone from ρċ2 /2 may be compared to those measured in experiments.
A direct comparison of peak pressures between cone and wedge from sensors at the
same horizontal locations is made in figure 5.10.
Recall that for a wedge, c(t) = πV t/2 tan β (equation (5.10)). While for a cone,
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c(t) = 4V t/π tan β. The ratio of peak pressures is therefore expected to be
pcone
peak
wedge
ppeak

=

64
.
π4

(5.19)

This ratio is plotted as the dashed line in figure 5.10, and it agrees very well with
the experimental data. This suggests that the manner in which three-dimensional
effects are included only in the outer domain, thus modifying the wetting rate c(t),
are indeed an appropriate way forward.

5.6

Conclusion

The present work reports results from an experimental study covering wedge and
cone impacts into a bath of water. The impacts were done at a large range of velocities that were controlled using a linear motor. Both the wedge and the cone had a
deadrise angle of 10◦ .
The free surface deflection before impact under a cone was measured. It was
found that the water surface is pushed down on account of a stagnation point under
the keel of the cone. The magnitude of deflection was found to be substantial: approximately 1.75 · 10−3 times the cone diameter. This magnitude is smaller than, but
comparable to that found from experiments with a flat disc (see chapters 2–3).
Pressure transducers with 5.5 mm wide sensing diaphragm were installed at two
locations along opposite sides on both, the wedge and the cone. The various contributions to pressure distribution from flow domains as defined in Wagner’s treatment
were identified. After the wedge’s keel makes its first contact with the water, a strong
under-pressure is registered prior to the peak pressure being attained at a location.
Previous works suggested this to occur due to jet flow along the impactor surface.
We show using appropriate non-dimensional scales that this indeed seems to be the
case - that the transient negative pressure prior to the peak is due to precursory jet
flow of the liquid.
The different stages over a typical pressure time series are compared to composite solutions derived by Zhao & Faltinsen [116, 198]. The composite solutions are
spatially averaged over the sensing area of the transducers, and are found to concur excellently with the measurements. We thus show that the non-singular rise of
impact pressures is due to any transducer having a spatially finite sensing area. Additionally, we show that the difference in pressures along different locations on the
wedge (or a cone) arises due to this same effect of the spatially-averaged pressure
being measured.
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The entire theoretical treatment for wedges is done assuming that a 2D flow results in the liquid. The same treatment for cones is done assuming axisymmetric
flow in the outer domain, and 2D flow in the inner and jet domains. This approximation has never been justified experimentally. We do so by comparing the ratio of
peak pressures between a cone and wedge from theory (64/π 4 ), to the same measured from experiments. The agreement between the ratio from theory, to that from
experiments, is found to be excellent. This allows us to conclude that the usual approach of treating the inner flow as two-dimensional is not insufficient as far as the
pressure distribution due to impact is concerned.

5.A

5

Acceleration data from placebo transducers

When performing impact tests with transducers installed on a moving part, there is
always a suspicion that a part of the pressures measured may have originated due
to the moving part’s acceleration. We checked for this by installing blind ‘placebo’
sensors on both the cone, and the wedge. These sensors are mounted such that their
sensing area is not exposed to the liquid at the wedge’s (or cone’s) impacting surface.
The wedge design is shown in figure 5.11(a–c). Only the placebo sensors are shown;
the other sensors were mounted at the same locations as the cone (as shown in figure
5.1).
A set of measurements from a wedge at V = 0.75 m/s are shown in figure 5.11.
At t = -0.4 s it can be seen that the reading on all the sensors suddenly increases from
the earlier base value of zero bar. This is seen to occur when the wedge’s motion is
started from rest outside of the target liquid. The time series are centred about t = 0
ms when the first set of sensors (11 mm from the keel) register their peak pressures.
At this stage it can be seen that only the readings on sensors flush mounted at the
impacting surface suddenly rise. At the same time the readings on the blind sensors vary negligibly from the base reference of zero bar. After the impact peak, at
approximately t = 0.1 ms, the readings on all the sensors undergo a sudden drop.
This corresponds to a sudden retardation of the wedge after impact. Interestingly,
both the retardation and the acceleration of the wedge cause a significant change in
the pressure readings on both the exposed and blind sensors. In contrast, at impact,
only the exposed sensors register a significant change in pressure. At first glance,
this suggests that throughout the impact process, a constant velocity of the impactor
was reasonably well maintained. More clearly, the difference between the behaviour
of pressures on the blind and flush-mounted sensors allows us to conclude that the
measurements reported throughout the chapter are negligibly affected by the impactor’s acceleration.
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(a)
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(b)
2.9 mm

(c)

(d)

5
Figure 5.11: The overall design for the wedge used in the present chapter is shown. The
sensor locations marked with red outline in panels (a) and (b) are where the blind sensors
were installed. They were installed such that the sensing area was not flush mounted with
the impacting surface. The resulting impacting surface is shown in panel (c). (d) Pressure
measurements from all sensors at V = 0.75 m/s.
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Chapter 6

Air-induced axisymmetric sloshing
waves on a water surface ◦
Here we experimentally study the surface wave trains generated by an oscillating
disc placed above a water basin. The harmonic vertical motion of the disc yields a
radial, periodic flow of air in the thin gap between the disc and the water surface.
Although the disc is never in contact with the water, the oscillating air pressure in
the gap is sufficient to excite a system of standing and travelling capillary-gravity
waves at the water-air interface. The dynamics of these waves are measured both
inside and outside the disc’s projection over the free water surface using an in-house
experimental method. The method allows us to reconstruct the instantaneous free
surface elevation in the basin. To rationalize our experimental observations, we analytically solve the air flow below the disc using the lubrication equations. The resulting oscillating pressure is coupled to the water phase through the dynamic condition
at the water-air interface, which forces axisymmetric waves on the entire liquid surface. Theoretical calculations and experiments show close agreement without the
use of any free parameters.

◦ UJ

was responsible for the experiments and Francesco Viola for the theory.
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Introduction

Gravity waves at a water surface are a commonly found phenomenon in Nature
[201, 202]. They can be generated by, e.g., the external forcing of the wind. In some
scenarios, this external forcing can be found to act over a finite region of the surface,
for instance, in the case of a tornado over a water surface. The additional forcing
from wind may result in rogue waves [203, 204] which can cause damage to offshore
structures in ocean engineering [205, 206].
The phenomenon of surface wave generation by forcing over a portion of the
free surface (FS) has been considered in the context of stability of hovercrafts that
travel over deep waters supported by an intervening air-cushion [207, 208]. The
imposed pressure is taken to have an oscillatory behaviour in time, and a spatial
form that depends on the specific setting. Early-time transient behaviour of the surface waves thus generated has also been studied in a number of analytical studies
[202, 209, 210, 211]. The case when a spatially finite source of pressure forcing itself
travels along a direction, and generates waves, has been discussed in works on wave
generation by Havelock [212] and on hydrodynamic pilot-wave theory by Moláček
& Bush [213]. When the segment of water surface on which the pressure is applied
is an integral multiple of the wavelength of the free surface wave, the waves excited
can be standing waves [202]. Note that such surface standing waves are excited with
the same frequency as the forcing, instead of a sub-harmonic response such as is seen
in the case of Faraday waves [214, 215].
Here we create air forcing over an area of water surface by heaving a steel disc
close to the water surface. The intervening air layer is periodically pushed and released in the cavity, generating surface waves on water. We describe the experimental method to reconstruct the FS behaviour in section 6.2.1. The observations
are rationalised theoretically by evaluating the air pressure within the lubricating air
layer that excites waves through the dynamic boundary condition (section 6.3). We
end by comparing the measurements and theoretical calculations.

6.2
6.2.1

Experiments
Setup and surface reconstruction

A square transparent tank with internal length and width of 50 cm is filled with a
column of de-mineralised water of height H = 30 cm. The tank is placed on an
actively compensated optical table so as to minimise the vibrations travelling from
lab floor to the water tank. A stainless steel disc with a radius of 6.0 cm is placed a
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distance h0 from the stationary water surface. The stationary water level (h0 = 0) is
found by quasi-statically moving the flat disc towards the liquid free surface (FS). Its
motion is stopped the instant that the disc’s surface starts to wet. The linear motor’s
position at this stage is calibrated to zero. This level was re-calibrated every few
experiments as the water level marginally reduces over time due to evaporation.
The disc’s vertical position is varied harmonically with a precision of approximately 0.6 µm using a linear motor (LM). The frequency of vibration Ω is varied
between 6 and 20 Hz with an increment of 1 Hz in between. The acceleration that
the LM can achieve is limited by the current it can draw, and how much it heats
up along the course of its programmed motion. Thus, typically it falls short of the
initial target current to be drawn, and traverses a smaller a distance in the course of
an oscillation than the amplitude of vibration that was programmed for. As a result,
prior to each experiment for a given Ω, the LM’s motion was fine-tuned to achieve
the target oscillation amplitude h1 (typically 0.1h0 or 0.2h0 ). For experiments at Ω =
6 Hz, the LM’s motion could be controlled with a maximum precision of approximately 6 µm, and at Ω = 20 Hz, of approximately 20 µm. When the disc’s motion is
initiated, the free surface waves manifest periodic dynamics after the passage of an
initial transient disturbance. All experiments are recorded for a duration of sufficient
length so that both the transient and periodic wave motion is captured. The latter is
the main focus of this study.
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Oscillating
disc

Air

Water

6

Figure 6.1: Schematic of the setup. A disc that is initially placed at a distance h0 from stationary water surface, is oscillated with a frequency Ω and amplitude h1 . The air-filled gap in
between the disc and water surface has a width h = h0 + h1 eiΩt . The disc’s motion yields an
air flow in the gap between the water surface and the disc itself.
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5 cm

(b)

Stationary water surface

(c)

(d)

Figure 6.2: (a) Stationary water surface as seen when the camera is set up as in figure 1.1. An
8.0 cm wide disc is placed at a distance of h0 = 3.0 mm from the stationary water surface and
vertically oscillated by an amplitude of h1 = 2.7 mm at a frequency of Ω = 12 Hz. Dashed
lines mark the region on water surface that lies directly under the disc. The periodically forced
air layer under the disc creates waves on water surface. An instance during the cycle is shown
in panel (b). A second instance, quarter of a period later, is shown in panel (c) where the
surface response is seen passing through a node during its oscillation cycle. Notice in the
same panel that surface waves emitted outside the disc’s shadow exist also when the standing
waves underneath the disc are passing through a node in its oscillation cycle. A third instance,
again quarter of a period later, is shown in panel (d). A video of this experiment can be found
at ref. [216].

6

6

Figure 6.3: Top half of the panels show the magnitude of the displacement fields (ux , uy ) obtained from raw data of the type shown in
figure 6.2 using fast checkerboard demodulation (see section 1.3.2). The contour values are re-calibrated to reflect actual displacements
of the water surface as seen in the projected view by the camera. Bottom-half of the fields show reconstructed free surface profiles
corresponding to the displacement fields above. Experiment performed with R = 6.0 cm, h0 = 2.0 mm, h1 = 0.2 mm (see main text
for a note on the accuracy), Ω = 20 Hz. See refs. [217] and [218] for videos of the reconstructed surface profiles.
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The oscillating disc creates a radial air flow in the gap between the disc itself and
the FS. This air flow creates disturbances (of size η) on the FS which we visualise
using the total internal reflection (TIR) setup as discussed in earlier chapters. All
the parameters of concern to the disc’s motion, and the FS’s response are shown in a
sketch in figure 6.1.
Some snapshots of the FS from a typical experiment recorded in a TIR setup are
shown in figure 6.2 (video can be found at ref. [216]). In panel (a) of figure 6.2 we see
how a stationary FS reflects the reference pattern (a grid pattern printed on a tracing
paper) to the camera. Succeeding panels (b–d) in the same figure show the FS at different stages in a typical oscillation cycle. The reflections of the initially undeformed
reference pattern from panel (a) are seen to be distorted due to movements of the
reflecting water surface. The movements of the grid as seen in the image reflected
by the FS are quantified in image plane (that lies behind the reflecting surface) using
a Fourier demodulation method (described in chapter 1 (section 1.3.2) and by Wildeman [54]). The reference image for each stack of images is captured before the start
of each recording, and typically resembles panel (a) of figure 6.2. For the purpose of
reconstruction, the measured displacement fields are calibrated in the image plane
using the conversion factors obtained from known the grid density of the reference
pattern. The displacement fields thus measured (as e.g., shown in upper half-panels
of figure 6.3) are effectively projections of the movements of the FS onto the image
plane, and are related to local spatial gradients and height changes of the water surface (equation (1.13) in chapter 1). The water surface profile is finally reconstructed
as described in section 1.5. Some snapshots from an experiment are shown in the
lower half-panels of figure 6.3. Some animated examples of reconstructed surface
profiles can be found at refs. [217] and [218].
Note that the images shown in figure 6.2 were obtained using an oscillation amplitude h1 /h0 = 0.9, only for the purposes of illustration. In the experiments shown
in figure 6.3 and discussed in later sections, smaller h1 /h0 results in very small amplitude waves, that would not be discernible from raw images such as those shown
in figure 6.2.

6.2.2

Observations

As the disc heaves above the water surface, it alternatingly pushes and releases the
air in the gap between itself and the water surface. The resulting air flow over a
finite section of the water surface creates commensurate disturbances on the water
surface. These disturbances are naturally capillary-gravity waves that in the region
outside the disc’s shadow (r > R), freely propagate outwards. In the region under
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the disc (r < R), the confined air forcing produces standing waves on the surface that
arise due to harmonic resonance between the external forcing and the resistive forces
of capillarity and gravity. The fact that the waves in the region r < R are indeed
standing waves is shown by the results in figures 6.2c and 6.3b, where the FS under
the disc can altogether be seen to be passing through a node in its oscillation cycle. At
the same time in figures 6.2c and 6.3b, surface waves in the region outside the disc
r > R continue to move outwards regardless of the behaviour in the inner region.
Notice in figure 6.2 that the waves in the outer region in panels (b) and (d) indeed
appear to behave similar to those in panel (c). The same observation can be made
from figure 6.3 where panels (a) and (b) show the FS at stages where the point at r = 0
in the inner region is at its minimum and maximum elevation respectively. Despite
the difference in behaviour of the waves in the two regions, they are generated with
the same characteristic frequency. This suggests that the difference originates only
from the fact that the forcing acts over a finite region of the FS. In a typical experiment
the Reynolds number in air can be estimated as Re = ρa h1 ΩR/µ ≈ 5 for Ω = 6 Hz,
h1 = 0.2 mm and R = 6.0 cm. The symbols ρa and µ denote the density and dynamic
viscosity of air at STP. On the high end of covered range of experimental parameters,
Re ≈ 41 for Ω = 20 Hz and h1 = 0.5 mm. Thus we expect lubrication approximation
to hold for a majority of the experimental parameters covered, an approach we will
pursue in the next section.

6.3
6.3.1

6

Model
Air motion in the gap

The air flow in the disc-water gap h0  R is governed by the unsteady lubrication
equations
1 ∂pA
∂ 2 ur
∂ur
+
=ν
,
∂t
ρa ∂r
∂z 2
∂pA
= 0, and
∂z
1 ∂
∂uz
(rur ) +
= 0,
r ∂r
∂z

(6.1)
(6.2)
(6.3)

where ur and uz are the radial and vertical velocities. Since the equations are linear
and the gap thickness due to heaving disc is defined as h(t) = h0 + ĥ1 eiΩt we can
write velocity and pressure as ur = ûr eiΩt and pA = p̂eiΩt . Inserting these modal ex-
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pansions into equations (6.1) and (6.2) we get an ODE for ûr that admits the solution


1 ∂ p̂
cosh[(1 + i)(2z − h)/(2δ)]
ûr = −
1−
,
(6.4)
iΩρa ∂r
cosh[(1 + i)h/(2δ)]
which satisfies the no-slip boundary condition at the disc and the bottom surface.
p
The quantity δ = 2ν/Ω is the Stokes layer thickness. Integrating over the air layer
thickness h at radial position r, we obtain the radial air flow rate:
Z

h

ûr rdz = −r2π

Q̂(r) = 2π
0

∂ p̂ 1
∂r iΩρa


h−


2δ
tanh[(1 + i)h/(2δ)] ,
1+i

(6.5)

which inserted in the continuity equation (6.3)
iΩĥ1 = −

1 ∂ Q̂
2πr ∂r

(6.6)

yields an ODE for p̂ which is solved by
p̂ = −

ρa Ω2 ĥ1 /4
(r2 − R2 )
2δ
h − 1+i
tanh[(1 + i)h/(2δ)]

and
pA = p̂eiΩt = −

h−

2δ
1+i

ρa Ω/4
Ωĥ1 (r2 − R2 )eiΩt .
tanh[(1 + i)h/(2δ)]

(6.7)

(6.8)

The above derivation for a linear system holds for small values of h1 /h0 . Experiments in the present work were done with h1 /h0 = 0.1. It is experimentally
checked (see figure 6.4 and discussion in section 6.4) that this value of the oscillation
amplitude indeed yields waves in the linear regime.

6.3.2

Deflections of the axisymmetric interface

The air pressure derived above, pA , provides an unsteady dynamic pressure condition on the FS:





∂Φ
1 ∂
∂η
−ρ
+ gη + γ
r
= pA ,
(6.9)
∂t
r ∂r
∂r
where ρ is the density of water, Φ the flow potential in water, g the acceleration due
to gravity, η the vertical displacement of FS, and γ the surface tension of water-air
interface. For small deflections of the interface, the kinematic boundary condition
reads
∂η
∂Φ
=
,
(6.10)
∂t
∂z z=0
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which can be substituted into the above pressure balance equation to obtain the following condition at the FS
∂2Φ
∂t2

+g
z=0

∂Φ
∂z

+
z=0

γ ∂3Φ
ρ ∂z 3

=−
z=0

1 ∂pA
iΩ
= − p̂(r)eiΩt ,
ρ ∂t
ρ

(6.11)

where pA = p̂(r)eiΩt is the pressure in air layer derived in equation (6.8). Since the
pressure forcing is imposed only under the disc, p̂(r > R) = 0. The liquid phase
satisfies the incompressibility condition
∆Φ = 0,

(6.12)

where ∆ is the Laplace operator. Axisymmetric solutions of the Laplace equation in
a radially infinite domain can be written as
Z ∞
cosh[k(z + H)]
kdk,
(6.13)
Φ=
Ak (t)J0 (kr)
cosh(kH)
0
where J0 (kr) is the zeroth-order Bessel function, and H is the depth of liquid bath.
This solution can be substituted into the free surface condition (equation (6.11)) to
obtain


Z ∞h
γ
iΩP̂ (k) iΩt i
(6.14)
Äk + gk + k 3 tanh(k0n H)Ak +
e
J0 (k0n r)kdk = 0,
ρ
ρ
0
where P̂ (k) is the Hankel transform of p̂(r), written as
Z ∞
P̂ (k) =
p̂(r)J0 (kr)rdr.

(6.15)

0
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Notice that the coefficient of Ak in equation (6.14) is the dispersion relation for undamped capillary-gravity waves in a liquid bath of depth H:


γ
(6.16)
ωk2 = gk + k 3 tanh(k0n H).
ρ
Equation (6.14) is satisfied if the Hankel mode-amplitudes Ak (t) satisfy the linear set
of differential equations
Äk + ωk2 Ak = −

iΩP̂ (k) iΩt
e ,
ρ

(6.17)

which admits the solution
Ak (t) =

iΩP̂ (k) iΩt
e .
(ωk2 − Ω2 )ρ

(6.18)
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The above expression for Ak (t) can be substituted into equation (6.13) to obtain the
final expression for the velocity potential. In the limit of an infinitely deep bath
(H → ∞),
Z
iΩeiΩt ∞ P̂ (k)J0 (kr) kz
Φ=
e kdk.
(6.19)
ρ
(ωk2 − Ω2 )
0
Equation (6.19) can be used in the kinematic boundary condition (equation (6.10)),
and integrated in time to obtain
Z
eiΩt ∞ P̂ (k)J0 (kr) 2
k dk.
(6.20)
η=
ρ 0 (ωk2 − Ω2 )
The integrals in equations 6.19–6.20 are singular, but the singularity disappears by
including the wave damping rate due to viscosity, such that the final dispersion relation is
s

γ
ωk =
gk + k 3 tanh(k0n H) + i2νW k 2 .
(6.21)
ρ
The linear theory derived above can be compared with experiments when the linearity is satisfied by using a small h1 /h0 . We perform experiments with h1 = h0 /10.
Whether this amplitude is sufficiently small or not is checked for by comparing gains
measured from experiments keeping a fixed h0 and varying h1 . We define the gain
as the ratio of the maximum amplitude of the waves at r = 0 and h1 . It can be seen
in figure 6.4 that the gains from h1 /h0 = 0.1, and 0.2 are quite close. We can thus
conclude that an oscillation amplitude of h1 /h0 = 0.1 yields a surface response in
the linear regime.

6.4

Discussion

Computations from the theoretical model are performed considering the air and water kinematic viscosities at the laboratory temperature, νA = 1.45 × 10-5 m2 /s and
νW = 1.14 × 10-6 m2 /s, and surface tension γ = 0.072 N/m. The waves excited in the
model are found to qualitatively behave similar to those in the experiments: standing waves in the region r < R, and outwards propagating waves in the region r > R.
A first set of comparisons with h0 = 2 mm and h1 = 0.1h0 is made in figures 6.5 and
6.6. In figure 6.5, waves from experiment and model are compared during a stage in
the oscillation cycle when the FS at r = 0 is at its maximum. Similar comparisons
are shown in figure 6.6 at a time when the FS at r = 0 is at its minimum. As seen
from experiments (figures 6.2 and 6.3), the standing waves from theory are found to
have their maximum amplitude under the disc center at r = 0. Both the wave amplitudes and waveform are very well reproduced by the theory at low frequencies
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Ω
Figure 6.4: Gain η/h1 at r = 0 plotted over a range of frequencies for R = 6 cm, h0 = 5 mm,
h1 = 0.5 and 1 mm.

without any free parameter. As we go to higher Ω, the model predicts waves with
a larger amplitude than those found in the experiment. The wavelengths however,
are closely reproduced. We find that at higher frequencies, a slightly larger number
of wavelengths are trapped under the disc in experiments than are computed by the
model. A similar comparison is found by increasing h0 to 5 mm in figures 6.7 and
6.8. As before, an excellent agreement is found between the experiments and model
at low frequency of 6 Hz. The disagreement between the experiments and numerical
amplitudes grows at higher frequencies, where the differences are found to be even
larger at h0 = 5 mm than for h0 = 2 mm. As with the experimental results for h0 =
2 mm, the experiments for h0 = 5 mm also indicate a slightly smaller wavelength of
the waves excited, than is anticipated by the theory.

6

It can be seen in figures 6.5 and 6.6 that the FS in region r > R deviates more
from the theoretical prediction than the FS response for r < R. However, the wavelengths of excited waves in both the regions are quite similar. This shows that the
wavelength excited is determined by the frequency of the forcing. The mechanical
noise in the experiments, which is more dominant in the region where the air forcing
is absent, does not affect the excited waveform.
A reason for the discrepancy between the theory and the experiment may be the
way the inner and outer regions are connected. While in the theory the coupling
between the inner and outer region in the air gap is abrupt (pA ≡ 0 for r > R), this
is clearly not expected to be the case in the experiments. In the experiments, the
variation in lubrication pressure under the disc edge ought to match smoothly with
the atmospheric pressure outside. Clearly, small changes in the way in which the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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Figure 6.5: Comparisons of free surface profiles from experiments and model at the time when
the FS at r = 0 is at a maximum. Experimental parameters R = 6 cm, h0 = 2 mm, h1 = 0.2
mm and Ω = 6 Hz (panel a), 10 Hz (b), 14 Hz (c) and 18 Hz (d).
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Figure 6.6: Comparisons of free surface profiles from experiments and model at the time when
the FS at r = 0 is at a minimum. Experimental parameters R = 6 cm, h0 = 2 mm, h1 = 0.2
mm and Ω = 6 Hz (panel a), 10 Hz (b), 14 Hz (c) and 18 Hz (d).
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(a)

(b)

(c)
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Figure 6.7: Comparisons of free surface profiles from experiments and model at the time when
the FS at r = 0 is at a maximum. Experimental parameters R = 6 cm, h0 = 5 mm, h1 = 0.5
mm and Ω = 6 Hz (panel a), 10 Hz (b) and 14 Hz (c).
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(a)

(b)

(c)
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Figure 6.8: Comparisons of free surface profiles from experiments and model at the time when
the FS at r = 0 is at a minimum. Experimental parameters R = 6 cm, h0 = 5 mm, h1 = 0.5
mm and Ω = 6 Hz (panel a), 10 Hz (b) and 14 Hz (c).
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pressure in the inner and outer region are connected may have severe implications
for the amount of wave energy that is leaking from the inner, resonating standing
wave part into the outer, travelling wave part.
Another reason for the differences, which may be of equal importance, is that
the reflections from the container walls in the experiment, although also not clearly
discernible in the experiment, are not accounted for in the model.

6.5

Gains measured for different h0

It can be expected that due to ‘leaking’ of air at r ≈ R, a smaller amount of energy
would be imparted to FS waves when h0 is increased, given a constant h1 /h0 . This
can be seen in the experiments by comparing the sets of results in figures 6.5–6.6 to
those in figures 6.7–6.8. The comparison becomes even more evident in figure 6.9
by plotting the gain at r = 0 from the wave-response measured keeping h1 /h0 fixed
to 0.1, and using different values of h0 = 2 and 5 mm. The results plotted in figure
6.9 make it clear that the energy transferred to the waves by the external forcing is
indeed larger when the gap thickness is small.

6

Figure 6.9: Gain η/h1 at r = 0 plotted over a range of frequencies for R = 6 cm, h0 = 2 and
5 mm, h1 = 0.1h0 , where η is the wave amplitude. The gains measured from experiment are
compared to those calculated from the model.
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We also plot the gains calculated from theory for the same experimental parameters in figure 6.9. The theory predicts higher gains at r = 0 than are measured,
especially for larger values of Ω. Moreover, the theory predicts relatively stronger
resonances at some Ω. This behaviour is justifiable since in the model, the edge condition (pA = 0 for r > R) is clearly defined, while this is not the case in experiments.
A strict boundary condition for a standing wave solution is typically expected to result in band of wavelengths that resonate more strongly with the forcing. In turn,
this suggests that the pressure boundary condition in the experiment may depend
on the frequency of the driving, and thus on the wavelength that is excited at the free
surface.

6.6

Conclusion

Capillary-gravity waves are created at a water-air interface by trapping a lubrication air-layer under a heaving flat disc. The pressure in the air layer is harmonically
modulated by the motion of the disc, and the waves are excited with the same frequency as the disc’s oscillation. A higher frequency of oscillation results in waves
with shorter wavelengths.

6

Since the disc has a finite size, the air forcing acts over a finite region of the water
surface. The wave response on water surface is different in the two regions: under the disc, standing waves are manifested, whereas outside the disc’s shadow, the
waves from the inner domain transform into travelling waves. Using an in-house
imaging method, the instantaneous behaviour of the FS is reconstructed in both the
domains. The system can be termed a leaky resonator, and is reminiscent of how a
stringed instrument with an air cavity, such as a guitar, creates acoustic waves.
The FS behaviour is modelled using a linear sloshing model approach, where
the oscillating pressure condition is directly imposed at the water-air interface via
the dynamic boundary condition. Assuming potential flow in the fluid, we perform
an analytical calculation for small deflections along an axisymmetric interface using Hankel transforms. Without a single free parameter, we find a good agreement
between the experiments and theory at low frequencies. At higher frequencies, the
theory anticipates larger wave amplitudes than are found in experiments. The wavelengths are still closely reproduced.
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Figure 6.10: Phase lag between the disc and FS response at r = 0, measured from an experiment with h0 = 2 mm, h1 = h0 /10 with varying Ω. The dotted lines are drawn as a guide to
the eye.

6.A

Phase-lag between the disc and free surface response

In each experiment, the disc’s motion was also recorded from a side. This provides
additional information on the relative motion of the disc to the attainment of peak
wave amplitude at r = 0. Using these, we can measure the phase lag between the
disc’s oscillatory motion, and the response of the FS at a particular radial location
(r = 0). From the theory, phase difference between h1 = ĥ1 eiΩt and η(r = 0, t) are
obtained as
∆φ = Arg (η h∗1 ) .
(6.22)
The results are compared with the phase lag from theory in figure 6.10.
The calculations from theory reveal a very intricate phase relation between the
forcing and the response, which reflects the subtle interplay of the standing wave
that is leaking wave energy into a travelling wave outside. The experiments appear
to be very close to the calculations for a small frequency range from 13 to 16 Hz,
but it is hard to judge whether this is coincidental or if it reflects the physics of the
system.

6
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Chapter 7

Deep pool water-impacts of viscous oil droplets◦
We experimentally study the impacts of viscous, immiscible oil drops into a deep
pool of water. Within the target liquid pool, the impacting drop creates a crater,
whose dynamics are studied. It is found that the inertia of pool liquid and drop
viscosity are the main factors that determine the crater’s maximum depth, while the
additional factor of mutual immiscibility between the drop and pool liquids leads to
interesting interfacial dynamics along the oil-water interface. We discuss how this
can drastically change the crater dynamics in its retraction phase, making possible a
type of double-entrainment, whereby a tiny air bubble is entrapped inside a waterentrained oil drop. Further, we report the observation of a type of ‘fingering’ that
occurs along the oil-drop rim, which we discuss, arises as a remnant of the wellknown crown-splash instability.

7

◦ Published

as Utkarsh Jain, Maziyar Jalaal, Detlef Lohse, & Devaraj van der Meer (2019). Deep pool
water-impacts of viscous oil droplets. Soft Matter, 15(23), 4629–4638.
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Introduction

Drop impacts on a deep pool of liquid [219, 220, 221, 222, 223, 224] and on different
types of solid substrates [225, 226, 227] have been an active subject of research for
a long time. This finds its place in a wider tradition of the work on water entry
comprehensively covered by Truscott et al. [74]. Drop impact studies differ from
solid projectile impacts in that, in the former, the impacting projectile is deformable,
which has also become of interest as evidenced by recent works of Hurd et al. [228]
and Jalaal et al. [229].
Upon the impact of a drop on a deep liquid pool, a crater is formed below the
free surface of the target, whose collapse can result in phenomena such as bubble entrainment and formation of a Worthington jet, depending on the physical conditions
[224]. To understand these common features, which constitute fundamental questions about cavity formation, collapse and jet formation, the experimental focus has
been almost exclusively on impacts where the drop and pool consist of the same liquid. Having the drop impact on the same liquid makes the problem more tractable,
and makes it possible to draw general conclusions about the above mentioned features. However, a more complex situation can exist in some natural processes and
industrial applications, such as impacts of drops of different liquids. This is the focus
of the present work. A real-world example of a viscous immiscible liquid impacting
into water is connected to man-made accidents like oil spill from tankers. An investigation along this line was peformed by Murphy et al. [230], studying rain drop
impacts on a deep pool of seawater covered by a thin oil layer.
Another example of naturally occurring accidents relevant to the present study
can be oil blowouts from ocean surface [231]. In particular, the impinging liquid
(here, a drop) could be more viscous than the target liquid, which changes the types
of underwater craters and their dynamics. Impacts of viscous, but miscible drops
into water have been studied by Walker et al. [232] and Sharma et al. [233], where
glycerol was used as drop liquid. However, since glycerol is miscible with water, the
two liquids undergo mixing during and after impact.
There has been surprisingly little work studying oil-water impacts. Some notable
exceptions studying impacts on deep pool are the work by Lhuissier et al. [234],
which principally studies the fragmentation of a water drop impacting silicone oil
bath, and the work of Fujimatsu et al. [235] which also studies water drop impact
on oil bulk. The latter focuses on more traditional quantities of interest such as maximum diameter of drop spreading, and depths of the craters formed. More recent
works by Che & Matar [236] and Shaikh et al. [237] have studied immiscible drop
impacts, but on thin films.
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Here, we use silicone oils as drop liquid, which are immiscible with water, and, in
contrast to glycerol drops, maintain their bulk and surface properties throughout the
impact process. This allows us to use a range of viscosities in the drop liquid, while
keeping its surface tension and density nearly constant. We discuss the different
crater formation and collapse processes in this configuration, and how it differs from
a water drop impacting on water. The oil drop creates a crater in the water pool and
spreads over its floor. This creates an extra liquid-liquid interface, which depending
on the extent of viscous dissipation in the drop, can stretch over a small portion
of, or over the entirety of the crater surface. We find that this can have interesting
consequences for oil-drop entrainment, and also double-entrainment of an air bubble
in the entrapped oil drop. The crater dynamics are further discussed quantitatively
and its depth is compared against the predictions of a model based on flow within
the target pool.
The paper is organised as follows: in section 7.2 we discuss our experimental
setup, the procedures followed and the experimental challenges. In section 7.3.1, we
discuss our observations of crater formation and collapse, and how they differ between oil-drop and water-drop impacting on water pool. The interaction between
new oil-water interface and capillary waves during crater collapse leads to interesting types of entrainment, discussed in section 7.3.2. Section 7.4 focusses on crater
depth, discussing its dependence on crater potential energy and drop viscosity. Finally we report our observation of fingering along the drop rim in section 7.5, followed by the conclusions in section 7.6.

7.2

Experimental setup and parameters explored

The setup is shown in figure 7.1. It consists of a syringe pump, which is connected
to a nozzle via thin tubing. Nozzles with different diameters were used to generate
water and silicone oil drops of varying sizes. The syringe pump was operated at
a quasi-static rate to ensure that the droplet which is formed at the opening of a
nozzle gets detached by its own weight, and is not affected by the flow-rate of the
liquid in the tubing. The generated drop, which is in the range of 3.1 – 4.4 mm
in diameter, is then allowed to fall into a deep pool of stationary water which is
140×140×70 mm3 in volume. The subsequent events are recorded using high speed
cameras (Photron Mini UX 100, 4 – 5K fps) from a side to study the crater dynamics
(sections 7.3.1, 7.4), and from the bottom (Photron SAX, 10 – 12K fps) to study the
detailed evolution of the oil-water interface (section 7.5). The imaging from the side
was done by the conventional means of using a brightly lit diffuser plate, which
serves as the background for recording sub-surface crater behaviour. Imaging from
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the bottom similarly required a light diffuser. However, simply placing a diffuser
in the optical path of the bottom-view camera would obstruct the falling drop in
its path. Thus, light diffusion was achieved by using sheets of tracing paper, into
which a hole was made to allow for the passage of falling drops. Cold light sources
(Olympus ILP-1 and Sumita LS-M352A) were used to avoid heating the water in
the target pool. All experiments were conducted at standard room temperature of
20 ± 0.5◦ C. The liquids listed in Table 7.1 were used throughout the present study.
Since the main drop detaches by its own weight and forms via a Rayleigh-Plateau
instability, it is often accompanied by the creation of smaller satellite drops. It was
observed that the number of satellite drops produced was greater for oils of smaller
viscosity. In some experiments, the smaller drops would follow the main drop in impacting on the stationary water pool and interfere with the crater dynamics. Thus,
only those experiments were analysed in which the satellite drops were either not
produced at all, or trailed far enough behind the main drop such as to not interfere
with the crater dynamics of interest. After each experiment, the oil drop was observed to rapidly spread all over the pool liquid surface due to its low interfacial
tension with water [238]. This contaminated both the target pool surface, and the
container walls. As a result, each experiment required the container walls to be thoroughly cleaned, and the whole pool liquid to be replaced with a fresh volume of
water. Both these reasons - the requirement of thorough cleaning of the target liquid
containers, and the production of satellite drops, limited the number of experiments
that could be conducted. The relevant non-dimensional numbers, Weber, Froude
and Reynolds are defined as
We =

ρd v 2 D 0
,
σd

Re =

ρd vD0
,
µd

and

Fr =

v2
,
gD0

(7.1)

where, ρ is the density, v the drop velocity, σ the surface tension, µ the viscosity,
and the subscript d is used for drop characteristics, while D0 is the diameter of the
impinging drop. W e and Re can also be combined via Capillary number defined as

7

Ca =

We
µv
=
.
Re
σ

(7.2)

The density and surface tension ratios between the drop–pool liquids remain at
approximately constant values of 0.963 − 0.97 and 0.29, respectively (see table 7.1)
for all oil drop impact experiments, while the viscosity ratio between the drop liquid and water: µd /µw varies in the range 33.7 − 193.3. In the present study, a major
focus is on the crater formation process after drop impact. Since crater formation is
mainly an inertial process, for which the drop size sets the length scale, we choose the
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Fluids

Viscosity
µ (Pa s)

Density
ρ (kg m−3 )

Surface tension
σ (mN m−1 )

Manufacturer

Water
Sil. oil 35 cSt
Sil. oil 50 cSt
Sil. oil 100 cSt
Sil. oil 200 cSt

0.89 × 10−3
30 × 10−3
42.9 × 10−3
85.9 × 10−3
172.7 × 10−3

1000
963
963
965
970

72
21
21
21
21

Milli-Q
Wacker Chemie AG
Wacker Chemie AG
Wacker Chemie AG
Wacker Chemie AG

Table 7.1: Fluids used in the present experiments and their properties (at 25 ◦ C) sourced from
supplier data sheets.

drop diameter D0 as the representative length scale in all the experiments. Throughout the study, the target pool consisted of purified water, whereas the drop liquid
was changed to study the effect of drop viscosity on crater dynamics. Thus, it was
deemed suitable to use the drop liquid viscosities to define the Reynolds number.

7.3
7.3.1

Qualitative description of the observations
Crater formation and collapse

Qualitative examples of a drop of water and silicone oils with different viscosities
impacting onto a deep pool of water are shown in figures 7.2 (all with F r ≈ 180) and
7.3 (all with F r ≈ 300). A water drop impacting into a water pool penetrates the
target pool and, in the initial stages, creates a bucket-shaped crater with steep walls
(see figure 7.2a). The crater then rapidly grows into a roughly hemispherical shape
and expands radially. These observations have been made since the earliest water
drop-impact studies [222, 239]. An impacting drop of viscous oil, however, creates
a notably different crater in the initial stages of impact. Instead of a flat bottomed
crater where the pool liquid is exposed to air, we observe the crater bottom to have
an oil-water interface, which has a slightly greater curvature than the latter from the
earliest stages. For instance, see the early stages in figure 7.2b–e where a portion of
an impacting viscous oil drop can be seen collected at the bottom of the crater. As the
crater expands, the oil drop gets stretched out over the crater surface. It may cover a
varying portion of the crater surface depending on its viscosity and the initial impact
velocity. Soon after the initial stages of crater formation, the radial expansion of the
crater and the downwards motion of the drop set a flow in the pool liquid, which
was first reported by Engel [222] based on observations from water-drop on water-
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Figure 7.1: Schematic of the experimental setup for the investigation of the impact of droplets
with different viscosities on a bath of water. Two examples of side and bottom-view images
are shown in panels b and c respectively.

7

pool impacts. This flow in the target pool was understood to result from radial and
tangential velocities of the liquid, and was used by Bisighini et al. [240] to propose
a potential flow model. It is seen that in the case of both - water drops impacting on
water, and oil drops impacting on water with high Weber numbers (W e > 1400 and
Re > 100, figure 7.3a–b), the growing craters are found to be roughly hemispherical
in shape for the most part of their expansion phase. Thus, flow in the pool, regardless
of the drop liquid, is similar while there is an expanding hemispherical crater.
The impacting drop’s energy can be used towards the creation of several phenomena such as the appearance of a crown splash, a wave swell that travels along
the pool surface, and a sub-surface crater. Liow [242] estimated that almost a third
of the impacting drop’s kinetic energy is converted to the crater’s gravitational potential energy. This suggests that a significant portion of the drop energy is spent
in other contemporary processes such as the creation and expansion of new liquidliquid and liquid-air interfaces, creation and lifting up of a splash-crown, and viscous
dissipation in the liquid components [243, 244].
The crater growth is finally arrested mainly by gravitational potential energy of
the displaced fluid [222, 245]. Drops impacting with large Froude numbers create
large craters, which in turn have large associated potential energy. To conclude,
crater potential energy is one of the main energy sinks during the early stages of
crater expansion process [246], and the main factor behind its subsequent retraction.
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Hmax

15 ms

24 ms

27.5 ms

33 ms

Figure 7.2: Typical sub-surface events after the deep-pool water impact of (a) Water drop with
F r = 168, W e = 444, Re = 13333, corresponding to Ca = 0.033, (b) 35 cSt silicone oil drop
with F r = 178, W e = 841, Re = 220, corresponding to Ca = 3.82, (c) 50 cSt silicone oil drop
with F r = 187, W e = 868, Re = 156, corresponding to Ca = 5.56, (d) 100 cSt silicone oil drop
with F r = 172, W e = 822, Re = 76, corresponding to Ca = 10.81 and (e) 200 cSt silicone oil
drop with F r = 177, W e = 829 , Re = 38, which corresponds to Ca = 21.82. A closer look
at the experiment in panel e reveals an air-bubble entrained in the pool-entrained oil drop.
See [241] for the experimental video, and the main text for discussion. All the experiments
shown above have comparable Froude numbers of ≈ 180. Despite this, there is a significant
difference in the crater sizes between experiment (a) and experiments (b–e), which can be
attributed to different sizes of the impinging drop. This difference in sizes of the impinging
drop comes from how the drop is generated via a Rayleigh-Plateau instability. Since σwater is
much larger than σsilicone oil , the drops produced are larger in size.
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Figure 7.3: Typical sub-surface events after the deep-pool impact of (a) 35 cSt silicone oil with
F r = 287, W e = 1502, Re = 302, corresponding to Ca = 4.97, (b) 100 cSt silicone oil with
F r = 306, W e = 1490, Re = 103, corresponding to Ca = 14.47, (c) 200 cSt silicone oil with
F r = 312, W e = 1424, Re = 50, corresponding to Ca = 28.48. All the experiments shown
above have comparable F r ≈ 300. As in figure 7.2, a closer look at the experiment in panel c
reveals an air-bubble entrained in the pool-entrained oil drop.

7.3.2

7

Crater retraction and entrainment

In later stages of crater growth, capillary waves appear on the crater walls which
start from the raised sheet of liquid and move downwards, eventually focussing at
the bottom. The waves travel inwards along the crater walls and deform the crater.
Their effect on crater shapes and bubble entrapment in single-phase drop impact
have been studied in detail in previous studies [137, 247, 248, 249, 250]. In the experiments shown for oils of viscosity up to 100 cSt, the drop liquid was seen to spread
over the whole crater surface for the given Froude numbers. Since the crater sizes
are of the same order as capillary length scales, the timescales associated with these
capillary waves travelling from the top of the liquid sheet to the crater bottom are
comparable to the timescales associated with crater retraction resulting purely due
to its gravitational potential. As a result, the two mechanisms often act together
and play an important role in the collapse of a crater, namely in accelerating the collapse [250]. In the experiments with oil drops presented here, the capillary waves
are damped due to higher viscosity of the drop liquid [251] as they travel towards
the crater bottom. The wave convergence and the liquid components’ mutual immiscibility makes the drop liquid accumulate at the bottom of the crater. The crater
shapes that result due to capillary waves travelling along the initially smooth crater
surfaces are shown in figure 7.2b–d and figure 7.3a–c. The presence of a viscous immiscible liquid at the center of the crater prevents a singular collapse of the air cavity
[77, 252], mitigating ‘regular’ bubble entrainment [251, 253].
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When a drop of higher viscosity (200 cSt, figures 7.2e and 7.3c) is allowed to fall
into water, it spreads to a smaller extent than drops of lower viscosities impacted
at similar Weber numbers. The importance of viscosity can also be seen by comparing the capillary (∼ D0 σ) and drag (µ D0 v) forces (see respective Ca) from the
experiments shown in the figures 7.2 and 7.3. In our experiments, the value of the
Capillary number changes from Ca ∼ O(10−2 ) for an impacting water droplet to
Ca ∼ O(10) for the highest viscosity of oil. Therefore in the latter case, viscosity can
significantly damp the deformation of the impacting droplet. The extent to which
the drop spreads can have very interesting consequences for oil entrainment. A new
oil-water interface with a different surface tension is created along those parts of
crater walls where the drop is in contact with water. This ‘oil-wetted’ area is surrounded by a ‘non-wetted’ water-air interface, which has a higher surface tension
than the oil-water interface it surrounds [238]. As a result, capillary waves occuring
on this water-air interface move with a higher velocity than those that occur along
oil-water interface. As with drops of lower viscosities (figures 7.2b–d and 7.3b–c),
these waves are damped as they approach the oil-air interface nearer to the crater
bottom. As the waves converge, they cause the oil-bulk to collect at the bottom,
while the air cavity behind continues to collapse. In certain configurations (such as
those shown in figures 7.2e and 7.3c) during this collapse, the air cavity is lined with
an oil layer on the front side. Since the air cavity typically collapses via a ‘necking’
mechanism, this results in a small air bubble pinching off and getting entrained in
the oil phase. Eventually, the oil phase detaches completely from the air-interface,
leaving us with a doubly entrained bubble – a small air bubble entrained in a viscous
oil drop, which is in turn entrained in the water bulk. A similar type of entrainment
has been reported for a reactive drop-pool pair [254]. Here, however, we show that
the same type of double-bubble entrainment can also occur using a pair of immiscible, mutually non-reactive liquids.

7.4

Maximum depth of crater

We find the crater depth H and radius R from experimental images by tracking its
perimeter. Henceforth, all length scales discussed are non - dimensionalised with
the respective initial drop size D0 , and the timescales are non-dimensionalised with
v/D0 , such that non-dimensional time τ ≡ v t/D0 . The timeseries for the crater
depths H from some experiments with F r ≈ 400 are shown in figure 7.4. The principal difference in the behaviours shown by different experiments lie in their approach
to the point of crater’s maximum depth. This appears to results from differences in
viscosities of the drops, the more viscous ones having lower a Re. In experiments
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Figure 7.4: A comparison of time series of experimentally determined crater depths (data
points) with those obtained from Bisighini et al. [240] model (solid lines with corresponding
colour). Only 1-in-4 data points is shown in the experimental time-series for Hmax for clarity.
The crater constants α0 used to calculate the curves from equations (7.3) and (7.4) are 0.962
for water, 0.958 for 35 cSt silicone oil, 0.779 for 50 cSt silicone oil and 0.648 for 100 cSt silicone
oil. The dashed line in the left panel corresponds to H/D0 = 0.44 τ . We find that the model
overpredicts Hmax as the impacting drops are made more viscous, which is quantitatively
shown in the inset.

7

with small Re, the capillary waves along the crater walls can travel faster than the
penetration speed of the crater itself, and can pose challenge in tracking the crater’s
boundaries. The waves’ influence on the crater’s depth can be seen in time series of
50 cSt and 100 cSt drops between τ = 10 − 15 in figure 7.4. They converge at the
crater bottom and cause the bottom tip to vary around the point of maximum depth.
The maximum crater depths Hmax , and the time taken to reach this depth, τmax are
found from such experimental time series.
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x

Figure 7.5: System of coordinates defined for the model contained in equations (7.3) and (7.4).
The system models a combination of flows caused by a sphere centred on O0 , which translates
downwards along ζ and expands along α. Ω is the diameter of the expanding crater. The
original undisturbed free surface lies at ζ = 0. The figure has been adapted from ref. [240].

7.4.1

Heuristic potential flow model

Here we describe a model to quantitatively describe the temporal evolution of the
crater depths. It was reported by Engel et al. [239] that, as in our experiments of
impacting water drop on the pool, the crater formed in the target pool initially has a
flat bottom. Soon it reaches a roughly-hemispherical shape, and a flow is established
in the pool, which ‘appeared to be associated with the existence of both a radial and a
tangential velocity in the liquid’ [239]. Bisighini et al. [240] used these observations
to model crater dynamics caused after the impact of a drop on a pool of the same
liquid. They modelled the resulting flow in the pool as a linear superposition of flow
potentials caused by flow past a sphere and a radially expanding sphere. The sphere,
centred on O0 , translates along the vertical coordinate ζ. Its velocity of translation is
denoted by ζ̇. Similarly, α is the radial coordinate, also centred on O0 , along which
the sphere expands with a speed expressed as α̇. These quantities are described in
figure 7.5 and are non-dimensionalised by D0 . The final equations of motion for the
sphere are derived by balancing stresses at the crater interface for a thinly spread
drop:
α̈ = −

3 α̇2
2
1 ζ
7 ζ̇ 2
4α̇
− 2
−
+
− 2 , and
2 α
α We Fr α 4 α
α Re

ζ̈ = −3

α̇ζ̇
9 ζ̇ 2
2
12ζ̇
−
−
−
,
α
2α
F r α2 Re

(7.3)

(7.4)
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where the full derivation is omitted to avoid repetition of the original contained in
ref [240]. The viscous effects in pool liquid are included in the above system of
equations via the terms 4α̇/α2 Re and 12ζ̇/α2 Re by considering the shear stresses
in a thin layer of fluid along the free surface of the crater. The normal stress jump
from viscous effects is ignored as the relevant layer of fluid is very thin. In our
experiments, where there is a thin layer of another liquid (silicone oil) on the other
side of the crater surface, the shear stresses are the same on either side of the oilwater interface in the crater [255]. Therefore, the terms mentioned above can equally
well be used to incorporate the viscous dissipation in a layer of oil which is thinly
spread over the crater surface. We only concern with viscous dissipation in the oil
phase as it is orders of magnitude greater than the dissipation in surrounding thin
layers in water.
To this end, the system of equations (7.3) and (7.4) can be solved numerically
by supplementing with appropriate initial conditions and constants. Bisighini et al.
[240] calculate the crater’s radial speed of expansion α̇ ≈ 0.17 and speed of sphere’s
translation ζ̇ ≈ 0.27, for the initial stage of drop penetration (τ < 2). Their calculation
leads to a simple asymptotic scaling of H/D0 = 0.44 τ for small times. These values
lead us to the following set of initial conditions
α̇ ≈ 0.17,

ζ̇ ≈ 0.27,

α ≈ α0 + 0.17τ

and

ζ ≈ −α0 + 0.27τ,

(7.5)

which are required to solve the system described by equations (7.3) and (7.4). The
physical interpretation of α0 is the initial crater depth at τ = 2. Beyond τ = 2, the
initially rapid growth of crater depth with a speed of 0.44τ ceases to hold, and the
drop liquid plays an increasingly greater role in determining the crater depth. The
numerical values for α0 are found by fitting the experimentally determined crater
diameter to the following expression, based on geometrical reasons:
p
p
(7.6)
Ω = 2 α2 − ζ 2 ≈ 2 (α0 + 0.17τ )2 − (0.27τ − α0 )2 .

7

A series of results computed using this model are compared with experimental data
in figure 7.4. The initial, inertia dominated stage, following the asymptotic solution
of Bisighini et al. [240], matches well with our observations. Such dynamics suggest
the negligible influence of drop viscosity in the early stages. We find from figure 7.4
that given a Froude number of impact, higher drop viscosities result in the formation of shallower craters in the target pool. A comparison between the maximum
depths predicted by the model and those measured in experiments is shown in the
inset of figure 7.4. We find that the model’s predictions exceed those measured from
experiment. With increasing viscosity of the drop, the disagreement between model
and experiments increases. This gives an important insight into the limitations of the
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model, which arises from how it accounts for viscous dissipation. We observe from
the experiments that as increasingly viscous drops are impacted on the pool, they
form increasingly thicker layers along the crater surface. However, the modelling of
viscous losses in the system is limited to dissipation in a thinly spread layer of oil.
It is unable to account for dissipation in these thicker layers of drop liquid, thereby
over-predicting the crater depths, specially for more viscous drops.
In the later stages (τ > 20 in figure 7.4), we find that the collapsing phase of the
crater’s bottom is consistently found to be steeper in the model than in the experiments. It can be seen in experimental images in figures 7.2 and 7.3, that regardless
of whether a water drop or an oil drop impacts, there exist capillary waves that
travel along the crater surface. As the crater begins to collapse due to its potential
energy, these capillary waves travel in the opposite direction and effectively counter
the buoyancy, thereby retarding the collapse of crater. The collapse is further slowed
down in cases where a viscous drop impacts and creates the crater. Recall from section 7.3.1 how the drop accumulates at the crater bottom during the retraction phase.
Such an accumulation of a viscous fluid at the crater bottom would damp the capillary waves, but would also inevitably interfere with bouyancy-driven retraction of
the crater and slow it down.

7.4.2

Inertial and viscous effects in determining Hmax

At τmax , the maximum depth of crater, Hmax /D0 can be modelled by balancing initial
drop energy with the potential energy associated with the crater at its maximum size.
Assuming the crater to have a hemispherical shape at the time of its maximum depth,
and approximating a vanishing velocity field in the liquid at τmax , a relation between
the maximum crater depth and Froude number can be derived [219, 242, 245]:
Hmax /D0 ∼ (F r/ρ0 )1/4 ,

(7.7)

where ρ0 is the density ratio between water and drop liquid. We show in figure 7.6,
that in the vicinity of τmax , the crater depth Hmax and radius Rτmax are approximately
equal. Thus the crater shape at τmax is roughly hemispherical, which allows us to test
this scaling in figure 7.7a.
We find in figure 7.7a that our results for Hmax , along with previous works [239,
242, 256] appear to follow the scaling shown in equation (7.7). We conclude that
for the drop parameters included in the figure, the inertia of the pool liquid plays
a qualitatively similar role in determining the maximum depth of craters created
by impacting oil droplets. From figure 7.7b, we see that for a given F r/ρ0 , that the
greater the drop viscosity, the smaller the Hmax of the crater. It is clear from figures
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Figure 7.6: Comparison between the crater’s depth and radius at τmax . Hmax and Rτmax are
found to be roughly equal in size, which shows that the crater is approximately hemispherical
in shape. Along the black line, Hmax = Rτmax .

7.2 and 7.3 that craters formed by drops of up to 100 cSt resemble the hemispherical
craters formed by water drops. Oils with higher viscosities (here, 200 cSt) do not create such craters - they do not spread thinly over the crater surface, and consequently,
do not satisfy the assumptions inherent in the model contained in equations (7.3),
(7.4), and the scaling expressed in equation (7.7). Thus, we only consider the data
from oil viscosities up to 100 cSt in the following analysis.

7

Another interesting observation to be made from figure 7.7b is that the data from
different drop viscosities have small differences in slope, exhibiting a small but systematic deviation from the (F r/ρ0 )1/4 scaling. We suspect this to be a result of the
assumptions that are implicit in the derivation of this scaling. Additionally, this
is also suspected to result from the so far un-investigated influence of viscosity on
Hmax . The influence of µ on Hmax can be more systematically isolated and checked
by compensating the Hmax /D0 results by (F r/ρ0 )1/4 scaling, and using another nondimensional number, such as Re, which can capture the change in drop viscosity.
Any deviations from Hmax /D0 ∼ (F r/ρ0 )1/4 scaling would expectedly continue to
be visible in such a compensated plot. This is done in figure 7.7c, where the Froudescaling is compensated-for in the measured crater-depths, and plotted against Re.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
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Figure 7.7: (a) Maximum depth of craters plotted against Froude number. Hmax /D0 resulting
from oil drops impacting water roughly follow the scaling (F r/ρ0 )1/4 . (b) A zoomed-in region
of the plot in (a), and contains only the new results. The data here show a systematic trend
in Hmax /D0 vs. F r/ρ0 as a result of change in drop viscosity. Note the shared legend between
subfigures (a) and (b). (c) The variation of Froude-scaling-compensated Hmax /D0 with Re is
plotted.

This enables us to separate the roles played by F r and Re in determining the crater
depths.
From the results shown in figure 7.7c, we recover the same trend of Hmax with
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varying µ as shown in the adjoining figure, where Hmax are seen to be smaller for
larger µ. This behaviour is also in agreement with our observation in earlier sections
(specifically figures 7.4 and 7.6) where a larger drop viscosity was seen to result in
shallower craters. A more viscous drop results in a shallower crater because there
is larger amount of viscous dissipation in the drop itself, leaving lesser energy to be
imparted to the pool liquid. From figure 7.7c we also see that impacts with a wide
range of Weber numbers are distributed across a wide range of the shown parameter
space, suggesting a weak correlation, if any, between W e and Hmax .

7.5

7

Fingers along rim

The impact of an immiscible oil drop initially results in a typical crown splash above
the initially stationary pool surface, which is accompanied by outwards-moving capillary waves, a growing crater and a wave swell. The splash crown consists of both
drop and pool liquids, and depending on the drop’s impact velocity, viscosity and
interfacial surface tension with pool liquid, it might spread over the crater surface
to a varying extent. The presence of drop liquid in the crown was recently also reported in the works by Che & Matar [236] and Shaikh et al. [237], both of which
studied water drop impacts on thin films of oil. Such a crown which is made of both
the liquid components was termed a ‘compound crown’ [236] - its outer surface is
composed of target pool liquid (in present study, water) and the inner surface is covered with the drop liquid (here, silicone oil). After ejection of tiny-drops by corona,
the rim begins to stabilise as the sheet retracts back into the pool. At this stage, the
remnant small-amplitude perturbations can still be seen along the compound-crown
rim. These perturbations are quickly suppressed by high surface tension in the water
phase but not so in the oil phase. As a result, the perimeter of retracting drop remains
deformed - and these deformations are not smoothened out by surface tension as in
water.
As the crater retracts, the small deformations along oil-drop rim stretch into fingers, which can be seen due to a small difference in the two liquids’ refractive indices.
We recorded the experiments from the bottom (shown in figure 7.8, also see [257] for
an example of such an experiment), and counted the number of fingers Nf observable in a number of experiments. See also image 7.10 in the Appendix where the
same phenomena is shown from a different angle than bottom-view. In the experiment shown in figure 7.10, a small amount of milk powder was mixed with water to
enhance the image contrast.

Figure 7.8: Impact of a 50cSt silicone oil, 3.7 mm in diameter, at 4.22 m/s on a pool of stationary water. Top and bottom pictures
correspond to bottom and side views, respectively. The corresponding non-dimensional numbers are W e = 3028, Re = 175, F r =
491, a Ca = 17.3. Upon impact, splashing occurs (highlighted in panel a) and a crater forms and grows (b). The crater eventually
begins to retract (c-d) while capillary waves are formed at the crater and surface of the bath. We observe the fingers at this point
(magnified in panel d) when the crater is retracting and forming a Worthington jet on the surface (not shown here).
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Figure 7.9: Number of fingers from a series of experiments over a range of Re and W e, where
Nf were counted as shown in figure 7.8. Error bars are the standard deviation over the shown
data.

7

The number of fingers observed in each experiment was found to be closely correlated to the number of observable peaks along the rim of a retracting corona and
always within a certain range of 10–15 as shown in figure 7.9. This was also the
case in the recent paper of Shaikh et al. [237] for drop impacts on thin films, where
the number of fingers are always within a range of 11–19 [258], independent of the
non-dimensional groups. We therefore looked at the correlations in which the number of corona fingers is predicted. Marmanis and Thoroddsen [259] proposed the
so-called impact Reynolds number, ReI , based on the thickness of the crown walls
δ ≈ (µd T /ρ)1/2 , where T is the natural oscillation period of the droplet (as the deformation time scale). They eventually suggested that the number of fingers should
be correlated as,
Nf = α ReβI , with ReI = W e1/4 Re1/2 ,
(7.8)
where α and β are fitting parameters. Marmanis and Thoroddsen [259] found β =
3/4 for impact of droplets. Katsuragi [260] found β = 1/3 for impact of solid spheres
on viscous fluids. In our experiments, the values of ReI only differs within the range
of 50–90. Such a range is so narrow that we can not expect much change in the
number of fingers. This can be confirmed by looking at the data of Marmanis and
Thoroddsen [259] and Katsuragi [260] where Nf ≈ 10 for this range.
Another approach to find the number of fingers is based on the Rayleigh-Taylor
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instability [261], assuming the cylindrical sheet of the liquid is accelerating in air
(also see Zhang et al. [262]). Linear stability analysis leads to a dominant wave
number of:
1/2
1
≡ 1/2 W e1/2 ,
κ = ρw v 2 /3 D σ
(7.9)
3 D
where, v 2 /D is the characteristic acceleration and we ignore the density of air. Katsuragi [260] assumed that the instability occurs on a perimeter of a circle of diameter Dc = 1/2 D Re1/4 , where the diameter is the maximum spreading diameter of
droplet upon impact on hard surfaces. Finally, the following expression for the number of fingers was obtained:
Nf =

1
W e1/2 Re1/4 .
481/2

(7.10)

Note, in comparison with equation (7.8), the equation above has different scalings
for W e and Re and has no fitting parameters. Nevertheless, similar to the previous
correlation, for our experiments, the number of fingers using equation (7.10) also
only varies within the range of 11–22. The analyses above suggest the unchanged
values of Nf (shown in figure 7.9) are most likely only due to limited parameter
range available in the present experiments.
In the later stage of crater collapse, the retraction accelerates due to combined
effects of gravitational retraction and capillary wave focussing. This causes the fingers to stretch significantly, while their tips may undergo tip-splitting. This makes
the tips of the fingers appear like mushrooms (see the magnified views in panel d
of figure 7.8). Note that since this stage of crater retraction is associated with rapid
flow focussing, this observed tip-splitting may be ascribed to a shear instability due
to a large jump in shear velocities occurring at the oil-water interface. Alternately,
it could also be an outcome of viscous-fingering of the type produced in TaylorSaffman instabilities, wherein such tip-splitting is a known mechanism of instability
growth.

7.6

Conclusions

Here we reported the results from experiments studying the impacts of viscous immiscible oil drop on a deep pool of water. We use a range of viscosities of the oil,
which, due to the added effect of immiscibility, result in a variety of interesting phenomena. An object of major interest in drop impacts is often the crater formed in the
target pool. We find that the crater dynamics depend crucially on how the impinging drop behaves after impacting on the free surface. If the impinging drop spreads
over the entirety of the crater surface, as is usually observed when the drop-target
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liquids are the same, the primary effect of increasing viscosity of the drop is that the
crater is shallower. As the drop viscosity is increased further, it is unable to spread
appreciably over the crater surface due to larger viscous dissipation. The drop’s
interaction with capillary waves makes the drop liquid accumulate at the crater bottom, and may result in its complete detachment from the water surface. In some
cases, we also obtain double-entrainment of an air bubble within an entrained oil
droplet. A deeper understanding of this phenomenon can be of use in controlling
various capsule-formation and encapsulation processes, particularly in pharmaceutical settings [263, 264, 265, 266].
We employ the model proposed by Bisighini et al. [240] to model the crater
growth, where we include the viscous dissipation in the drop based on shear stress
balance arguments. We find that the model works well for the early stages. It overpredicts the crater depths at the point of their maximum depth and predicts a faster
collapse of the crater than is measured. The sources of disagreement between the
model and experiments were identified and discussed.
The impact of an immiscible drop into a pool of another liquid results in the formation of a compound splash sheet - which consists of both the liquids risen above
the initially calm pool surface. The rim of the sheet becomes hydrodynamically unstable and ejects tiny droplets. The deformations along the edge of the sheet during
this stage are imposed on both the liquids which compose the crown. In our experiments, the perturbations along drop rim persist beyond the crater retraction stage,
and get stretched into fingers. Such finger formation in the crown has been reported
during water drop impacting on thin oil film experiments [236, 237]. We report that
the same phenomenon occurs when an immiscible oil drop is impacts on a deep pool
of water. A detailed understanding of this may give insights into fragmentation processes found in nature and industry. In this way, one may find the means to control
the size distribution of daughter droplets produced via such violent fragmentation
processes [234, 237].

7.A

7

Appendix: Imaging fingers from top

To have a better understanding on the mechanism of the finger formation, we also
performed the experiments in a slightly modified experimental setup, using a high
speed camera to record from the top. However, it was often difficult to identify
the oil fingers in these experiments due to very similar refractive indices of the two
liquids [267]. We attempted to improve the contrast between the two liquids by
colouring the oil with a fat soluble dye up to the point of its saturation. However,
given how thinly the oil layer is spread around the point of τmax , this method failed
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Figure 7.10: A 3.46 mm wide drop of 100 cSt silicone oil impacting on a pool of water at 3.5
m/s. A small amount of milk powder was added to water to aid visualisation. The impacting
drop spreads throughout the crater, whose edges destabilise leading to the well known splashcrown (3.52 ms). In the retraction stage (here 31.52 ms onwards), the perturbations along the
crown-rim continue to exist along the retracting drop rim and get stretched into the fingers as
shown at 39.2 ms.
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to provide a sufficiently large contrast difference. Thus, we resorted to colouring the
water instead, and a small amount of milk powder was added to the water bulk to
get a better contrast between the two phases. Figure 7.10 shows a series of pictures
in the setting explained above. See also [268] for a video of the experiment discussed
here. The images obtained provide a conclusive evidence for the presence of fingering. The milk powder slightly modified water properties, which resulted in a greater
number of fingers than typically seen, and the mushroom-like structures shown in
figure 7.8 could not develop in the shown experiment.

Conclusions and Outlook
When a liquid impacts against another phase (either a liquid or a solid) in ambient
conditions, the ambient fluid is trapped in between, and has an effect on the process.
The intervening fluid plays an important role in the early stages of impact - it is
likely to affect the shape of the liquid interface both before and during impact, such
that it influences the pressures and forces that are generated at impact. Generally
in such impact events occurring in atmospheric conditions, this trapped fluid is the
ambient air. In this thesis we explored the effect that the trapped fluid has on the
liquid interface throughout an impact event.
The focus of chapters 2 and 3 was on using experiments to measure how the
behaviour of water free surface is influenced by the intervening air layer prior to
being impacted upon by a flat plate. At this stage, a so-called ‘air-cushioning’ effect
was known to occur. What this process entails is that a flow of air is induced by
its being squeezed out of the gap between the plate and the target liquid. The air
flow results in a pressure gradient being set up in the gap, which deforms the liquid
surface prior to coming into contact with the solid plate. We investigate both the time
evolution of the liquid surface deforming, and the maximum extent of its deflection
before impact. For better control, the geometry of the problem was simplified, and a
disc moving at a constant velocity V was used as the solid plate.
The results in chapters 2 and 3 rely on a new method (TIR-D) developed to visualise the small deflections of water surface, that was described in chapter 1. There,
a known technique in the solid mechanics community for measuring sub-micron
deflections of a solid plate was adapted for use in large-scale fluid mechanics experiments (such as those described in the present thesis). The water surface is used as
a mirror in a total-internal-reflection setup. The object whose image the water surface reflects in this setup is some fixed reference pattern. When the water surface
moves, the reflecting ‘mirror’ in the setup also moves and reflects a distorted image
of the reference pattern. These movements of the reflected pattern are recorded and
used to compute the instantaneous ‘mirror’ (water surface) deflections that caused
161
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the former.
Using this method, the movements of the water surface under the disc are measured in the final few milliseconds before the approaching disc makes contact with
it. We show that under the disc centre, the water surface is pushed down due to a
stagnation point flow in the intervening air layer. The strength of stagnation pressure is related to the strength of under-pressure that is created under the disc edge
in the region of fastest air flow. The magnitude of both the pressures grows inertially
as square of the air velocity. The air velocity in turn grows linearly with distance
from the disc axis at r = 0, and inversely as the time before impact τ . The maximum extent of depression of the free surface (at r = 0) is also found to scale very
neatly with the disc sizes D. Its growth rate is shown to be governed by the inertial
time scale V /D. This particular behaviour of the water surface is also compared to
2-fluid boundary integral (BI) simulations, and potential flow calculations, finding
satisfactory agreements.
At the location with the largest air velocity (under the disc edge), the air flow
creates a Bernoulli suction effect on the water surface. This results in it being sucked
into the gap, towards the approaching disc. This process is found to not be governed
by inertial scales. Instead, the suction appears to act over a very consistent length
scale over the free surface. Additionally, the upwards rise of the water under the disc
edge only starts to accelerate once the air velocity grows past a critical value. The
observations support the occurrence of a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability of the waterair interface. This hypothesis is rigorously checked in the appendix of chapter 2 by
studying how the finite thickness of the air layer at the onset of instability modifies
the marginally unstable wavelength. We conclude from the analysis that any anticipated modification to the marginally unstable solution due to finite layer effects in
our experiment only become important if the gap thickness at the onset of instability
. 7 mm. For the experimental parameters with which experiments were performed
in chapter 2, the finite-layer effects on the marginally K-H unstable wavelengths do
not come into play. Our calculations suggest that in practice, the calculations for a
marginally K-H unstable wavelength at an interface separating two infinitely deep
fluid-filled half-spaces should suffice.
In chapter 3, although the potential flow theory and simulations are unable to reproduce the K-H destabilised length scale, the depression of the water surface due to
stagnation pressure is well reproduced. The downwards deflections of the free surface is the main type of behaviour caused by the air-cushioning layer. Its maximum
extent prior to impact is the chief factor determining the thickness of air film that
is trapped on the disc’s bottom side immediately after impact. We provide detailed
information from BI simulations regarding the radial and vertical gas velocities at
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the water-air interface, and show that it supports the assumptions made in the analytical model. Finally, at small τ , the upwards lift-up of the water surface due to
Bernoulli suction are found to be of comparable magnitudes in both the potentialflow approaches. However as discussed above, the suction effect is very different in
the numerics & theory from the experiments.
The free surface deformation created due to air flow in the gap between the disc
and water results in the disc making its first contact with the water close to its edges.
Thus a film of air spanning across the width of the disc is invariably trapped underneath it at impact. For a disc, the air film’s thickness was found to be approximately
2.5 · 10−3 times its diameter. The trapped air film plays a crucial role in determining
how the force on the disc due to impact is distributed across its surface. This was
explored in chapter 4 by measuring the local pressures on the disc at two locations
- at its centre, and close to its edge. It was shown that at low velocities of impact
(V . 0.5 m/s, D = 80 mm), the trapped air bubble remained intact until later times
and lowered the peak impact pressure at the disc’s centre. The same air film fails
to cushion the peak pressure at larger velocities (V & 0.5 m/s, D = 80 mm). The
total force on the disc was also measured. The raw pressure and force measurements
were found to be very sensitive to the resolution of the sensor.
Thus, pressure and force impulses were computed by directly time-integrating
the measurements from the time when the signal started to rise. This was found to be
a much more reproducible quantity, and a more faithful indicator of the magnitude
of momentum transfer at impact. The accumulation of impulse at both small length
scales (measured directly with the pressure sensors) and large length scales (computed from the measured overall force) was found to follow inertial time scales. The
measured impact impulses were compared to the theoretical estimation for impulse
on a spontaneously started disc immersed in a fluid half-space. The comparisons
were found to be favourable. Impact impulses at the disc’s centre were found to be
smaller than the force impulse experienced by the whole disc.
Although the overall impact impulse for a simplified geometry can be anticipated
using theoretical modelling, a detailed distribution of hydrodynamic loading on the
impacting solid is not easily foreseen owing to several subsidiary effects that occur in
a real experiment. For instance in the case of a disc impacting on water, effects such
as fast air flow in the air-cushioning layer, the break-up of trapped air film, ejection of
the splash and possibly compressibility effects in the liquid make the scenario hopelessly complicated for analytical modelling. Needless to say, added mass estimation
is not always likely to be a sufficiently well-informed approach to the hydrodynamic
loading over small length scales. In fact, at the time of attaining the peak pressure,
there can be multiple sources contributing to the pressure at a point on the solid.
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With the context of potential flow, these contributions were identified and accounted for by Wagner [22] to model the impact pressures on a (two-dimensional)
wedge entering water. A more recent version of this model [116] was extensively
used in chapter 5 to analyse the pressures that were measured on a wedge and cone.
The measurements’ time evolution was compared against calculations from Wagner
model. Carefully performed experiments at well controlled velocities showed that
the entire loading process is governed by inertial scales, indeed as the model implies.
It was shown that the local piling up of water (c(t), chapter 5) as it rises along the
impacting wedge, is correctly predicted by the model. It was also shown that spaceaveraged computations for the pressure from Wagner’s model agree extremely well
with the measurements.
The wetting rate, also known as the ‘Wagner condition’, can be derived for geometries other than just the wedge. The Wagner condition for a cone was used in
chapter 5 to make similar comparisons with the impact pressures, as were made for
the wedge. The peak pressures could be estimated from the model as ρw (dc/dt)2 .
From this expression, which is a function of the Wagner condition, the ratio of peak
pressures on the cone to those on the wedge is expected to be 64/π 4 . We showed that
this ratio was very accurately reproduced using experiments.
The experiments in chapter 6 were partly inspired by the Faraday wave phenomenon - in itself a form of parametric sloshing [269]. However instead of vertically shaking the whole bath, a disc was placed a few millimetres from the stationary water surface, and shaken with a prescribed amplitude and frequency. As in
the previous chapters, the disc’s motion causes a commensurate flow of air in the
gap. However unlike in the previous chapters, where the air was only pushed outwards, the trapped air in this case is periodically squeezed out from, and dragged
into the gap at a low Reynolds number. Over a region of the water surface that falls
within the disc’s shadow, the motion of the air is dictated by the disc motion. At the
edges of the disc, the air is allowed to ‘leak’ from the gap. Thus, the pressure that its
periodic motion imposes on the water surface is confined only to the section of the
water surface that lies in the disc’s shadow. In this region, the time-periodic forcing
excites small amplitude standing waves on the water surface. In the outer region,
these same waves transform into travelling waves that radiate away the energy provided to the free surface by the oscillating air column. A theoretical model is used
to calculate the free surface’s response to such a time-periodic, spatially finite, and
axisymmetric pressure condition imposed on the water-air interface. Direct comparisons between the model and experiments are found to be good at small frequencies
(∼ 6 Hz), while disagreements set in at higher frequencies (∼ 20 Hz).
In the final chapter, the impacting object is made deformable by having a projec-
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tile drop instead of a plate. In such experiments, the trapped air layer is often very
thin and is ruptured soon after impact [126, 270]. Consequently it plays a negligible
role on inertially driven processes such as the crater formation inside the pool. The
study covered in chapter 7 was performed with impacting drops of silicone oils on a
target pool consisting of water. The surface of the crater in the water pool is wetted
by the droplet liquid after the initially trapped air layer ruptures. Here, it is this silicone oil drop spreading across the crater that plays an important role in determining
the dynamics at the interface. A larger amount of viscous dissipation in the drop
liquid, proportional to its viscosity ratio with water, results in slower dynamics of
the cavity expansion in water. It results that the final size of the cavity formed is
reduced on account of the additional dissipation in the deformed drop.
The slowed down crater dynamics, and the presence of a thick layer of the drop
liquid spread along the cavity created in water pool results in a relatively robust scenario leading to the double-entrainment of an air bubble. As was mentioned, this
can have applications in controlling encapsulation processes in various pharmaceutical or food industries. A good understanding of this double-encapsulation process
is currently hindered by the large number of variables involved in the process. The
drop liquid’s viscosity determines the thickness of its layer that spreads along the
crater. Its surface tension puts an upper limit to the drop sizes that are produced by
the Plateau–Rayleigh instability. The drop liquid’s surface tension also influences the
capillary waves that travel along the water-oil and oil-air interfaces. Both serve to
hasten the crater’s collapse. Similarly, the thickness of splash sheet produced at impact has an influence on the wavelength selection at the initiation stage of capillary
waves. How the air bubble is finally entrapped, is determined by the shape of the
crater bottom at the time of its collapse. A step in this direction was recently taken
by Yang et al. [271]. The remaining question regarding the role of capillary waves
in creating the conditions for doubly-entraining an air bubble needs to isolated for
an appropriate range of non-dimensional parameters. Since it is challenging to precisely control the surface properties of a liquid, this is foreseen to be explored using
numerical tools.

Outlook
The method described in chapter 1 for visualising small deflections of a fluid interface can be put to use in various large scale experimental fluid mechanics setups,
where there is limited visual accessibility.
In chapters 2 and 3, since the deflections of a liquid interface due to an intervening cushioning layer before impact could be characterised by inertial length and time
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scales, this knowledge may be directly applicable to large scale settings. One such
scenario could involve a wave impacting on a wall, for instance against a harbour.
Another important example pertains to the sloshing of liquid cargo in a closed container, as was also discussed in the context of sloshing in an LNG container in the
Introduction of this thesis. For a breaking wave impacting against a wall, the relevant length scale would be the wave crest’s height from its stationary level, while
the relevant time scale would be defined by its velocity of approach.
That the rapidly escaping air from the shrinking cavity induces Kelvin-Helmholtz
instabilities on the adjacent liquid surface, can be used to design solid structures
with grooves on their exposed surfaces. The rationale is as follows: for a given
liquid-vapour pair, the wavelengths that are most susceptible to being destabilised
are determined by their interface’s properties. If air flow in the cavity were spatially
modulated with the same spatial frequency as the preferred unstable wavelength,
there would be a resonance between the inherently unstable length scale, and the
imposed length scale. The solid structure in question can then be reinforced along
sections which are expected to experience larger load impulses depending on how it
is slammed upon by a K-H destabilised liquid interface.
Alternatively, by modulating the air flow with wavelengths in the vicinity of the
most unstable one, one can destabilise parasitic modes on the liquid interface. This
can be used to suppress the otherwise incumbent K-H instabilities, if they were undesired.
In a violent situation such as a wave impacting on wall, the escaping air accelerates rapidly, and the temporal aspect of the instability becomes increasingly important. Such an analysis can reveal how the stability of certain groups of wavelengths
are dynamically affected by the rapidly changing condition of the base flow [272].
It is evident from chapter 4 that shear instability of the water surface under the
disc results in a non-uniform distribution of the loads at impact. The same can be
expected in situations such as those described above with selective amplification
or suppression of certain K-H modes. Concerning a simpler scenario such as the
present experiments with a disc, this idea can be experimentally validated by impacting discs on water, whose surface has desired undulations so as to amplify or
suppress certain K-H modes along a water surface.
Compressibility effects in liquid are known to play an important role for the maximum pressure rise at impact [273]. They can be manipulated by means of aeration
of the liquid. This has been shown to effectively reduce both local pressures, and the
total force on an impacting plate. In particular, the peak pressures can be dramatically reduced [154].
Sloshing and waves impacting on container walls are a well known potential
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threat to the containment system in cargo transportation of liquefied gaseous fuels.
A further complication in such a situation is that the liquid is stored in thermodynamic equilibrium with its own vapour. Thus, its interface is in a persistent state of
thermodynamic phase transition. When the wave of such a liquid impacts on a wall,
the entrapped vapour can condense, thereby diminishing the role of entrapped air
[274]. The free surface instabilities can be either be intensified or reduced, depending
on a number of ambient conditions. Some experimental work on sloshing of a liquid
close to its critical point has been done [275]. However, how the impact loads would
be affected in such a situation, remains to be experimentally investigated.

To conclude, in a typical liquid slamming event, the ambient fluid plays an important role in deforming the liquid interface during all stages of the impact process.
Liquid slamming events are associated with the generation of large forces upon impact. The trapped fluid plays an important role in influencing these forces. The role
of this trapped fluid, both before and after impact, was elucidated in different scenarios by performing geometrically simplified experiments. It was shown that the
flow of trapped ambient fluid can, at least in principle, be manipulated to potentially
influence the loads as desired.
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Summary
The slamming of a liquid against another phase is a common sight in nature. It can
vary in intensity from being relatively soft and harmless such as during raindrops
impacting on soil or insects. On the other hand, it can be particularly violent and
dangerous in instances of waves impacting on solid structures, such as those found
in offshore structures, and in the transport of liquid cargo.
It is an important concern to be able to predict the intensity of impact reliably, for
it has a direct bearing on the damage that is caused to a solid structure. The forces
generated upon impact are an indicator of the intensity of impact. However, given
an ambient condition, the interaction between the fluid phase and the surroundings
plays an important role in influencing the shape of the liquid surface prior to, and
during the impact. Consequently, the ambient conditions have an important, but
often unclear influence on the slamming pressures generated.
In this thesis we studied the role of air in a liquid-slamming event by means
of experiments. The geometry of the problem was simplified to keeping the liquid
phase (water) stationary in a bath, while it was impacted upon by a flat, horizontal
disc approaching at well controlled constant speeds. A new technique to visualise
the free surface of water before impact was developed. It was shown that due to
flow of the intervening air layer, the water surface ‘feels’ the approach of a disc well
before it makes first contact with the water. The movements of the water surface due
to the action of this intervening air layer were accurately measured and shown to be
reasonably well reproduced by simulations and theoretical calculations.
Next, it was shown that an air film is momentarily trapped on the disc after impact. The presence of an air film causes different impact pressures to be experienced
at different locations on the disc. To corroborate the pressure measurements, the
total force on the disc was also measured. It was shown that mere peak pressures
and forces are very susceptible to being underestimated due to insufficient temporal resolution of the equipment. However, the time-integrated loading, the so-called
pressure (or force) impulse due to impact, could be reproduced very well. In addi169
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tion, it was shown that the growth of impact impulse is an inertial process, which
makes it all the more reliable as an indicator of slamming intensity.
The role of ambient air becomes negligible when it is allowed to escape, for
instance, by having an impactor with a non-zero deadrise angle. There exists the
canonical model by Wagner [22] to calculate the impact pressures on water-impacting
wedge-like objects. The original treatment yields singularly high pressures at any
given point on the wedge, which were regularised using asymptotic matching by,
e.g., Zhao & Faltinsen [116]. However the model calculations were still found to
be consistently larger than measurements, and vary along the wedge’s surface. We
showed that the disagreement between the model and measurements arises due to a
spatially-averaged pressure being measured in experiments. The model is thus used
to compute spatially-averaged pressures, and shown to anticipate the measurements
excellently. We suspect our work to be the most rigorous test to date of the assumptions that go into Wagner-like models, and of the results that they produce.
Subsequently, we put a spin on the behaviour of intervening air layer in between
a disc and a water surface: instead of merely squeezing it out of the gap, its flow
was modulated by shaking the disc with a prescribed frequency and wavelength.
The resulting air flow excites standing waves on water surface under the disc. The
standing waves transform into travelling surface waves in the absence of forcing
from the air. The system is a resonator with forced oscillations, however, one that
leaks energy into its surroundings. The dissipative nature of resonating waves can
be likened to how a stringed instrument with an air cavity, such as a guitar, creates
and emits acoustic waves. The experimental situation was analytically modelled
by approximating the air flow as lubrication flow, that excites waves on the water
surface via a sloshing-like imposition of a time-periodic pressure condition.
Finally, liquid impacts were studied where both the projectile and target phases
were liquid. The projectile drops were of silicone oil, while the target was a water
pool. The properties of the projectile drop were varied by using silicone oils with
different viscosities. It was shown that despite the drop containing a very viscous
oil, the early growth of the crater in the water pool was still a process driven by the
drop’s inertia. However in later stages, an enhanced dissipation in the drop liquid
resulted in clear slowing-down of the dynamics of the crater.

Summary (Dutch)
De inslag van een vloeistof op een vast materiaal is een veel voorkomend verschijnsel in de natuur. De intensiteit kan hierbij variëren van relatief mild en ongevaarlijk, zoals bij regendruppels die op de aardbodem vallen of insecten in hun vlucht
raken, tot ronduit bedreigend. Het kan bijzonder heftig en gevaarlijk worden in het
geval dat golven inslaan op constructies zoals die gevonden worden in de offshore
en bij het transport van vloeibare lading op schepen. Het is belangrijk om de intensiteit van de inslag nauwkeurig te kunnen voorspellen, omdat deze een directe
invloed heeft op de mogelijke schade die hierbij aan deze constructies berokkend
kan worden. De krachten die tijdens de impact worden opgewekt, vormen een indicatie voor de intensiteit van de inslag. Omringende gasvormige materie, zoals lucht,
speelt een belangrijke rol doordat zij het vloeistofoppervlak voor en tijdens de inslag kunnen beı̈nvloeden en vervormen. Als gevolg hebben de omgevingscondities
daardoor een belangrijke, maar vaak onvoldoende begrepen, invloed op de tijdens
de inslag opgewekte krachten.
In dit proefschrift hebben we door middel van experimenten de rol van lucht tijdens de inslag van een vloeistof bestudeerd. De geometrie van het probleem is hierbij vereenvoudigd door de vloeibare fase (water) stationair te houden in een bassin,
terwijl de inslag werd veroorzaakt door een platte, horizontale schijf die met een
goed gecontroleerde constante snelheid loodrecht op de vloeistof inslaat. Er is een
nieuwe techniek ontwikkeld om de vervorming van het wateroppervlak voor de inslag te visualiseren. Er is aangetoond dat het wateroppervlak door stroming van de
tussenliggende luchtlaag de nadering van de schijf ruim voordat deze voor het eerst
contact maakt met het water al ‘voelt’. De beweging van het wateroppervlak als
gevolg van de werking van deze tussenliggende luchtlaag is nauwkeurig gemeten
en met behulp van diverse numerieke simulaties en theoretische berekeningen op
een tevredenstellende manier beschreven.
Vervolgens is aangetoond dat er na inslag een luchtfilm op de schijf wordt achtergelaten. De aanwezigheid van deze luchtfilm zorgt voor variatie van de gemeten in171
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slagdruk op verschillende locaties op de schijf. Om de drukmetingen te kunnen
verifiëren, werd tegelijkertijd ook de totale kracht op de schijf gemeten. Aangetoond
is dat de piekdrukken en piekkrachten zeer slecht kunnen worden gemeten vanwege onvoldoende tijdsresolutie van de sensoren. De tijdsgeı̈ntegreerde belasting,
namelijk de drukimpuls en krachtimpuls die optreden als gevolg van de inslag, konden echter zeer goed worden gereproduceerd. Ook werd aangetoond dat de groei
van de tijdsgeı̈ntegreerde belasting puur door traagheid bepaald is, wat de druken krachtimpulshet des te betrouwbaarder maken als indicator voor de inslagintensiteit.
De rol van de omgevingslucht wordt verwaarloosbaar wanneer het bijvoorbeeld
mag ontsnappen als een impactor onder een hoek aankomt. Het canonieke model
van Wagner [22] stelt ons in staat om de inslagdruk van op water botsende wigvormige
objecten te berekenen. Deze benadering levert echter op elk punt van de wig een op
een bepaald tijdstip divergerende druk op. Het model kan echter geregulariseerd
met behulp van de asymptotic matching techniek, zoals die door Zhao & Faltinsen
[116] is gebruikt. De gemeten piekdrukken bleken echter consistent lager te zijn dan
de voorspellingen en, in tegenspraak met de theorie, te variëren langs het oppervlak
van de wig. We toonden aan dat de verschillen tussen het model en de metingen
verklaard kunnen worden door de voorspelde druk ruimtelijk over het sensoroppervlak te middelen, wat een uitstekende overeenkomst met de gemeten waardes
oplevert. We vermoeden dat de metingen en daaruit volgende resultaten de tot op
heden meest rigoureuze test vormen van de aannames die door Wagner in zijn analyse van dit probleem zijn gedaan.
Vervolgens hebben we het gedrag van de tussenliggende luchtlaag tussen een
schijf en een wateroppervlak in een iets andere situatie bestudeerd: in plaats van
alleen tussen de schijf en het wateroppervlak te worden uitgeperst, werd de luchtstroming nu gemoduleerd door de schijf met een voorgeschreven frequentie en golflengte op en neer te bewegen. De geı̈nduceerde luchtstroom wekte daarbij staande
golven op het gedeelte van het wateroppervlak dat zich direct onder de schijf bevond
op, die daarbuiten echter veranderen in lopende oppervlaktegolven. Dit is een systeem waarop een gedwongen trilling wordt opgelegd en daardoor in resonantie
komt, maar waarbij het tegelijkertijd in de vorm van de lopende golven energie lekt
naar zijn omgeving. Dit kan worden vergeleken met de manier waarop een snaarinstrument met een luchtopening in de resonator, zoals een gitaar, akoestische golven
creëert en uitzendt. De situatie is analytisch gemodelleerd door de luchtstroom in
de lubricatiebenadering te beschrijven, waarbij de golven op het wateroppervlak
worden opgewekt door middel van de druk die als tijdsafhankelijke, oscillerende
randvoorwaarde op het wateroppervlak wordt opgelegd.
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Tenslotte hebben we inslagen bestudeerd waarbij zowel het projectiel als het
inslagobject vloeibaar waren. Het projectiel werd hierbij gevormd door druppels
bestaande uit siliconenolie, terwijl het doelwit een waterreservoir was. De eigenschappen van de druppel werden hierbij gewijzigd door siliconenolie met verschillende viscositeiten te gebruiken. Er is aangetoond dat de vroege groeifase van de
holte die tijdens de inslag aan het wateroppervlak gevormd wordt ook in dit geval
een door de inertie van de druppel bepaald proces is. In een later stadium leidt
een grotere dissipatie van bewegingsenergie in de druppelvloeistof echter tot een
duidelijke vertraging van de dynamiek van de inslagkrater.
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